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1.  Introduction 

Over the last few years, staff at the USITC Office of Economics has been engaged 

in collecting and classifying information on non-tariff measures (NTMs) in the form of a 

unified database to be used as a reference tool for staff research.  The first compilation of 

such data is described in Manifold (2002) and Donnelly and Manifold (2005) and has 

been referred to unofficially as the USITC Nontariff Measures Database or the Donnelly-

Manifold Database.  The current release builds on these prior efforts, expanding the 

country coverage, incorporating several changes in the classification scheme, and adding 

the most recent data available.1  In the present note we describe these data, which we 

refer to as the CoRe NTMs Database.2 

Section 2 touches on the significant changes from previous releases of the NTM 

Database and lists some caveats regarding the data.  Section 3 describes the sources used 

in the CoRe NTMs Database and their contribution to the Database. Section 4 discusses 

each of the elements of the Database (category, generic measure, sector, product, and 

comments) and the classification scheme.  Section 5 concludes by providing some data 

summaries.  

2.  Significant Changes and Caveats 

This Database updates the earlier version (i.e., Donnelly and Manifold, 2005), 

which contained NTM data reported during the 1996-2002 period, with the latest 

information on NTMs.  As discussed in Section 3, the data obtained from the USTR and 

the EU Market Access Database were issued in 2009.  The data from the WTO contains 

information from the latest TPR documents (2006-2009).3  In addition to this update, the 

                                                 
1 The Database is attached to this paper’s PDF file as an Excel spreadsheet.  
2 The name CoRe NTMs stands for Compilation of Reported NTMs and not for the concept of “core 
NTMs”, which typically refers to price control and quantity restriction measures.  In fact, the CoRe NTMs 
Database includes information on non-core NTMs, such as SPS and standards. 
3 WTO member countries are reviewed under the TPR process at different frequencies.  To include a 
significant numbers of countries, we considered all countries reviewed in 2006 or later.  A variable in the 
Database specifies the year of the review. 
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current Database expands the country coverage from 53 countries in the Donnelly-

Manifold data to 107 countries in the current release (see Table 1).  Except for Zimbabwe, 

all countries covered in the earlier Database are included in the current release.  The 

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania, previously listed separately, are now 

included under the EU. 

Several main changes have been made to the classification scheme.  While the 

previous version used 15 NTM categories, the current Database uses 12 NTM categories 

(see Table 2).  Specifically, earlier categories for import licensing, import prohibitions 

and import quotas were eliminated and a single import-related measures category was 

created.  The distinction between licensing, prohibitions and quotas is now captured in 

the generic measure variable. The category services was also eliminated and the 

distinction between good and services is now made with the sector and product variables.   

Appropriate changes were also made to the generic measure variable that resulted 

in an increase in the number of possible measures from 36 to 64 (see Table 3).  Finally, 

the earlier data contain a specific measure variable that was difficult to use and interpret 

in many cases.  This was substituted for a comment variable, a field intended to provide 

any extra information to data users in a rather flexible form. 

Some important caveats are in order.  First, this compilation makes no judgment 

whatsoever with respect to the veracity, appropriateness, legal status (WTO or otherwise) 

or economic significance of any of the reported measures.  Second, the data is not 

necessarily presented at the product-level.  In reviewing the source documents, 

sometimes the language was not precise enough to define products within a mentioned 

sector or many products were tied to a measure (resulting in a horizontal sector in our 

data).  Thus, the data is presented at the measure-level, with each entry in the Database 

representing an alleged NTM possibly affecting trade in one or more products.  However, 

to the extent that sector/product information was available, it is included in the Database 

and users can attempt to expand the data to the product-level.  Finally, the information in 

Section 5 and its accompanying tables are provided for description purposes only.  

Counts of items in this Database, or any NTM database for that matter, have no obvious 

economic interpretation and should not be used as proxies for more direct estimates of the 

economic impact of NTMs. 
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3.  Sources and Coverage  

The CoRe NTMs Database is compiled using three sources: 1) The USTR’s 

National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers (NTE), 2) European Union’s 

Market Access- Trade Barriers Database, and 3) World Trade Organization’s Trade 

Policy Reviews.4  Most of the observations in the Database are from the USTR report 

(1,346 observations), followed by the WTO (635 observations) and the EU (497 

observations).  The coverage, strength, and limitations of each are described below.  

3.1.  USTR 

 The NTE is an annual report which focuses primarily on foreign barriers to US 

exports. NTE reports are organized by individual countries or customs unions. While 

each country is reviewed differently, they are primarily organized with a focus on 

individual measures by sector. The Database includes the NTE report for 2009, which 

covers 67 individual countries and accounts for around 54 percent of the total Database. 

3.2.  EU 

The European Union’s Market Access- Trade Barriers Database provides a static 

picture of alleged NTMs EU members faced at the time of download. The online 

database does not track NTMs faced by EU members over a period of time. The data can 

be downloaded using three parameters: country, sector, and measure. As it only includes 

NTMs reported by EU exporters outside of the EU, there are no data on NTMs faced by 

exporters in any EU country. The database has 32 sectors and seven main NTM measures. 

The main measures are tariffs and duties, trade defense instruments, non tariff barriers, 

investment related barriers, IPR, other (export related), and services specific measures. 

The EU categories tariffs and duties as well as trade defense instruments were excluded 

from our database.  

                                                 
4  USTR’s NTE Report is available online at http://www.ustr.gov/about-us/press-office/reports-and-
publications/2009/2009-national-trade-estimate-report-foreign-trad; the EU Market Access Database is 
available online at http://mkaccdb.eu.int/madb_barriers/barriers_select.htm; and  the WTO TPR documents 
are available online at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_E/tpr_e/tp_rep_e.htm. 
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As the classification used by the EU Database did not directly match that of the 

CoRe NTMs Database, we reclassified the EU data to fit our classification. Furthermore, 

unlike the CoRe NTMs Database, the EU Database does not have a generic measure. We, 

thus, created a generic measure based on the details of each NTMs barrier fiche. The data 

were downloaded in two phases, on January 26, 2009 and on May 26, 2009, and are 

labeled 2009a and 2009b, respectively, in the CoRe NTMs Database. As the EU Database 

is a static view of NTMs at a point and time, the two downloads had resulted in different 

lists. The CoRe NTMs Database includes all appropriate NTMs from the first download, 

whether or not they were still in effect in the second download. The second download 

only includes the barriers not captured in the January download. This source accounts for 

20 percent of all NTMs in the Database. 

3.3.  WTO 

The final source for the CoRe NTMs Database is the World Trade Organization’s 

Trade Policy Reviews (TPR). Measures are compiled from those mentioned in the “Trade 

Policies and Practices by Measure” section of the TPR. Within this section, most non-

tariff measures are summarized in the introduction followed by a more detailed 

description of the types of measures and the products affected. Also of interest within this 

section are the documented complaints from other countries citing specific measures. 

  The Database includes information from Trade Policy Reviews published 

between 2006 and 2009. The oldest TPR included in the Database is Uruguay (May 17-

19, 2006) and the most recent is Mozambique (April 22-24, 2009). For countries with 

multiple TPR during the period, only data from the latest TPR were included. This source 

contributes 635 individual measures, which account for around 26 percent of the 

Database.  

4.  Classification Scheme  

There are over 3,550 individual entries in the compilation. Each entry may 

include information regarding: (1) the country; (2) the NTM category for the reported 

measure; (3) the type of generic barrier; (4) the sector effected; (5) the specific product; 
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(6) comments section; and, (7 through 9) the year of reporting for the reference source 

(see above). Generic barriers appear across a wide range of NTM categories. These 

situations arise because a generic barrier may impact multiple NTM categories. For 

example, an NTM restricting trade would be classified as the generic barrier restrictions, 

but may be classified as the category import-related measures, export-related measures, 

or other, depending on the NTM in consideration. 

4.1.  Category 

Although an NTM observation may fit in more than one category, an effort was 

made to be methodical.  As a general rule we chose the most specific category that 

applies to a particular NTM; thus, the categories which encompassed a wide variety of 

NTMs (such as import-related measures) where given less priority than more specific 

categories (such as state trading). The NTM categories with the most specific 

classification include taxes, state-trading, standards, testing, certification and labeling, 

and government procurement. The categories with less definite classifications were 

sanitary and phytosanitary measures, anticompetitive practices/competition policy, 

investment-related measures and intellectual property rights. The category customs 

procedures had low a priority because of its generality. The least specific category was 

import-related measures. The only exceptions to this classification scheme were the 

categories corruption and export-related measures, whose distinctiveness set them apart; 

thus, these two categories were chosen over any other category where appropriate. 

The Database consist of 12, formal and informal, measures (see Table 2). While 

there have been international efforts to define a classification scheme for NTMs, no 

single definitive scheme currently exists.5  Most of the categories in the CoRe NTMs 

Database can be found in other classification schemes (see Manifold 2002). The most 

common categories in the current Database are import-related measures, sanitary and 

phytosanitary measures, investment-related measures, standards, testing, certification 

and labeling, and export-related measures. These categories account for more than two-

thirds of all NTM entries in our Database.  

                                                 
5 UNCTAD currently has an NTB project to update the NTB classification in its TRAINS Database and 
USITC staff is contributing to these discussions.  
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4.2.  Generic Measure 

Once a category has been chosen, it is more difficult to create a system for 

classifying the generic measure. Some generic measures may be specific to a particular 

category. For example, any type of tax would fall under the taxes category. As mentioned 

above, some NTMs may fall under two generic measures; in such cases either the NTM 

source makes clear which classification would be best for the particular NTM or we used 

our best judgment to decide between two reasonable generic measures. For the cases 

where an NTM may be categorized as more than one generic measure, we created a 

hierarchy for choosing the classification. The hierarchy was used only as a rough 

guideline for classifying generic measures. The hierarchy is as follows: 

 Most specific: taxes, fees, corruption, enforcement/protection, local 

preference, prohibited, quotas, and subsidies 

 Specific: technical regulations (TR), delays, bidding, clearance, legal 

framework, market structure, and  pricing 

 Least specific:  restrictions n.e.s., infrastructure, labor laws, procedures, 

TRQs, other, and not specified. 

 Not elsewhere specified (n.e.s.) encompasses all other generic measures 

that have not been included explicitly. 

The CoRe NTMs Database has 64 generic measures (see Table 3). The most common 

generic measures are prohibited, restrictions, and local preference.  

4.3.  Sector and Product 

Another element of the CoRe NTMs Database is the inclusion of the products and 

sectors affected by NTMs. There are 59 sectors (see Table 4) and over one thousand 

products. Horizontal is the largest sector, accounting for almost half of the NTM 

observations. This measure was used for NTMs impacting several or all sectors in a 

country. When the products affected by the NTM were listed, we included them in the 

“comments” variable (see below). Thus, we generated only one entry for each NTM in 

our Database, irrespective of the number of products affected by an alleged measure. In 
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cases where more than one NTM are associated with a particular product, two entries are 

generated (one for each NTM).  

4.4.  Comments 

The Database includes a “comments” column. The comments column is meant to 

substitute for the specific category in the previous Database.  There was no 

standardization of the comments section; comments were added where the writers 

deemed appropriate.  

4.5.  Classification Examples 

The following are actual examples from the CoRe NTMs Database of how we 

classify the words from the USTR and WTO reports into codes for the Database. 

 

Example 1: Excerpt from the Kyrgyz Republic WTO TPR: 
 
“There are numerous complaints of excessive documentation and other cumbersome 
administrative requirements, including corruption by officials with substantial discretion in 
setting valuations.  In this respect it should be noted that inefficient customs administration using 
outdated procedures can substantially raise traders' transactions costs, especially for less well-
established or less well-connected firms.  Transit of goods through the Kyrgyz Republic is often 
hindered by time-consuming convoy escort requirements….” 6  
 
Classification: 
 

Country NTM 
Category 

Generic 
Measure Sector Product WTO 

Year 
Kyrgyz 
Republic 

Customs 
procedures Corruption Horizontal  2006 

Kyrgyz 
Republic 

Customs 
procedures Procedures Horizontal  2006 

Kyrgyz 
Republic 

Customs 
procedures Requirements Horizontal  2006 

 
 
Example 2: Excerpt from USTR Report on Foreign Trade Barriers, Nicaragua:  
 
“The government levies a "selective consumption tax" on some luxury items that is 15 percent or 
less, with a few exceptions. The tax is not applied exclusively to imports; however, domestic 

                                                 
6 WTO (2006), Trade Policy Review, Kyrgyz Republic, Trade Policies and Practices by Measure, page 44. 
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goods are taxed on the manufacturer’s price, while imports are taxed on the cost, insurance, and 
freight value…. 
 
Nicaragua and the other four Central American Parties to the CAFTA-DR are in the process of 
developing common standards for the importation of several products, including distilled spirits, 
which may facilitate trade….  
 
Under the CAFTA-DR, Nicaragua reaffirmed its commitment to abide by the terms of the WTO 
Import Licensing Agreement. The Ministry of Health must provide a permit, renewable every 
five years, for the importation of any alcoholic beverage. U.S. industry has expressed concern 
about Nicaragua’s proposed standards for alcoholic beverages distilled from sugarcane....  
 
In 2008, Nicaragua and the four other Central American Parties to the CAFTA-DR notified to the 
WTO a set of microbiological criteria for all raw and processed food products imported into any 
of these countries. The United States has some concerns with these criteria and in May 2008 
submitted comments to the five countries. The Central American countries are currently 
evaluating possible amendments to the proposed criteria....” 7  
 
Classification: 
 

Country NTM 
Category 

Generic 
Measure Sector Product USTR 

Year 

Nicaragua 
Import-related 
measures 

Taxes, 
consumption Horizontal Luxury items 2009 

Nicaragua 

Sanitary and 
phytosanitary 
measures Requirements Horizontal 

Raw and 
processed 
food 2009 

Nicaragua 

Standards, 
testing, 
certification 
and labeling Licensing 

Beverages 
(alcoholic)  2009 

Nicaragua 

Standards, 
testing, 
certification 
and labeling Standards 

Beverages 
(alcoholic) Distilled spirits 2009 

5.  Brief Data Summary  

Looking at the entire Database, China is mentioned most frequently with 108 

individual measures. The United States has 101 documented measures followed by India 

with 89 (see Table 5a). Import-related measures are the most frequently documented 

NTM category with 501 occurrences. The next most frequently mentioned category is 

sanitary and phytosanitary measures with 359 mentions. The most frequent generic 

measure is prohibited which is mentioned 335 times followed by restrictions with 246 

measures and requirements with 163. As mentioned above, horizontal is the most 
                                                 
7 USTR (2009), National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers, pages 354-55. 
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frequently mentioned sector. However, the most frequent specific sector is animals and 

animal products with 283 measures followed closely by agriculture and fisheries with 

233 instances.  For comparison, we summarize below the entries by source. 

5.1.  USTR 

The data compiled from the 2009 USTR report illustrates that with 49 non-tariff 

measures, the Philippines has the most individual measures documented (see Table 5b). 

China has the second most documented measures with 47. Venezuela and Saudi Arabia 

come in third with 46 individual measures each. Import-related measures, which are 

mentioned 322 times, is the most frequently mentioned NTM category for all countries 

followed by investment-related measures at 264 and standards, testing, certification and 

labeling with 164 occurrences. The most frequent generic measure is restrictions, which 

occurs 163 times. This is followed by prohibited occurring 108 times and requirements 

occurring 107 times. While the horizontal sector registers 684 individual occurrences, 

animals and animal products has 96 documented measures followed by agriculture and 

fisheries with 82. 

5.2.  EU 

The EU Database reports NTMs faced by EU exporters in non-EU countries. The 

EU countries’ reported the most NTMs (in terms of the number of NTMs, not impact) in 

the US, where they faced 86 NTMs (17 percent of all EU Database NTMs). India and 

China followed with 40 and 29 NTMs, respectively (see Table 5c). The most common 

NTM categories were sanitary and phytosanitary measures and standards, testing, 

certification and labeling, numbering 175 and 79 NTMs, respectively. These categories 

accounted for over 50 percent of all NTMs captured by the EU Database. The most 

common generic measurements faced by EU exporters were prohibited and restrictions.  

The most common sectors are animals and animal product with 145 observations and 

horizontal with 95 observations. These two sectors account for almost 50 percent of all 

observations collected from the EU Database. 
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5.3.  WTO 

Based on the data from the WTO Trade Policy Reviews, China has the largest 

amount of documented NTMs with 32 individual measures (see Table 5d). Export-related 

measures, which are mentioned 173 times, is the most frequently documented NTM 

category for all countries. The most frequent generic measure is prohibited which occurs 

103 times. The agriculture and fisheries sector has 88 documented measures making it 

the most frequent individual sector. However the horizontal sector registers 371 

occurrences. 
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Table 1: Country Coverage and Year 
No. Country USTR NTE EU Market Access WTO TPR Included in DM 

1 Algeria  2009a   
2 Angola 2009 2009a 2006  
3 Arab League 2009    
4 Argentina 2009 2009a,b 2007 Y 
5 Australia 2009 2009a 2007 Y 
6 Azerbaijan  2009a  Y 
7 Bahrain 2009 2009a 2007  
8 Bangladesh  2009a 2006 Y 
9 Barbados   2008  

10 Belarus  2009a   
11 Benin  2009a   
12 Bolivia 2009 2009a   
13 Botswana 2009    
14 Brazil 2009 2009a 2009 Y 
15 Brunei Darussalam 2009  2008  
16 Cambodia 2009    
17 Cameroon 2009 2009a 2007 Y 
18 Canada 2009 2009a 2007 Y 
19 Central African Republic   2007  
20 Chad   2007  
21 Chile 2009 2009a,b  Y 
22 China 2009 2009a 2008 Y 
23 Colombia 2009 2009a 2006 Y 
24 Congo   2006  
25 Congo, Republic of  2009a   
26 Costa Rica 2009  2007 Y 
27 Cote D'Ivoire 2009 2009a   
28 Croatia  2009a   
29 Cuba  2009a   
30 Djibouti   2006  
31 Dominican Republic 2009 2009a 2008  
32 Eastern Caribbean States   2007  
33 Ecuador 2009 2009a,b  Y 
34 Egypt 2009 2009a   
35 El Salvador 2009    
36 Ethiopia 2009    
37 European Union 2009  2009 Y 
38 Fiji   2009  
39 Gabon  2009a 2007 Y 
40 Ghana 2009 2009a 2008  
41 Guatemala 2009  2009 Y 
42 Guinea  2009a   
43 Guinea Bissau  2009a   
44 Honduras 2009    
45 Hong Kong 2009 2009a 2006 Y 
46 Iceland  2009a 2006 Y 
47 India 2009 2009a,b 2007 Y 
48 Indonesia 2009 2009a,b 2007 Y 
49 Iran  2009a   
50 Israel 2009 2009a,b 2006 Y 
51 Japan 2009 2009a 2009 Y 
52 Jordan 2009 2009a 2008  
53 Kazakhstan 2009 2009a   
54 Kenya 2009 2009a 2006 Y 
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Table 1: Country Coverage and Year (Continued) 
No. Country USTR NTE  EU Market Access WTO TPR Included in DM 

55 Kuwait 2009 2009a   
56 Kyrgyz Republic   2006  
57 Laos 2009    
58 Lebanon  2009a   
59 Lesotho 2009    
60 Libya  2009a  Y 
61 Macao   2007  
62 Macedonia  2009a   
63 Madagascar   2008  
64 Malaysia 2009 2009a 2006 Y 
65 Mali  2009a   
66 Mauritius   2008  
67 Mexico 2009 2009a,b 2008 Y 
68 Moldova  2009a   
69 Morocco 2009 2009a  Y 
70 Mozambique   2009  
71 Namibia 2009    
72 Nepal  2009a   
73 New Zealand 2009 2009a  Y 
74 Nicaragua 2009  2006  
75 Nigeria 2009 2009a,b  Y 
76 Norway 2009 2009a 2008 Y 
77 Oman 2009 2009a 2008  
78 Pakistan 2009 2009a 2008 Y 
79 Panama 2009 2009a 2007 Y 
80 Papua New Guinea  2009a  Y 
81 Paraguay 2009 2009a  Y 
82 Peru 2009 2009a 2007  
83 Philippines 2009 2009a,b  Y 
84 Qatar 2009 2009a   
85 Russia 2009 2009a,b  Y 
86 Saudi Arabia 2009 2009a   
87 Singapore 2009 2009a 2008 Y 
88 South Africa 2009 2009a  Y 
89 South Korea 2009 2009a,b 2008 Y 
90 Sri Lanka 2009 2009a   
91 Swaziland 2009    
92 Switzerland & Liechtenstein 2009 2009a 2008 Y 
93 Syria  2009a   
94 Taiwan 2009 2009a 2006 Y 
95 Tanzania   2006  
96 Thailand 2009 2009a,b 2007 Y 
97 Togo  2009a 2006  
98 Trinidad and Tobago  2009a   
99 Tunisia  2009a  Y 

100 Turkey 2009 2009a 2007 Y 
101 Uganda   2006  
102 Ukraine 2009 2009a   
103 United Arab Emirates 2009 2009a 2006  
104 United States  2009a 2008 Y 
105 Uruguay  2009a,b 2006 Y 
106 Venezuela 2009 2009a,b  Y 
107 Vietnam 2009 2009a  Y 
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Table 2:  Breakdown by NTM Categories 
 
No. NTM Category Freq. Percent

1 Import-related measures 501 20.2 
2 Sanitary and phytosanitary measures 359 14.5 
3 Investment-related measures 292 11.8 
4 Standards, testing, certification and labeling 274 11.1 
5 Export-related measures 246 9.9 
6 Anticompetitive practices/competition policy 188 7.6 
7 Intellectual property rights 182 7.3 
8 Government procurement 152 6.1 
9 Customs procedures 143 5.8 

10 Taxes 66 2.7 
11 State-trading 46 1.9 
12 Corruption 29 1.2 

  Total 2,478 100.0 
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Table 3: Breakdown by Generic Measures 
 
No. Generic Measure Freq. Percent No. Generic Measure Freq. Percent

1 Prohibited 335 13.52 33 Taxes, VAT 15 0.61 
2 Restrictions 246 9.93 34 Taxes, exports 13 0.52 
3 Requirements 163 6.58 35 Duties 12 0.48 
4 Licensing 139 5.61 36 Other 11 0.44 
5 Regulation 129 5.21 37 Competition policy 10 0.40 
6 Local preference 119 4.80 38 Market behavior 9 0.36 
7 Taxes 103 4.16 39 Taxes, consumption 9 0.36 
8 Delays 84 3.39 40 Exemptions 6 0.24 
9 Subsidies 81 3.27 41 Taxes, luxury 6 0.24 
10 Pricing 74 2.99 42 Taxes, other 6 0.24 
11 Enforcement 71 2.87 43 Labor laws 5 0.20 

12 Approval 69 2.78 44 
Licensing,  
non-automatic 5 0.20 

13 Corruption 65 2.62 45 Perceptions 5 0.20 
14 Market structure 62 2.50 46 Bidding 4 0.16 
15 Certification 61 2.46 47 Documentation 4 0.16 
16 Legal framework 52 2.10 48 Limited access 4 0.16 
17 Labeling 47 1.90 49 Taxes, internal 4 0.16 
18 Approval, prior 42 1.69 50 Assessments 2 0.08 
19 Protection 41 1.65 51 Classification 2 0.08 
20 Quotas 37 1.49 52 Clearance 2 0.08 
21 Standards 36 1.45 53 Rates 2 0.08 
22 Procedures 33 1.33 54 Taxes, border 2 0.08 

23 
Protection/ 
enforcement 31 1.25 55 Taxes, remittance 2 0.08 

24 State-trading 31 1.25 56 Taxes, sales 2 0.08 
25 Fees 30 1.21 57 Reciprocity 1 0.04 

26 Taxes, excise 28 1.13 58 
Restrictions,  
quantitative 1 0.04 

27 Registration 25 1.01 59 Smuggling 1 0.04 
28 TRQs 23 0.93 60 Taxes, corporate 1 0.04 

29 Costs 22 0.89 61 
Taxes, domestic and 
excise 1 0.04 

30 Inspection 17 0.69 62 Taxes, surcharge 1 0.04 
31 Testing 17 0.69 63 Taxes, surtaxes 1 0.04 
32 Not specified 15 0.61 64 Taxes, transfer 1 0.04 

          Total 2,478 100.0 
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Table 4: Breakdown by Sector 

No. Sector Freq. Percent No. Sector Freq. Percent
1 Horizontal 1151 46.45 31 Beverages (non-alcoholic) 6 0.24 

2 Animals and animal products 283 11.42 32 
Services, art and artistic 
products 6 0.24 

3 Agriculture and fisheries 233 9.40 33 Services, internet 6 0.24 

4 Beverages (alcoholic) 61 2.46 34 
Telecommunications 
equipment 6 0.24 

5 Motor vehicles 60 2.42 35 
Services, electronic 
commerce 5 0.20 

6 Pharmaceuticals 59 2.38 36 Services, legal 5 0.20 
7 Other 53 2.14 37 Construction material 4 0.16 
8 Biotechnology products 46 1.86 38 Services, marketing 4 0.16 
9 Services, telecommunication 43 1.74 39 Services, postal 4 0.16 

10 Textiles,apparel, and footware 41 1.65 40 
Services, printing and 
publishing 4 0.16 

11 Services, financial 39 1.57 41 Iron and steel products 3 0.12 
12 Services 36 1.45 42 Not specified 3 0.12 

13 
Chemicals and chemical 
products 34 1.37 43 

Services, airport 
Administration 3 0.12 

14 
Mining, metals, and mineral 
products 33 1.33 44 Services, professional 3 0.12 

15 
Petroleum, gas and petroleum 
products 31 1.25 45 Dietary supplements 2 0.08 

16 Services, media 31 1.25 46 Services, business 2 0.08 
17 Wood, paper and pulp 19 0.77 47 Services, distribution 2 0.08 

18 
Services, communication, incl. 
postal s 16 0.65 48 Services, education 2 0.08 

19 Services, insurance 16 0.65 49 Services, healthcare 2 0.08 
20 Electronics 15 0.61 50 Services, shipbuilding 2 0.08 
21 Services, transportation 15 0.61 51 Equipment 1 0.04 
22 Tobacco and tobacco products 13 0.52 52 Retail trade 1 0.04 
23 Medical devices 12 0.48 53 Services, accounting 1 0.04 
24 Energy 10 0.40 54 Services, architectural 1 0.04 
25 Services, other 10 0.40 55 Services, engineering 1 0.04 

26 Real estate 8 0.32 56 
Services, information 
technology 1 0.04 

27 Beverages 7 0.28 57 
Services, just-in-time 
shipment 1 0.04 

28 Services, construction 7 0.28 58 Services, tourism 1 0.04 
29 Services, energy 7 0.28 59 Soap and detergent 1 0.04 
30 Aeronautics and aerospace 6 0.24      
          Total 2,478 100.0 
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Table 5a: Top 3 Observations in the CoRe NTMs Database by Variable 

Variable No. 
CoRe NTMs Database  
(Total Observations: 2478) Freq. Percent

     

 1 Import-related Measures 501 20 
NTM Category 2 Sanitary and phytosanitary measures 359 14 
 3 Investment-related measures 292 12 
     

 1 Prohibited 335 14 
Generic Measure 2 Restrictions 246 10 
 3 Requirements 163 7 
     

 1 Horizontal 1151 46 
Sector 2 Animal and animal products 283 11 
 3 Agriculture and fisheries 233 9 
     

 1 China 108 4 
Country 2 United States 101 4 
 3 India 89 4 

 
Table 5b: Top 3 Observations from the USTR by Variable 

Variable No. 
USTR NTE Report 2009 
(Total Observations: 1346) Freq. Percent

     

 1 Import-related measures 322 24 
NTM Category 2 Investment-related measures 264 20 
 3 Standards, testing, certification and labeling 164 12 
     

 1 Restrictions 163 12 
Generic Measure 2 Prohibited 108 8 
 3 Requirements 107 8 
     

 1 Horizontal 684 51 
Sector 2 Animals and animal products 96 7 
 3 Agriculture and fisheries 82 6 
     

 1 The Philippines 49 4 
Country 2 China 47 3 
 3 Tie between Venezuela and Saudi Arabia 46 3 
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Table 5c: Top 3 Observations from the EU by Variable 

Variable No. 
EU Market Access Database 
(Total Observations: 497) Freq. Percent

     

 1 Sanitary and phytosanitary measures 175 35 
NTM Category 2 Standards, testing, certification and labeling 79 16 
 3 Anticompetitive practices 46 9 
     

 1 Prohibited 124 25 
Generic Measure 2 Restrictions 52 10 
 3 Local preference 48 10 
     

 1 Animals and animal products 145 29 
Sector 2 Horizontal 95 19 
 3 Agriculture and fisheries 63 13 
     

 1 United States 86 17 
Country 2 India 40 8 
 3 China 29 6 

 
 
Table 5d: Top 3 Observations from the WTO by Variable 

Variable No. 
WTO Trade Policy Reviews 
(Total Observations: 635) Freq. Percent

     

 1 Export-related measures 173 27 
NTM Category 2 Import-related measures 147 23 
 3 Anticompetitive practices 69 11 
     

 1 Prohibited 103 16 
Generic Measure 2 Licensing 65 10 
 3 Taxes 57 9 
     

 1 Horizontal 371 58 
Sector 2 Agriculture and fisheries 88 14 
 3 Animals and animal products 42 7 
     

 1 China 32 5 
Country 2 Singapore 20 3 
 3 Tie between Bangladesh and Indonesia 18 3 

 



CoRe NTMs V1

		The information contained in this file is compiled from various external sources.  It does not represent the views of the U.S. International Trade Commission staff, the Commission as a whole, or any of its individual Commissioners.

		country		ntmcategory		genericmeasure		sector		product		comments		euyear		ustryear		wtoyear		entry_no

		Algeria		investment-related measures		requirements		pharmaceuticals		Pharmaceuticals		Investment obligation as an import requirement		2009a						10001

		Angola		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		Bread and oil products		Fixed price goods cover goods of basic necessity for life or of strategic importance to the country.  At present, the only goods subject to the fixed price regime are bread and oil products.						2006		10002

		Angola		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		services		fuel, electricity and water		The principal price subsidies in Angola noted in 2003 were on fuel, electricity and water tariff subsidies						2006		10003

		Angola		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10004

		Angola		corruption		delays		horizontal								2009				10005

		Angola		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				capacity constraints				2009				10006

		Angola		customs procedures		fees		horizontal				clearing agents fees				2009				10007

		Angola		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10008

		Angola		government procurement		not specified		horizontal				The same source also comments that “the bidding process often does not meet international standards of objectivity and transparency.  In addition, information about government projects and tenders is not often readily available from the app						2006		10009

		Angola		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, saccharine products, radios, transmitters, receivers and other devices, weapons, ammunition, fireworks, explosives, plants, roots, bulbs, mircobial cultures, buds, fruits, seeds, fiscal or postal stamps, poisonous and toxic substances and drugs, samples						2009				10010

		Angola		import-related measures		approval		biotechnology products				containing transgenic material				2009				10011

		Angola		import-related measures		costs		horizontal								2009				10012

		Angola		import-related measures		costs		horizontal				port charges				2009				10013

		Angola		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				port and storage fees				2009				10014

		Angola		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				required for certain goods				2009				10015

		Angola		import-related measures		prohibited		biotechnology products		transgenic grain and seeds, ect						2009				10016

		Angola		import-related measures		regulation		biotechnology products								2009				10017

		Angola		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				revenue stamp				2009				10018

		Angola		import-related measures		taxes, luxury		horizontal		luxury products						2009				10019

		Angola		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal								2009				10020

		Angola		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				lack of enforcement capacity				2009				10021

		Angola		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				New legislation is in preparation on both industrial protection and cultural questions.  The objective is to bring Angola’s intellectual property legislation up to date and into line with current international agreements including the TRIPS Agr						2006		10022

		Angola		investment-related measures		costs		horizontal				infrastructure				2009				10023

		Angola		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				10024

		Angola		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal				business permits and licences				2009				10025

		Angola		investment-related measures		enforcement		construction material		construction		weak legal safeguards				2009				10026

		Angola		investment-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		defense, public order, state security, certain banking activities, ports, airports						2009				10027

		Angola		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal		petroleum, diamonds, financials		strongly encouraged to take on a foreign partner				2009				10028

		Angola		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal								2009				10029

		Angola		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				Rules regarding open competition, limited competition, and direct transfer are laid down in decree 15/91. Small businesses may be sold only to Angolan nationals						2006		10030

		Angola		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live birds and their products		Temporary ban for all EU		2009a						10031

		Angola		taxes		taxes, consumption		horizontal				Given that at present most goods have to be imported into Angola, the consumption tax is effectively an additional tax on imports;  the differentiation in consumption tax rates reinforces the effective protection given by the tariff structure.						2006		10032

		Arab League		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				prohibits individuals, as well as private and public sector firms and organizations, in Arab League countries from engaging in business with U.S. firms and those from other countries that contribute to Israel’s military or economic development				2009				10033

		Arab League		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				prohibits business dealings with U.S. and other firms that do business with blacklisted companies.				2009				10034

		Arab League		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				prohibits the importation of Israeli-origin goods and services into boycotting countries				2009				10035

		Argentina		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		limited access		services, communication, incl. postal services		Satellite Services		EU satellite services providers have limited access to the Argentine market .		2009a						10036

		Argentina		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		foodstuffs, personal hygiene, cleaning products, pharmaceuticals, public utilities, natural gas, gasoline and diesel fuel						2009				10037

		Argentina		customs procedures		costs		horizontal								2009				10038

		Argentina		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				10039

		Argentina		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal								2009				10040

		Argentina		customs procedures		restrictions		horizontal								2009				10041

		Argentina		export-related measures		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, maize (corn), sorghum, barley, malt, rice, soybean, sunflower, flax, turnip, rapeseed, oils of soya, sunflower, flax, turnip, cotton and groundnut, soya and groundnut by-products (flour)		Official export prices are determined by the Agrifood Markets Department of the Secretariat of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food, on the basis of the following:  consultations with operators in the domestic export market;  monitoring o						2007		10042

		Argentina		export-related measures		prohibited		mining, metals, and mineral products		tailings of copper and aluminum and their alloys		Since the previous trade policy review of Argentina, export prohibitions have been reintroduced for commercial reasons.  In July 2005, it was decided to suspend exports of tailings of copper and aluminium and their alloys for 90 days.[1]  The e						2007		10043

		Argentina		export-related measures		registration		horizontal		major commodities, soybeans, oilseeds, wheat, corn, beef, and dairy products						2009				10044

		Argentina		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		wheat		In addition to the rules officially restricting exports, the Government has concluded agreements whereby exporters of certain goods agree to voluntarily restrain their foreign sales[1], so as to control price trends for these goods in the domes						2007		10045

		Argentina		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				Since 2002, successive resolutions have altered export tax rates, with increases on a significant number of products.[1]  As at mid-2006, the applicable duties were 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 45 per cent on the f.o.b. value, depending on the goods i						2007		10046

		Argentina		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		hydrocarbons, soybeans, soybean oil, soybean meal, corn, wheat, sunflower seeds, sunflower meal, sunflower oil, other commodities						2009				10047

		Argentina		export-related measures		taxes, exports		agriculture and fisheries		grains and subproducts				2009a						10048

		Argentina		export-related measures		taxes, exports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil and bituminous oils		By Law 25561, Decree 310/2002 and Resolution 532/2004 Argentina has established export duties on oil & gas		2009a						10049

		Argentina		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10050

		Argentina		import-related measures		costs		services		audiovisual services						2009				10051

		Argentina		import-related measures		fees		horizontal								2009				10052

		Argentina		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		Carpets and other floor coverings, bicycles, footwear, toys, washing machines, bicycle tires, non-covered papers		Two types of import licence – automatic and non-automatic – are administered by various agencies.  The LAPI is a general system of automatic pre-importation licensing that was introduced for statistical purposes to monitor imports of certain pr						2007		10053

		Argentina		import-related measures		licensing, non-automatic		horizontal		shoes, toys						2009				10054

		Argentina		import-related measures		limited access		services, financial		banking						2009				10055

		Argentina		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		used accumulators, sewage sludge, ash from combustion furnaces, paper waste, private wireless telephony equipment, narcotics and psychotropic substances, medical materials that obsolete, unusable or expired, substandard plastic materials, used		The Customs Code divides import (and export) prohibitions into different categories according to their purpose (economic or non-economic)[1] and their scope (absolute or relative)[2];  and it defines the objectives set for each category.  Prohi						2007		10056

		Argentina		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		capital goods, self propelled agricultural machinery, used clothing, used or re-treaded tires, used or refurbished medical equipment, imaging equipment, used automotive parts						2009				10057

		Argentina		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		textiles, apparel, footwear, toys, electronic products, leather goods, ect						2009				10058

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		delays		pharmaceuticals		Pharmaceuticals		Delays in granting patents and lack of protection		2009a						10059

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal								2009				10060

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		recorded music, videos, books, computer software games, biotechnology products						2009				10061

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		labelling		agriculture and fisheries				misleading  and takes away key information from the GI/Brand.		2009a						10062

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10063

		Argentina		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				10064

		Argentina		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal								2009				10065

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		horizontal		foodstuffs, firearms, amunition, toiletries, cosmetics and perfumes, nuclear elements, narcotics, precursors and pyschotropic substances, wild fauna and flora, sensitive products and war material, medicaments, condoms, wine products, reagents a		imports of certain products require prior authorization for sanitary or phytosanitary reasons (see Section (2)(ix)), or have to show conformity with technical regulations (see Section (2)(viii)).  Preshipment inspection certificate requirements						2007		10066

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		raw cotton		In the area of plant health, SENASA works on the basis of positive lists, so that only plant products or by-products for which phytosanitary entry requirements have been established may be imported.  Imports of raw cotton are expressly prohibit						2007		10067

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat and meat products		EU countries banned by Argentine Belgium, Austria, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, UK, IRL, Italy, Portugal		2009a						10068

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		beverages		energy drinks whose caffeine content is upper 200 mg/litre		Ban on imports of energy drinks whose caffeine content is upper 200 mg/litre		2009b						10069

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry, beef, lamb		from US				2009				10070

		Argentina		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		horizontal				As at February 2006, six of Argentina's SPS measures[1] had been raised as trade concerns by its trading partners, of which three have been reported as solved.[2]  Argentina itself had raised 31 trade concerns concerning measures affecting its						2007		10071

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing, non-automatic		horizontal		textiles, clothing, toys, new tyres, metallurgical products , furniture and household goods.		Argentina maintains a system of non-automatic import licences that it was extended in the second half of 2008 and along 2009 to a wide range of products		2009b						10072

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		Enriched wheat flour		Wheat flour products imported and produced in Argentina must be enriched with iron, folic acid, thiamine, riboflavin and niacin to prevent neural tube diseases		2009a						10073

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		wine and wineries, pre-packaged food, olive oil		During the period under review, trade concerns were raised in the TBT Committee regarding the MERCOSUR Technical Regulation on Definitions Relating to Alcoholic Beverages (Other Than Fermented), which had been notified by Argentina for future i						2007		10074

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		textiles,apparel, and footware		footwear, textiles						2009				10075

		Argentina		taxes		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		Charges are levied on sugar imports irrespective of origin, in addition to the prevailing ad valorem tariff.[1]  These charges are calculated as the difference between an indicative price (precio guía de base) and a comparison price (precio de						2007		10076

		Argentina		taxes		taxes		horizontal				An anticipated profits tax (IG) is also levied on imports.  The amount received in respect of imports constitutes an advance IG payment in the case of entities liable for that tax.  As at mid-2006, the anticipated profits tax on imports was bei						2007		10077

		Argentina		taxes		taxes		horizontal				A 0.5 per cent statistical tax is levied on the c.i.f. value of all merchandise imports except those originating in MERCOSUR and its associate members Bolivia and Chile.[1]  Certain goods are exempted from payment of the statistical tax[2], how						2007		10078

		Argentina		taxes		taxes, excise		horizontal		cigarettes, beverages and automobiles		In general, imports receive national treatment as far as the application of domestic taxes is concerned.  Nonetheless, excise duties on products such as cigarettes, beverages and automobiles are calculated by increasing the taxable base by 30 p						2007		10079

		Australia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		motor vehicles				Its government procurement of motor vehicles still incorporates local content requirements.						2007		10080

		Australia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication				monopoly power				2009				10081

		Australia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		other		blood plasma products		monopoly				2009				10082

		Australia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		sugar and wheat		trade-distorting domestic support remains well below Uruguay Round commitments.  De minimis provisions have been used for sugar and wheat, as well as non-product specific AMS.						2007		10083

		Australia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		animals and animal products		Dairy Industry		4 subsidy programs (including a new element announced in May 2001) with a total budget of $A1,92 billion over 8 years.		2009a						10084

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		bulk wheat						2009				10085

		Australia		export-related measures		quotas		animals and animal products		merino sheep		Export quotas maintained on merino sheep, set limits at no more than 800 rams, with an additional 100 stud rams placed on an export donor register (for trade in genetic material)						2007		10086

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		textiles,apparel, and footware		textile, Clothing and Footwear				2009a						10087

		Australia		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				Australia is the only major industrialised country which has not joined the WTO plurilateral agreement on Government Procurement.		2009a						10088

		Australia		import-related measures		restrictions, quantitative		motor vehicles				Imports of second-hand passenger cars are subject to an ad valorem tariff rate of 10% (5% after 2010), with an additional flat rate of $A 12.000 ( 7.250) charged per vehicle		2009a						10089

		Australia		import-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		Sugar		Sugar Industry Reform Program (SIRP) worth $A444.4mn over 4 years.		2009a						10090

		Australia		import-related measures		subsidies		motor vehicles		passenger motor vehicle (PMV) manufacturers; automotive component producers; automotive machine tool and tooling producers; and automotive service providers.		clearly implies a related export intention.		2009a						10091

		Australia		import-related measures		subsidies		pharmaceuticals				Pharmaceutical exports totalled $A2.8 billion in 2004-05, making them Australias second largest manufactured export after automobiles.		2009a						10092

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		chemicals and chemical products				Proprietary data submitted to obtain marketing authorisation of agricultural and veterinary chemical products are not fully protected against unfair commercial use in Australia, as required under Article 39(3) TRIPS.		2009a						10093

		Australia		investment-related measures		approval, prior		services, media								2009				10094

		Australia		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, telecommunication				capped at 35 percent				2009				10095

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		biotechnology products		foods						2009				10096

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat		Import ban on bovine meat because of BSE (EU)		2009a						10097

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		horizontal		whole grain, bovine products						2009				10098

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Pork meat		Uncooked pig meat may only be imported from Canada and New Zealand.		2009a						10099

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Poultry meat		The conditions for export were well beyond the OIE.		2009a						10100

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal		cosmetics, fresh fruits and vegetables, live fish, prawn and prawn products, chicken meat, pigmeat, sauces, and cheese		However, if the SPS regime is unduly strict, it may constitute an import restriction or prohibition.  Some WTO Members have raised concerns about the strictness of the Australian regime in the Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, c						2007		10101

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal		apples, stone fruit, raspberries, fresh and frozen poultry meat						2009				10102

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		chemicals and chemical products				Since September 2004, company registration is compulsory for companies importing or manufacturing chemical substances for commercial purposes.		2009a						10103

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		biotechnology products		processed food						2009				10104

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries				Several producer-owned agricultural marketing companies have statutory powers to control all exports. In June 2006 Australia notified to the WTO six State Trading Enterprises, all in the area of agriculture.		2009a						10105

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		bulk wheat, and in some states, bulk barley, lupines, canola, and rice		These STEs manage exports of bulk wheat, and in some states, bulk barley, lupines, canola, and rice						2007		10106

		Australia		taxes		taxes, luxury		motor vehicles		luxury cars		As over 90% of luxury cars are imported, there are grounds to consider whether this may be discriminatory and contrary to Article III of the GATT.		2009a						10107

		Azerbaijan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		because of BSE.		2009a						10108

		Azerbaijan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and their products		ban on the import of all chicken products due to HPAI		2009a						10109

		Bahrain		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		gas, flour, meat, local bread, poultry, petroleum, electricity, water, air transport, postal, tourism, livestock (from Australia)		Certain products, such as gas, flour, meat, local bread, poultry, petroleum, electricity, and water, as well as some services (e.g. air transport, postal, and tourism) are subject to consumer subsidies/price controls (Chapter IV(3) and (5)).  I						2007		10110

		Bahrain		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		bul-bul bird, all fuel, all flour, fresh chicken, red meat		Bahrain prohibits exports of some products including certain foodstuffs and fuels (Table III.7)						2007		10111

		Bahrain		export-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		live horses, camels, palm tree offshoots, garbage, wastes, antiques		Export restrictions apply to, inter alia, live horses, camels, and antiques (Table III.8).						2007		10112

		Bahrain		government procurement		enforcement		horizontal				Despite the improvements over the previous procurement regime, some firms have indicated that the new procedures are not always strictly followed, and that it may still be important to have a local representative with strong connections						2007		10113

		Bahrain		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Under Prime Ministerial Edict No. 21/1987, preferences are given for goods produced in Bahrain and in other GCC States, provided that the prices of these goods are within specified margins of the value of their imported equivalents (10% for goo						2007		10114

		Bahrain		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		live swine, drugs, retreaded tires and used tires, advertisements for cigarettes, asbestos products, cultured pearls, remote control model airplane, toy guns with power, ivory products		In Bahrain, absolute import prohibitions are maintained for various reasons, including international conventions, environmental protection, health and safety, and religious and moral considerations. They cover live swine; all kind of drugs; Ind						2007		10115

		Bahrain		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		horses, live wild animals for circus only, food, plant and animals, unadulterated ethyl alcohol of isopropyl, isopropanol, radioactive chemical elements and active isotopes, animal or vegetable fertilizers, insecticides and fungicides, handcuff		Bahrain has notified the WTO Committee on Import Licensing Procedures that it has no import licensing system.[1]  Nonetheless, goods subject to import restrictions must be accompanied by certificates from the relevant authorities. Most of the i						2007		10116

		Bahrain		investment-related measures		licensing, non-automatic		horizontal		environmental, power, health, important utilities and services		issued on a case-by-case basis				2009				10117

		Bahrain		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		manufacturing		Bahrain has not notified any trade-related investment measures (TRIMs) to the WTO.  However, local-content requirements have been specified in some assistance programmes, such as the Human Resource Development Support Programme in the manufactu						2007		10118

		Bahrain		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		procedures		horizontal		food		no scientific basis				2009				10119

		Bahrain		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and their products		Ban on live domesticbirds and their products due to HPAI		2009a						10120

		Bahrain		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		horizontal		potasium bromate, titanium dioxide, bovine from Europe and Japan		Imports of bovine origin from Europe and Japan are prohibited on grounds of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). Potasium bromate is also banned, regardless of its origin, as is titanium dioxide used in tahina (sesame paste) and tahina sweet						2007		10121

		Bahrain		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		tyres, motor vehicles, car batteries, cigarettes, asbestos, household electrical appliances, toys		Ten categories of imported products are under the control of BSMD, and are subject to specific requirements (Table III.5). A new safety programme for ten electric home appliances entered into force on 1 January 2007.						2007		10122

		Bahrain		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal				confusing				2009				10123

		Bahrain		state-trading		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		Alumina		Bahrain privatized the importation of live sheep from Australia on 1 January 2001[1], and starting 1 January 2006 the private sector is free to import fresh or frozen meat from any country. Previously, Bahrain had notified the WTO Working Party						2007		10124

		Bangladesh		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market behavior		horizontal		power, transport, energy		SOEs exercise a dominant influence in many prominent industries in Bangladesh, for example, jute, textiles, steel and chemical/fertilizer production, sugar, and utilities.  Many continue to operate at a loss (Table III.13).  At present, SOEs lo						2006		10125

		Bangladesh		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		jute		Apparently, minimum export prices on raw jute continue to be set by a committee in the Ministry of Textiles and Jute;  the committee comprises representatives of the Bangladesh Bank, Bangladesh Jute Corporation, Bangladesh Jute Association, and						2006		10126

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		costs		horizontal				process the bribes is estimated at between half a day and one-and-a half days.  In very competitive and time?sensitive industries, such as the global textile and garment industry, this can mean the difference between acceptance or rejectio						2006		10127

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				A large agenda for customs modernization remains unmet[1];  in February 2006, the NBR clarified that automation work for improving efficiency and curbing corruption was yet to be completed.  According to the World Bank survey, ASYCUDA-based sys						2006		10128

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		procedures		services, transportation				Difficulties faced by shipping operators		2009a						10129

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal				Despite efforts to simplify export clearance requirements, permission is required for each export shipment.						2006		10130

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		jute seeds and shan seed, petroleum products, live animals, wheat, firearms, ammunitions, explosives, radioactive materials, rare archeological items, human skeletons, human blood, pulses, unprocessed prawns and shrimp, onions, deer, bamboo/can		Goods subject to export prohibition are listed in the Export Policy 2003-2006;  the number of goods has been reduced from 19 to 16 since the previous Review (Table III.9).  According to the authorities, the bans on exports of agricultural commo						2006		10131

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		fruit, vegetables, textiles, clothing, frozen shrimp and other fish, products containing hoogla, straw, coir of sugar cane, bicycles, crushed bone, jute products, leather products, tobacco, potato, hatching eggs and day old chickens, liquid glu		Direct subsidies in the form of cash incentives tied to local-content requirements (section (2)(xii)) have been provided to exporters of textiles and garments and of other products to, inter alia, help promote export diversification while using						2006		10132

		Bangladesh		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				over international competitors, to promote domestic products and/or industries;  the procuring entity may decide whether to apply this preference.  A tenderer may bring a complaint only to a Review Panel						2006		10133

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		common salt, ethanol, petroleum products, methanol/ethyl alchohol, break acrylic, second-hand clothing, iron and steel scrap, aluminum waste and scrap		Some categories of the restricted items (common salt, ethanol, petroleum products, methanol/ethyl alcohol, break acrylic, second-hand clothing, iron and steel scrap, aluminium waste and scrap) can be imported only by registered industrial consu						2006		10134

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		imports from Israel		Imports from Israel, as well as goods carried on the flag vessels of this country, remain prohibited.						2006		10135

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		live poultry, eggs, maps charts and geographical globes indicating the territory of bangladesh, horror comics, obscene and subversive literature, secondhand old and reconditioned goods, all waste, swine and related products		Table AIII.3						2006		10136

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		quotas		horizontal		crude soybean oil, second-hand clothing, methanol/methyl alcohol		As indicated, the system of non-automatic import clearance, implicitly places ceilings on imports of the products covered.  In April 2005, Bangladesh notified the WTO Committee on Import Licensing that restrictions on import of products, were a						2006		10137

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		animals, plants and plant products, used machinery, tyre cord fabric, food and beverages, pesticides and insecticides, ready-made garments, hoisery, textiles, pharmaceuticals, arms and amunition		Restricted items are importable subject to the conditions specified in the Order.  Restricted items are controlled for social, religious, health, environmental, security or trade reasons.  They can be classified generally as:  (i) products that						2006		10138

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		334 tariff lines		According to a 2005 World Bank study, a regulatory duty has been applied as an interim measure since 2000/01.  In 2003/04, it was levied on 334 tariff lines (including marine products, transport equipment, electrical and non-electrical machiner						2006		10139

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		96.2% of all tariff lines		The infrastructure development surcharge (IDS), an almost across-the-board import tax effective since 1 July 1997, has been increased gradually, from 2.5% to 4% (of the 'assessable value' of imports).[1]  The IDS was introduced as a temporary m						2006		10140

		Bangladesh		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		essential goods, raw materials, intermediates		During the period under review, efforts have been made to narrow the range of SD rates.  SDs are aimed seemingly at discouraging imports of luxury goods and production and supply of goods and services considered undesirable on social, moral or						2006		10141

		Bangladesh		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		computer software, motion pictures, pharmaceutical products, CDs/DVDs, audio and video-cassettes		Intellectual property rights protection in Bangladesh has reportedly worsened and is becoming a serious concern.[1]  According to observers, enforcement of IPR laws is lax, particularly with respect of computer software, motion pictures, pharma						2006		10142

		Bangladesh		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		military weapons and arms, petroleum products, explosive substances, sugar, salt, red lentil, onions, soybean oil, gram, foodstufss and civil supplies, food grains, ect.		According to a World Bank survey, by 2003 the entities largely engaged in commercial activities consisted of around 40 state-owned non-financial corporations and boards (including their approximately 200 subsidiary enterprises), two Departmenta						2006		10143

		Barbados		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		diesel fuel, gasoline, kerosene, chicken wings, backs & necks, sugar								2008		10144

		Barbados		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal				General Open Import Licence						2008		10145

		Barbados		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		black coral, live sheep & goats, tortoise shell, radioactive chemical elements								2008		10146

		Barbados		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		sugar cane, other grasses, anthuriums, banana planting materials		requires import permit						2008		10147

		Barbados		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		animals and animal products		birds, reptiles, insects, meat, poultry		requires import permit						2008		10148

		Barbados		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		duties		horizontal				Environmental Levy						2008		10149

		Barbados		state-trading		market structure		animals and animal products		poultry, chicken		chicken wings only						2008		10150

		Belarus		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				the export consignments to Belarus originating in the EU are being held in customs warehouses until the Customs Authorities have calculated a customs value based on their own methodology, causing transportation delays		2009a						10151

		Belarus		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and their products		on all products due to HPAI		2009a						10152

		Benin		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat, meat products, semen and animal feed		because of BSE		2009a						10153

		Bolivia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		telecommunications, gas transport		nationalized				2009				10154

		Bolivia		customs procedures		fees		horizontal								2009				10155

		Bolivia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10156

		Bolivia		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal				foreign bids > 1 million in value				2009				10157

		Bolivia		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		certain types of used clothing, old, destroyed or useless articles of apparel, used bedding, intimate apparel, used shoes, certain destroyed or useless textile articles (rags, cords, string and rope)						2009				10158

		Bolivia		import-related measures		restrictions		textiles,apparel, and footware		certain types of used clothing						2009				10159

		Bolivia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		video, music, software						2009				10160

		Bolivia		intellectual property rights		requirements		pharmaceuticals				prior announcement				2009				10161

		Bolivia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		former state-owned companies		only 50%				2009				10162

		Bolivia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		because of BSE		2009a						10163

		Bolivia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork meat products and other meat		due to Classical Swine Fever (CSF)		2009a						10164

		Bolivia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				10165

		Bolivia		state-trading		prohibited		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		hydrocarbon deposits						2009				10166

		Botswana		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		agricultural products, plants, live animals						2009				10167

		Botswana		import-related measures		licensing		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothes						2009				10168

		Botswana		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		fresh and frozen pork, vegetables, dairy products						2009				10169

		Botswana		import-related measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		poultry and poultry products						2009				10170

		Botswana		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10171

		Botswana		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				10172

		Botswana		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		petroleum products, ect						2009				10173

		Botswana		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		land, labor						2009				10174

		Brazil		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing, non-automatic		horizontal				Brazil requires non-automatic licenses for a wide variety of products.		2009a						10175

		Brazil		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		prohibited		motor vehicles		retreaded tyres		ban on the importation of used tyres to cover retreaded tyres as well.		2009a						10176

		Brazil		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services		Satellite Service		No INMARSAT service providers are allowed except for Embratel, the Brazilian signatory.		2009a						10177

		Brazil		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		beverages (alcoholic)		Alcohol		many direct and indirect subsidies still remain, and new measures are regularly introduced.		2009a						10178

		Brazil		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				apply a higher dutiable value base on a retail price rather than company's transaction value				2009				10179

		Brazil		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, medical devices, health and fitness equipment, cosmetics, processed food products						2009				10180

		Brazil		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		wood in the rough		Exports of wood in the rough (HS 4403) have generally been suspended unless certain conditions are met, and are subject to prior approval of the IBAMA						2009		10181

		Brazil		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		textiles, furniture, ornamental stones, woodworking, leatherworking, shoes, leather goods, heavy agricultural machinery manufacturers, apparel, automotive parts		tax concessions, financing				2009				10182

		Brazil		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		leathers and skins, cigars, arms and amunition		Export taxes are levied on three product categories (Table III.5) down from seven product categories at the time of the previous review.  In one case (leather and skins) levies are charged on all exports, while, in the other two cases (cigars a						2009		10183

		Brazil		export-related measures		taxes, exports		animals and animal products		hides and skins		Exp. taxes on hides and skins;  reference export prices		2009a						10184

		Brazil		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				discriminatory government procurement policies are, in relative terms, a substantial barrier to EU exports		2009a						10185

		Brazil		government procurement		local preference		horizontal		information technology, horizontal		required				2009				10186

		Brazil		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal				only if domestic is unavailable				2009				10187

		Brazil		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				Almost 3,500 eight-digit level lines in the CET, or some 3.58% of all lines are subject to non-automatic licensing. The list of products spans all HS headings, except headings 47, 51, 57, 66, 68, 77, 86 and 91						2009		10188

		Brazil		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		earthmoving equipment, automotive parts, medical equipment						2009				10189

		Brazil		import-related measures		licensing, non-automatic		horizontal		beverages, pharmaceuticals, arms and munitons, toys						2009				10190

		Brazil		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		consumer products, motor vehicles, wine		Brazil imposes import prohibitions on virtually all used consumer goods, including motor vehicles, as well as on certain grapes and grape juices to be used in the production of wine, and wine transported in containers larger than five litres.						2009		10191

		Brazil		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		foreign blood products, used consumer goods (machinery, automobiles, clothing, medical equipment, tires)						2009				10192

		Brazil		import-related measures		requirements		services, media		cable television		content requirements				2009				10193

		Brazil		import-related measures		requirements		services		films, television shows		printed locally				2009				10194

		Brazil		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		pharmaceutical products, narcotics, phsychotropics and precursors, products and equipment for health and diagnosis, tobacco products, cosmetics, foodstuff, and other products		Brazil also restricts the importation of some pharmaceutical products, narcotics, psychotropics and precursors, products and equipment for health and diagnosis, tobacco products, cosmetics, foodstuff, and other products to protect animal and hu						2009		10195

		Brazil		import-related measures		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services				max value to trade by express delivery service				2009				10196

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				state and federal taxes complex				2009				10197

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				25 percent merchant marine tax				2009				10198

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				manufacture retail goods imported vial mail and express shipment				2009				10199

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes		services, communication, incl. postal services				Simplified customs clearance				2009				10200

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes, remittance		services		cable, satelite television						2009				10201

		Brazil		import-related measures		taxes, remittance		services		audiovisual services						2009				10202

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		approval, prior		pharmaceuticals								2009				10203

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal				Delays in granting patents /Trademarks		2009a						10204

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal								2009				10205

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				PR infringements in Brazil are widespread and affect different types of IP rights		2009a						10206

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10207

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		licensing		horizontal								2009				10208

		Brazil		investment-related measures		local preference		telecommunications equipment				ANATEL adopted a set of rules, requiring telecom services providers to purchase equipment, materials and services from Brazilian manufacturers and, where available, based on Brazilian technologies whenever their bids are at least equal to those		2009a						10209

		Brazil		investment-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				Various prohibitions limit foreign investment in various strategic sectors.		2009a						10210

		Brazil		investment-related measures		requirements		services		customer support, call centers						2009				10211

		Brazil		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		audiovisual services		40% ownership, headquarters in Brazil, presence of 10 years				2009				10212

		Brazil		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		print, non-cable television sectors		ownership requirments				2009				10213

		Brazil		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		apples, pears, plums, nectarines, peaches, marmelos, cherries and nuts		requires a phytosanitary certificate (PC) and additional declarations regarding fruit cultivation, treatment and shipment. Advanced notification of the shipment must also be provided to the DDIV.		2009a						10214

		Brazil		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine animals, meat and products		from countries with indigenous BSE cases.		2009a						10215

		Brazil		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		US cattle, beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				10216

		Brazil		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Seed potatoes		notice of new measures on imports of seed patatoes that Brazil had notified, but had not provided a delay for their implementation, no technical justification and had not respected the need for transparancy.		2009a						10217

		Brazil		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal		specific types of wheat, poultry meat, table eggs						2009				10218

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		beverages (alcoholic)		Wine		Normative Instruction Nº 33, issued on 4 October 2006 ,establishes mandatory analytical parameters for Analysis Certificates of Origin for imported wine.		2009a						10219

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		documentation		medical devices		Medical Devices		submission of an extensive economic dossier (including confidential data such as foreign economic and market pricing data , profit margin and publicity expenses)		2009a						10220

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware		textile products		Specific labelling requirements per export markets are the most burdensome and costly market access barrier for the textiles and clothing industry. there are different types of labelling requirements for customs clearance and retailing purposes		2009a						10221

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		other		Toys		procedure that causes delays and increases the cost of imported toys in BR.		2009a						10222

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		reciprocity		horizontal		animals, plants and by-products		authentication by Brazilian consulate				2009				10223

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		medical devices								2009				10224

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		motor vehicles		Automotives and Tyres		further controls or checks apart from those requirements set in the UN/ECE Regulations.		2009a						10225

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		dehydrated potatoes		sulfite tolerance				2009				10226

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		electronics		electrical products		based on International & MERCOSUR				2009				10227

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		telecommunications equipment		information technology, telecommunications equipment						2009				10228

		Brazil		taxes		taxes		horizontal				Internal taxes are applied to different product groups at diverse rates, with the ICMS also varying from state to state, all of which adds complexity to the tax system.  Moreover, certain states establish ICMS exemptions for goods produced and						2009		10229

		Brazil		taxes		taxes, border		agriculture and fisheries		canned peaches		AD rights have expired		2009a						10230

		Brazil		taxes		taxes, internal		chemicals and chemical products				imported cosmetics (including perfumes and toiletry products) are subject to the IPI twice		2009a						10231

		Brazil		taxes		taxes, internal		telecommunications equipment				Discriminatory Tax regime in electronic products		2009a						10232

		Brazil		taxes		taxes, other		other						2009a						10233

		Brazil		taxes		taxes, other		services, transportation				A tax of 1500 -3000 USD must be paid by any foreign vessel entering a Brazilian port and flying the flag of countries with which Brazil does not have an agreement with specific reciprocity clause. 		2009a						10234

		Brunei Darussalam		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		oil, gas, telecommunications, transport, energy generation, distribution,		government monopoly				2009				10235

		Brunei Darussalam		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		cigarettes, sugar, rice, motor vehicles		To protect consumers, price controls are maintained on a number of products, including rice, sugar, motor vehicles, and cigarettes						2008		10236

		Brunei Darussalam		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		copra cake, prawn refuse		Export prohibitions remain in place for prawn refuse and copra cake						2008		10237

		Brunei Darussalam		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Oil Palm, Timber, rice, sugar		exports of timber, oil palm, rice, and sugar are still restricted						2008		10238

		Brunei Darussalam		export-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		sugar, rice, timber		In addition, a few products (e.g. rice, sugar) are still subject to export restrictions, mainly for security of domestic supply;  restrictions are maintained on timber for environmental reasons						2008		10239

		Brunei Darussalam		government procurement		approval, prior		horizontal				above $250,000				2009				10240

		Brunei Darussalam		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10241

		Brunei Darussalam		government procurement		restrictions		other		military		closed process				2009				10242

		Brunei Darussalam		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		plants, animals, birds, fish, salt, sugar, rice, drugs, mineral water, gambling machines, telecommunications equipment, and used motor vehicles		Importers must register with the port of entry.  Import permits are required for some products, including plants, animals, birds, fish, salt, sugar, rice, drugs, gambling machines, and used motor vehicle						2008		10243

		Brunei Darussalam		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry products		Following the outbreak of avian flu in several countries, the Brunei Government imposed an import ban on all types of poultry products from countries affected by, or suspected of having, avian flu outbreaks						2008		10244

		Brunei Darussalam		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		opium, indecent and obscene printed matter, firecrackers, vaccines from Taiwan, cough mixture containing codine, Java sparrows and turtle egges, arms and ammunition and alchoholic beverages including spirits and liquors		Import prohibitions are maintained on a limited number of products, including opium, indecent and obscene printed matter, firecrackers, vaccines from Taiwan, cough mixture containing codine, Java sparrows and turtle eggs, arms and ammun						2008		10245

		Brunei Darussalam		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		gambling machines, rice paddies and products thereof, sugar, salt, converted timber, used vehicles, broadcasting equipment, plants and animals, poisons, radioactive material and alchohol		on the shell, to identify the source of supply, thereby preventing illegal cross-border movements of eggs and to ensure conformity with the sanitary and food safety requirements of the Veterinary Authority and the Ministry of Health.  Imports						2008		10246

		Brunei Darussalam		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		optical discs, software, movies, music recordings, games						2009				10247

		Brunei Darussalam		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				confusing				2009				10248

		Brunei Darussalam		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		animals and animal products		all meat, poulty, processed meat, poultry products		halal certification				2009				10249

		Brunei Darussalam		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		rice, sugar		Brunei has not notified any state-trading enterprises to the WTO.  Certain products subject to import restrictions and licensing, such as rice and sugar, are imported directly by the Government through the Department of Information Technology a						2008		10250

		Brunei Darussalam		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		Samsoo		excise taxes are levied on locally produced Samsoo (including medicated Samsoo liquor) at the rate of B$5 per gallon (equal to 0.4546 decalitres, or B$11 per decalitre). In comparision, imports of Samsoo face customs duties at rates of B$90 per						2008		10251

		Cambodia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		smuggling		horizontal		vehicles, fuel, soft drinks, livestock, crops, cigarettes						2009				10252

		Cambodia		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10253

		Cambodia		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10254

		Cambodia		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				10255

		Cambodia		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				10256

		Cambodia		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		pharmaceutical products, live animals, meat, precious stones, agricultural inputs, pesticides, herbicides, seeds, fertilizer, animal vaccines						2009				10257

		Cambodia		import-related measures		corruption		horizontal				licensing process				2009				10258

		Cambodia		import-related measures		delays		horizontal				licensing process				2009				10259

		Cambodia		import-related measures		licensing		other		weapons, explosives, ammunition						2009				10260

		Cambodia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		CD's, videos, software, ect						2009				10261

		Cambodia		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				not passed				2009				10262

		Cambodia		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10263

		Cambodia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		legal, ect		foreign ownership of land				2009				10264

		Cameroon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		frozen fish and wheat flour		In two cases (frozen fish and wheat flour), approval applies only to imported products.						2007		10265

		Cameroon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum products		imports of petroleum products are a de facto monopoly of the Cameroon Petroleum Depot Company						2007		10266

		Cameroon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication								2009				10267

		Cameroon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		logs, steel and iron		For some products, and for imports from Asia, Cameroon uses minimum values, which the authorities justify by the difficulties in implementing the WTO Customs Valuation Agreement.  Official reference prices continue to be used to compute the exp						2007		10268

		Cameroon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		second-hand tyres, second-hand clothing, second-hand goods, fabrics, and all imports from Asia		However, up to May 2007 minimum values still apply to goods such as second-hand tyres, second-hand clothing, second-hand goods, fabrics, and all imports from Asia						2007		10269

		Cameroon		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10270

		Cameroon		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10271

		Cameroon		customs procedures		fees		horizontal				Preshipment inspection, including fees (especially fixed fees) charged to importers, increases the level of protection for similar goods or their locally made substitutes.						2007		10272

		Cameroon		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal		beet sugar, flour, metal rebar						2009				10273

		Cameroon		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal				VAT on imports is calculated on the c.i.f. value, to which are added customs and excise duties (this constitutes a problem vis-à-vis the WTO national treatment rule), and must be paid to the Treasury during customs clearance						2007		10274

		Cameroon		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		logs		Prohibitions apply to exports of logs of certain species for economic reasons.						2007		10275

		Cameroon		export-related measures		taxes, exports		wood, paper and pulp		wood (raw or semi-processed logs) and logs		However, exports of wood (raw or semi-processed logs) are subject to an export tax of 17.5 per cent of the f.o.b. value.  A surtax is also applied to logs (Chapter IV(2)(e)).  Export taxes on logs have been imposed to encourage processing and h						2007		10276

		Cameroon		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				National preference margins of 10 per cent for works contracts and 15 per cent for supplies contracts are provided for in the new legislation.						2007		10277

		Cameroon		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10278

		Cameroon		import-related measures		certification		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing						2009				10279

		Cameroon		import-related measures		fees		motor vehicles		used automobiles		service fee				2009				10280

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		corruption		horizontal								2009				10281

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10282

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal				various products are often counterfeited						2007		10283

		Cameroon		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10284

		Cameroon		investment-related measures		perceptions		horizontal				cumbersome payment system				2009				10285

		Cameroon		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				must have local partner				2009				10286

		Cameroon		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				difficult to sell assets				2009				10287

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and their products		due to HPAI		2009a						10288

		Cameroon		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		horizontal				Standardization in Cameroon is still faced with a certain number of constraints, for example the involvement of numerous players whose roles are not clearly defined, legislation that is too general, insufficient human and financial resources, a						2007		10289

		Canada		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		beverages (alcoholic)		liquor		monopoly on the importation and sale of alcoholic beverages by the PLB in the ten Canadian provinces (although the PLB in Alberta is partially privatised).		2009a						10290

		Canada		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		prohibited		motor vehicles		Used cars		remains in place, except on those imported from the United States.		2009a						10291

		Canada		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				CAIS and Production Insurance work together by providing protection for different types of losses.		2009a						10292

		Canada		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		aeronautics and aerospace		aerospace						2009				10293

		Canada		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		wheat and barley and their products				2009a						10294

		Canada		export-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		advanced materials, materials processing, electronics, computers, telecommunications, information security, sensors and lasers, navigation and avionics, marine, propulsion, munitions, nuclear production, animal products, plant products, weapons		Section 3 of the Export and Import Permits Act, the Export Control List (ECL), (Table III.8) contains articles controlled for any of the following purposes:  to ensure that any action taken to promote and encourage the further processing in Can						2007		10295

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		Wheat		guarantee the repayment to the The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB)		2009a						10296

		Canada		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		tobacco products, softwood lumber		Export duties are imposed on Canadian-manufactured tobacco products and, as of 12 October 2006, on softwood lumber destined for the United States.  Export duties may be imposed under the Export Act on certain ores, but no such taxes were levied						2007		10297

		Canada		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Public entities below the federal level are not covered under the WTO Government Procurement Agreement (GPA)		2009a						10298

		Canada		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				provincial				2009				10299

		Canada		import-related measures		approval		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		natural gas		Imports of natural gas are subject to authorization[1]:  the National Energy Board assesses import applications.  Authorizations are granted on the basis of a case-by-case assessment of the impact on the Canadian gas industry, consumer cost, di						2007		10300

		Canada		import-related measures		costs		beverages (alcoholic)		wine and spirits						2009				10301

		Canada		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		controlled drugs, narcotics, restricted chemicals and precursor chemicals, Explosives, Nuclear equipment and information, Plant pests, plants and plant products, animals and animal products, food of animal and plant origin, natural health produ		Licences are required to import agricultural products at the in-quota tariff rate (Chapter IV(2)(ii))						2007		10302

		Canada		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		used motor vehicles (not from US)		Tariff item HS 9897.0000 of the Customs Tariff prohibits the importation of used or second-hand motor vehicles.  Exceptions include used or second-hand motor vehicles that are 15 years or older, and those imported from the United States, provid						2007		10303

		Canada		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		fruits, vegetables						2009				10304

		Canada		import-related measures		quotas		horizontal		true hemp, white phosphorous matches, used mattresses, hate propoganda, obscene materials		Canada's licensing requirements and quantitative import restrictions are mostly in place for non-economic reasons (Table III.3, and section (2)(ix)).  Canada's latest reply to the WTO questionnaire on import licensing procedures was submitted i						2007		10305

		Canada		import-related measures		registration		agriculture and fisheries		wheat						2009				10306

		Canada		import-related measures		requirements		services		audiovisual services		content requirements				2009				10307

		Canada		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		fresh and processed produce						2009				10308

		Canada		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				goods purchased in US				2009				10309

		Canada		import-related measures		TRQs		animals and animal products		dairy, poultry						2009				10310

		Canada		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10311

		Canada		intellectual property rights		prohibited		animals and animal products		Prosciutto di Parma		at a time when imports of Italian Parma ham into Canada were forbidden on sanitary grounds.Prosciutto di Parma could not be imported into		2009a						10312

		Canada		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				lack of regulation				2009				10313

		Canada		investment-related measures		assessments		horizontal		enery, mining, banking, fishing, publishing, telecommunications, transportation, film, music, broadcasting, cable television, real estate						2009				10314

		Canada		investment-related measures		market structure		horizontal				The law governing foreign investments in Canada produces a framework which allows the Canadian government to examine foreign investments which surpass a certain level.		2009a						10315

		Canada		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, media		film distribution						2009				10316

		Canada		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		telecommunications, book publishing						2009				10317

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		plants or plant parts, of oaks, tanoaks, rhododendrons and huckleberry species		from the Netherlands and Germany to prevent the introduction to Canada of Sudden Oak Death.		2009a						10318

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine animals, beef and beef products		Canada committed itself on several occasions to review its import policies but did not yet follow up.		2009a						10319

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		one-day old chicks, Poultry meat and other products not heat treated		due to HPAI		2009a						10320

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		beverages (non-alcoholic)		Caffeinated drinks		prevented from selling the standard version of their product in Canada, and forced to sell only caffeine-free versions, due to the limitations on the use of caffeine. provisions of the WTO SPS agreement.		2009a						10321

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		enoki mushrooms		Taiwan has raised concerns in the SPS Committee regarding an SPS measure adopted by Canada.  The measure consisted of import restrictions on growing media;  Taiwan was concerned by the application of this measure to enoki mushro						2007		10322

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals		biotherapeutic products		Time of approval has increased dramatically in the recent past		2009a						10323

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals		new veterinary drugs		in the past, some European applications have been awaiting approval for some years, even for products containing the same active ingredient as other products already approved for use on the Canadian market.		2009a						10324

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection		agriculture and fisheries		Canned Seafood		Standards and Other Technical Requirements		2009a						10325

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware		stuffed articles, including quilted garments such as down coats.		The provinces of Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba, each garment with stuffing should bear specific labelling, and the manufacturers of these products should be registered with the provincial authorities. This requirement is considered as burdensome		2009a						10326

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		beverages (non-alcoholic)		Irn Bru / Caffeinated drinks		drinks		2009a						10327

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		fortified foods						2009				10328

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		animals and animal products		cheese						2009				10329

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		agriculture and fisheries		fruit, vegetable products		container sizes				2009				10330

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		services		audiovisual services						2009				10331

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		wheat						2009				10332

		Canada		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		wheat, dairy, freshwater fish, liquor, beans		Canada's state-trading enterprises (STEs) were notified to the WTO Working Party on State Trading Enterprises in 2002.  They include:  the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB), the Canadian Dairy Commission (CDC), the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporatio						2007		10333

		Canada		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		wines and Beers		exemptions from excise duty to all domestic producers of beer and 100% Canadian wine.		2009a						10334

		Canada		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		beer and wine		Federal excise duties on beer are imposed as production levies on domestic and imported products under the Excise Act.[1]  Beer made by domestic brewers is eligible for lower, tiered excise duty rates[2];  imported beer is not eligible for thes						2007		10335

		Central African Republic		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		Nevertheless, there are the following de facto or de jure monopolies:  a monopoly of 90 per cent of sugar imports has been given to the private company SUCAF-RCA (Chapter IV(2)(iii)(c))						2007		10336

		Central African Republic		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		staple goods, coffee, cotton, petroleum products, water, electricity		In principle, prices are determined by the free play of fair competition, except in the case of staple goods, which have been subject to a control regime since 1994;  or if there are exceptional circumstances that could lead to excessive price						2007		10337

		Central African Republic		export-related measures		regulation		horizontal		coffee, cattle		The Office de réglementation de la commercialisation et du contrôle du conditionnement des produits agricoles - ORCCPA (Office for the regulation of the marketing and control of processing of agricultural products), responsible for the coffee su						2007		10338

		Central African Republic		export-related measures		restrictions		mining, metals, and mineral products		precious stones, precious and semi-precious metals		The export of precious stones and precious and semi-precious metals is restricted to mining companies in possession of mining titles, approved purchasing bureaux, and organized and approved mining cooperatives (for exports amounting to at least						2007		10339

		Central African Republic		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		gold, diamonds, wood, cattle, live wild animals, coffee		Gold, diamonds, wood, cattle and live wild animals are the subject of special regimes as regards export duties and taxes.  In the case of gold, the export duty is 1 per cent and the mining promotion tax is 0.75 per cent of the Becdor value.  Fo						2007		10340

		Central African Republic		government procurement		not specified		horizontal				The government procurement regime is being revised in order to bring it into line with the relevant international regulations.						2007		10341

		Central African Republic		import-related measures		approval		pharmaceuticals		pharmaceuticals for human and veterinary uses		The import of pharmaceuticals into the Central African Republic is subject to registration formalities and a marketing authorization from the Minister of Health[1], while the import of pharmaceuticals for veterinary use requires approval by the						2007		10342

		Central African Republic		import-related measures		approval, prior		services, telecommunication		cellular telephones		Import and marketing of cellular telephones requires prior authorization by the Minister responsible for telecommunications.						2007		10343

		Central African Republic		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		products containing mercury		Another notification to the WTO relates to a ban on the import of certain products containing mercury.[4]						2007		10344

		Central African Republic		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		sugar, coffee		The Central African Republic has abolished most of its quantitative import restrictions, except those on sugar and coffee;  the DIC regime (section (ii) above) has been applied since 1986.[1]  The Central African Republic has not notified its r						2007		10345

		Central African Republic		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		saccharine		The import and marketing of saccharine are controlled in order to protect human health.						2007		10346

		Central African Republic		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				The Central African industrial property regime has been harmonized with the provisions in the WTO TRIPS Agreement following the 2004 ratification of the revised Bangui Agreement (1999);  nevertheless, the copyright and related rights regime has						2007		10347

		Central African Republic		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		electric power, hydrocarbons, international road transport, postal services, basic fixed telecommunications services		the import of electric power is the exclusive prerogative of the State-owned electricity company Energie Centrafricaine – ENERCA (Chapter IV(3)(iii)).  There are also monopolies of the import, transport and storage of hydrocarbons (Chapter						2007		10348

		Central African Republic		taxes		taxes		horizontal		water and electricity		An advance on income tax (IR) or corporation tax (IS) is also levied on all transactions in goods and services of a commercial nature.  This advance applies to imports and to transactions on the domestic market (with the exception of the sale o						2007		10349

		Central African Republic		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages				Locally-produced non-alcoholic beverages are exempt from the 10 per cent excise duty imposed on imported competing products.						2007		10350

		Central African Republic		taxes		taxes, VAT		horizontal		meat, fruit and vegetables		Meat, fruit and vegetables produced locally are, however, exempt from VAT, unlike competing imports.  Exports are subject to the zero rate (section (3)(ii)).						2007		10351

		Chad		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		water and electricity, generic drugs, bottles of gas, cotton prices, postal services, fixed telecommunications, interurban road passenger transport		As at October 2006, only the rates for water and electricity distributed by the Chad Water and Electricity Company were still being fixed by the State (Chapter IV(3)(iii)), together with the prices of 60 generic drugs and those of 2- and 6-kg b						2007		10352

		Chad		customs procedures		costs		horizontal				In general, customs procedures lack transparency, and the transit procedures for goods bound for Chad are lengthy and expensive, which adds to import costs and encourages informal trade.  Chad maintains minimum values for a wide variety of impo						2007		10353

		Chad		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				In general, customs procedures lack transparency, and the transit procedures for goods bound for Chad are lengthy and expensive, which adds to import costs and encourages informal trade.  Chad maintains minimum values for a wide variety of impo						2007		10354

		Chad		export-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		heifers and calves		Exports of heifers and calves have been banned since 2003 to preserve the livestock population.						2007		10355

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		animals and animal products		live cattle, dried fish		Under its 1995 Finance Law, in connection with the dismantling of quantitative restrictions and other non-tariff barriers, Chad abolished several export taxes on agricultural products.  However, several still remain.  These mainly affect export						2007		10356

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				The Community preferential tax (TPC) of 0.4 per cent is also collected, on behalf of the CAEMC, on all exports.						2007		10357

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				A statistical tax on exports (RSE) is levied at the rate of 2 per cent of the export value, on all tariff lines whatever the destination of the goods.  The main exports, namely, cotton and animals and animal products, are subject to this tax.						2007		10358

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		agricultural, fish-breeding products		(FRE).  It is collected on over 600 tariff lines at the rate of 1 or 2 per cent, whatever the destination of the goods.						2007		10359

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		butter, raw tobacco, rough or sawn timber		(TRC), amounting to 0.5 to 1 per cent of the c.i.f. export value of butter, raw tobacco and rough or sawn timber, is also in force.						2007		10360

		Chad		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		gum arabic, cotton, cocoa, citrus fruit, palm oil, tobacco, soap, rubber, hides and skins		The inspection and packaging tax (TCC) of 0.5 per cent of the c.i.f. export value is applied to gum arabic, cotton, cocoa, citrus fruit, palm oil, some tobacco, soap, rubber, and some hides and skins.						2007		10361

		Chad		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				In the case of an open invitation to tender, any tenderer of a nationality other than that of the contracting authority must form a consortium or enter into a subcontracting arrangement with national enterprises specialized in the field (Articl						2007		10362

		Chad		import-related measures		approval, prior		other		arms and ammunition		The following products are also, in principle, subject to special preliminary import authorization, within the context of the implementation of the Montreal Protocol:  car air-conditioning equipment;  domestic or commercial refrigerators and ai						2007		10363

		Chad		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		sulpher and other explosives		of products (including sulphur and explosives) whose importation is subject to special mandatory authorization, may be drawn up by the Ministry of Commerce						2007		10364

		Chad		import-related measures		prohibited		other		non-biodegradable plastic bags		According to the Ministry of Commerce and Handicrafts, Chad does not apply import prohibitions, except for those relating to non-biodegradable plastic bags[1] and those provided for in the international treaties and conventions to which it is a						2007		10365

		Chad		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		On 1 January 1994, a list of goods affected by quantitative restrictions on importation into CAEMC Member States was drawn up and members undertook to eliminate them by 30 June 1996 at the latest.  According to the authorities, no quantitative						2007		10366

		Chad		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		animals and animal products		live animals, meat and other products of animal origin, together with raw hides and skins		The importation of animal and plant products is, in principle, subject to prior authorizations and SPS certificates.  The prior authorizations are issued by the Ministry responsible for livestock breeding, where animal products are concerned, a						2007		10367

		Chad		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		cotton, water and electricity, fixed telecommunications, postal services, hydrocarbons		In 2001, Chad notified the WTO that it had no State-trading enterprises and that no special privileges were accorded to marketing boards.[1]  However, the State-owned Chad Cotton Company (COTONTCHAD) has a monopoly on cotton marketing (Chapter 						2007		10368

		Chile		customs procedures		fees		horizontal								2009				10369

		Chile		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				duty drawback, VAT reimbursement				2009				10370

		Chile		import-related measures		approval		horizontal				more than $3000				2009				10371

		Chile		import-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, wheat flour, sugar		price band system				2009				10372

		Chile		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, computer software, video, music recordings						2009				10373

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and their products		due to HPAI for some EU Member States		2009a						10374

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Pig Meat		due to Classical Swine Fever		2009a						10375

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		ruminant meat and ruminant derivates		not using the scientific bases provided by the OIE		2009a						10376

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		Milk powder		The new heating requirements do not appear to be justified.		2009a						10377

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		bovine and caprine semen and bovine embryos		For the bovine and caprine semen, Chilean sanitary authorities impose that the semen came from a zone free of disease are no longer health certification products. This requirement is more excessive that the OIE code sets (according to the code,		2009b						10378

		Chile		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		agriculture, food						2009				10379

		Chile		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		animals and animal products		live cattle, beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				10380

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		agriculture and fisheries				agriculture not covered by anti-monopoly law						2008		10381

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)				Although according to the text of the standard it should not apply to brown spirits from the EU, on occasions the standard has been used by the Chinese authorities to justify preventing EU spirits from entering the Chinese market.		2009a						10382

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, media		radio, film, television						2009				10383

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		rice, wheat, coton, sugar								2008		10384

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		animals and animal products		silkworm cocoons								2008		10385

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		chemicals and chemical products		chemical fertilizer, explosives								2008		10386

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		mining, metals, and mineral products		edible salt								2008		10387

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, processed oil								2008		10388

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		services, education		educational materials								2008		10389

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		tobacco and tobacco products										2008		10390

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		pharmaceuticals				An imported product can sometimes pass through as many as 8 distribution levels before reaching hospitals. However, locally produced medicines are not bound by this rule and may enter the distribution chain at the will of the domestic manufactu		2009a						10391

		China		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		horizontal								2009				10392

		China		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10393

		China		customs procedures		classification		horizontal				discretion				2009				10394

		China		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				10395

		China		customs procedures		fees		horizontal								2009				10396

		China		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal				items subject to import licensing found in various catalogues						2008		10397

		China		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				improper pricing				2009				10398

		China		customs procedures		prohibited		horizontal				applicable to over 500 tariff lines at least partially						2008		10399

		China		customs procedures		registration		horizontal				Importers must register with MOFCOM before filing customs declarations						2008		10400

		China		customs procedures		regulation		horizontal				proceedures and valuation. Lack of transparency		2009a						10401

		China		customs procedures		regulation		services, transportation				Membership of the Shanghai Shipping Exchange is obligatory for those companies intending to do business in the Shanghai area		2009a						10402

		China		export-related measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries										2008		10403

		China		export-related measures		certification		animals and animal products										2008		10404

		China		export-related measures		duties		chemicals and chemical products										2008		10405

		China		export-related measures		duties		mining, metals, and mineral products										2008		10406

		China		export-related measures		duties		mining, metals, and mineral products										2008		10407

		China		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal										2008		10408

		China		export-related measures		quotas		chemicals and chemical products		fluorspar		The Chinese government has applied an export quota and an export licence fee on fluorspar since 1994		2009a						10409

		China		export-related measures		quotas		horizontal										2008		10410

		China		export-related measures		quotas		horizontal		antimony, bauxite, coke, fluorspar, indium, magnesium carbonate, molybdenum, rare earths, silicon, talc, tin, tungsten, zinc						2009				10411

		China		export-related measures		requirements		textiles,apparel, and footware		Raw Silk		EU industry claims that this quality control does not provide any real quality insurance as the testing methods are not in line with modern industrial requirements for silk use.		2009a						10412

		China		export-related measures		restrictions		motor vehicles										2008		10413

		China		export-related measures		restrictions		textiles,apparel, and footware										2008		10414

		China		export-related measures		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		rice, maize								2008		10415

		China		export-related measures		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		tungsten antimony, silver								2008		10416

		China		export-related measures		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, processed oil								2008		10417

		China		export-related measures		state-trading		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco								2008		10418

		China		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		steel, petrochemcials, high technology, forestry, paper products, textiles, hardwood, playwood, machinery, copper, nonferrous metals						2009				10419

		China		export-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal				Rebate on export taxes						2008		10420

		China		government procurement		local preference		horizontal										2008		10421

		China		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Government agencies and related entities are required to purchase equipment and technology from Chinese state or privately owned manufacturing companies,		2009a						10422

		China		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10423

		China		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		agriculture, animal feed, feed additives						2009				10424

		China		import-related measures		licensing		services, other		private pensions, direct sellers						2009				10425

		China		import-related measures		local preference		telecommunications equipment								2009				10426

		China		import-related measures		market structure		pharmaceuticals				Difficulties in pricing and reimbursement		2009a						10427

		China		import-related measures		quotas		services, media		television						2009				10428

		China		import-related measures		regulation		pharmaceuticals				Drug registration, Monitoring period, Toll manufacturing		2009a						10429

		China		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal		automotive parts, steel, banking, insurance, telecommunications						2009				10430

		China		import-related measures		regulation		services, media		films, television shows		black out periods				2009				10431

		China		import-related measures		requirements		services		film prints, tourism						2009				10432

		China		import-related measures		restrictions		services, internet				filtering				2009				10433

		China		import-related measures		taxes		mining, metals, and mineral products		steel						2009				10434

		China		import-related measures		taxes, consumption		horizontal								2009				10435

		China		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal		semiconductors, fertilizers, integrated circuits		discriminatory				2009				10436

		China		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		wheat, rice, corn, wool, cotton, fertilizers						2009				10437

		China		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal										2008		10438

		China		intellectual property rights		enforcement		pharmaceuticals				Enforcement problems on IPR		2009a						10439

		China		intellectual property rights		enforcement		telecommunications equipment				technologies, which are widely used by Chinese companies, no royalty has been paid to EU companies.		2009a						10440

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals				There is a need for supplementary protection after patent has expired		2009a						10441

		China		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10442

		China		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal								2009				10443

		China		investment-related measures		approval		services, telecommunication								2009				10444

		China		investment-related measures		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10445

		China		investment-related measures		licensing		services, other		logistics						2009				10446

		China		investment-related measures		regulation		services, construction				it is hardly viable to set up a Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise (WFOE) in China,		2009a						10447

		China		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal		land-use, internet services						2009				10448

		China		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		banking, service centers, construction, telecommunications, ect						2009				10449

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		energy and environment		These restrictions create difficulties for foreign investors in securing the level of management control consistent with large investments.		2009a						10450

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		biotechnology, electronic payments, telecommunication services, audiovisual services, tourism, legal, education, ect						2009				10451

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries										2008		10452

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products										2008		10453

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		wood, paper and pulp		Wood, Paper and Pulp		These measures have an impact on all products exported from the EC to China.		2009a						10454

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		agriculture and fisheries		Fruits		hina requests that every orchard has to be inspected by its own inspectors prior to export. However the Chinese competent Authorities proceed very slowly in inspecting the orchards that this in practice results in a barrier to trade.		2009a						10455

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		procedures		biotechnology products				onerous				2009				10456

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live Porcine, Porcine Semen and Porcine products		lack of recognition of free disease status (Classical Swine Fever)		2009a						10457

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on ornamental birds, wild birds and their products (including feather game) unless heat treated, due to HPAI, for some EU Member States		2009a						10458

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Poultry and poultry products		lack of recognition of free disease status (High Pathogenic Avian Influenza)		2009a						10459

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live bovines, bovine products and derivates		BSE		2009a						10460

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		horizontal		cattle, beef, beef products, poultry, food additives						2009				10461

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		biotechnology products				not transparent				2009				10462

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		processed foods, horitcultural products, raw meat, veterinary drugs, biotechnology products						2009				10463

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		pork products, poultry						2009				10464

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		testing		biotechnology products				duplicative				2009				10465

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal				Items listed in CCC catalogue						2008		10466

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		electical machinery, information technology equipment, household appliances						2009				10467

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		horizontal		chemicals, ect						2009				10468

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		enforcement		medical devices								2009				10469

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		agriculture and fisheries				Genetically modified food products						2008		10470

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		processed food, distilled spirits						2009				10471

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		pharmaceuticals		pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)		(IDL) for that specific API. to obtain an IDL, each applicant will have to meet the very highest quality specifications of all other IDL holders/applicants for that same API.		2009a						10472

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market structure		chemicals and chemical products		Perfumes and cosmetics		This divergence generates a lot of difficulties for the European Cosmetics suppliers, as it is not easy to comply with two different standards; This duplication of registration requirements which are partly overlapping creates a burdensome and		2009a						10473

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		horizontal				participation in process				2009				10474

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		medical devices		medical devices		the medical devices sector is concerned by two types of non-tariff barriers: a) administrative measures and b) regulatory measures.		2009a						10475

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		motor vehicles		tyres		The Chinese Compulsory Certification system is burdensome and based on Chinese regulations instead of available international tyre regulations		2009a						10476

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal								2009				10477

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		chemicals and chemical products				trading partners could not properly respond and adapt to the new situation.		2009a						10478

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal				technical requirements of the CCC system are not always relevant to the level of risk the product poses, which implies that the CCC system is more trade restrictive than necessary.		2009a						10479

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		motor vehicles				additional testing and certification requirements are disproportionate as they would not seem to provide additional safety, health, or environment benefits.		2009a						10480

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		telecommunications equipment				in other countries, mandatory testing and certification for information security is only required for products used in sensitive government and national security applications.		2009a						10481

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		chemicals, ect						2009				10482

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		electronics		electrical, electronics, information technology, communications products						2009				10483

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		beverages (alcoholic)				unnecessarily strict level of sulphur dioxide (i.e. 250 mg/L).  This new level is below that permitted by international and EU standards		2009a						10484

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal		automobiles, automotive parts, telecommunications equipment, WLAN, RFI technology, audio and video coding, fertilizers, food products, consumer products, cosmetics						2009				10485

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		horizontal				CCC mark system				2009				10486

		China		state-trading		market structure		horizontal				MOFCOM publishes annually the list of state-traded goods						2008		10487

		China		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		theatrical films, dvds, music, sound recordings, books, newspapers, journals, petroleum, sugar						2009				10488

		Colombia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		petrol, medicines, natural gas, LPG, drinking water, sanitation and electricity		In practice, the Government does not intervene in the pricing process, except in the case of a few products, including petrol, some medicines, natural gas and LPG, drinking water, basic sanitation and electricity (see IV(6))						2006		10489

		Colombia		export-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		raw hides and skins in blue, raw hides, scrap metal, non-ferrous scrap		One of the functions of both the Higher Council for Foreign Trade and the Committee on Customs, Tariff and Foreign Trade Affairs is to examine and recommend to the Colombian Government the adoption of measures that restrict international trade.						2006		10490

		Colombia		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		capital goods, spare parts,		In December 2001, Colombia lodged a request[1], pursuant to Article 27 of the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM Agreement), for an extension of an transition period for the continued application of export subsidy programme						2006		10491

		Colombia		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		textiles, clothing, shoes, leather, plastics, food, graphic arts, auto parts, furniture, jewelry						2009				10492

		Colombia		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		coffee, emeralds, precious stones, fuels		There are contributions of a parafiscal nature applied to exports of certain products, such as coffee, emeralds, precious stones and some fuels						2006		10493

		Colombia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Law No. 816 of 2003 provides support for domestic industry by granting between 10 and 20 percentage points to offers of Colombian goods and services and between 5 and 15 percentage points to foreign goods and services.  Thus, depending on the e						2006		10494

		Colombia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10495

		Colombia		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		used and remanufactured goods						2009				10496

		Colombia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		narcotics, samples, used goods, arms industry products		Non-automatic prior licences are used for various groups of products subject to restrictions for reasons such as the need to control the production of illicit drugs, national defence, health, the environment, and the need to control the supply						2006		10497

		Colombia		import-related measures		licensing		animals and animal products		milk powder, poultry parts						2009				10498

		Colombia		import-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				10499

		Colombia		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		warlike toys, pornographic material, chemical/biological/nuclear weapons, nuclear/toxic waste		Colombia prohibits the importation of certain goods in order to protect human and animal health and life and preserve plants, as well as to protect public morals, the environment and vital security interests.  In particular, there is a ban on t						2006		10500

		Colombia		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing						2009				10501

		Colombia		import-related measures		prohibited		services, financial				maritime insurance				2009				10502

		Colombia		import-related measures		requirements		services		accounting, tourism, legal serivces, insurance, distribution services, advertising, data processing						2009				10503

		Colombia		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		used motor vehicles, psychotropic drugs, arms and amunition, chemicals		Moreover, through the prior licensing regime (non-automatic licensing), some imports are restricted for reasons of security or to comply with international agreements adopted within the context of psychotropic drug control and measures to contr						2006		10504

		Colombia		import-related measures		restrictions		services, transportation								2009				10505

		Colombia		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		beer, aerated waters, refajos, wines, spirits, apertifs, cigarettes, tobacco		The consumption tax on some imported products is higher than that paid on the domestic product, because the tax base for imported beer, aerated waters, refajos, wines, spirits, aperitifs, cigarettes and tobacco is the customs value of the goods						2006		10506

		Colombia		import-related measures		taxes		motor vehicles		motorcycles and scooters, camper vehicles, vessels for pleasure or sports, aerodynes		During the period under review, Colombia maintained VAT rates which were applied at different levels to imports and domestic products.  In mid-2006, according to Article 471 of the Tax Code in force[1], differential rates were being applied in						2006		10507

		Colombia		import-related measures		taxes, consumption		beverages (alcoholic)				arbitrary break points promote domestic				2009				10508

		Colombia		import-related measures		testing		services		accounting, tourism, legal serivces, insurance, distribution services, advertising, data processing						2009				10509

		Colombia		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		rice, soybeans, yellow corn, white corn, cotton						2009				10510

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal				backlogs				2009				10511

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10512

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		restrictions		horizontal				limited access				2009				10513

		Colombia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		national security, broadcasting, disposal of hazardous waste						2009				10514

		Colombia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovine animals and bovine products		Elimination of tax discrimination through introduction of uniform specific tax rate based on alcohol content.		2009a						10515

		Colombia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork meat products and other meat derivates		Ban on Spanish exports of maturated pork meat, meat products, meat preparations due to Classical Swine Fever (CSF).		2009a						10516

		Colombia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle		BSE restrictions				2009				10517

		Colombia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		cooked poultry meat, poultry meal, egg products, pet food						2009				10518

		Colombia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		deboned poultry meat						2009				10519

		Colombia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware		footwear		At WTO level, on one occasion concerns were expressed about Colombia's technical regulations on footwear labelling.[1]  Reference was made to the requirements in these regulations for information on the production materials used for the parts a						2006		10520

		Colombia		state-trading		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		spirits		In its notifications to the WTO concerning state trading enterprises Colombia included enterprises that produce and market spirits.[1]  Colombia has received and replied[2] to questions concerning the spirits regime and the Agricultural Marketi						2006		10521

		Colombia		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		alcohol		proposals: The following proposals for improving market access have been identified by CEPS in 2002:		2009a						10522

		Congo		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		horizontal				The Congo does not have any comprehensive competition policy.						2006		10523

		Congo		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		meat, poultry, saltwater fish, salted fish, wheat flour, edible oils, cement, reinforcing bars, corrugated iron, salt, mineral water and sugar		The products subject to the price authorization regime are:  meat, poultry, saltwater fish, salted fish, wheat flour, edible oils, cement, reinforcing bars, corrugated iron, salt, mineral water and sugar						2006		10524

		Congo		customs procedures		inspection		horizontal				In general, imports valued at CFAF 3 million or more are subject to pre-shipment inspection with payment of the relevant charges (0.9 per cent of the f.o.b. value).						2006		10525

		Congo		export-related measures		approval		wood, paper and pulp		forest products		The export of forest products is subject to special conditions of approval, except in the case of forestry enterprises						2006		10526

		Congo		export-related measures		restrictions		wood, paper and pulp		rough timber		Under the Forestry Code, only processed wood in the finished or semi-finished state may be exported, but in practice each forestry enterprise is required to limit rough timber exports to 15 per cent of its total production volume.						2006		10527

		Congo		export-related measures		taxes, exports		horizontal		merchandise exports		Merchandise exports are subject to several export duties and taxes, in particular:  the 2 per cent automation fee;  the 2 per cent supplementary exit duty (DAS), from which certain products are exempt (Table AIII.3);  and the 2 per cent levy on						2006		10528

		Congo		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		meat, poultry, saltwater fish, salted fish, wheat flour, edible oils, salt, mineral water, sugar, rice, and tomato concentrate.		The Congo applies an import licensing regime to staple foods;						2006		10529

		Congo		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		sugar and wheat		sugar marketing is a monopoly of the Agricultural Company for the Industrial Refining of Sugar (SARIS-Congo), and the importation of wheat flour is subject to a quota in order to protect the domestic producer (MINOCO).						2006		10530

		Congo		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				Efforts are apparently being made to combat the pirating of musical works, in particular by introducing holograms or stickers which will make it easier to distinguish between authentic phonograms and pirated copies.						2006		10531

		Congo (Republic of)		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live birds (chicken, turkey, ducks and others) and their products (including eggs and one day chicken), due to HPAI		2009a						10532

		Costa Rica		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market behavior		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, processed oil		monopoly of the import, refining & wholesale distribution						2007		10533

		Costa Rica		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		rice		official price control for producers and consumers						2007		10534

		Costa Rica		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, processed oil		single state-owned enterprise holds monopoly in oil industry						2007		10535

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				goods that form part of Costa Rica's cultural, artistic, archaeological and historical heritage						2007		10536

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		logs of certain species of woods								2007		10537

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				tax exemptions for exporting firms						2007		10538

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		bananas								2007		10539

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		coffee								2007		10540

		Costa Rica		government procurement		bidding		horizontal								2009				10541

		Costa Rica		government procurement		costs		horizontal								2009				10542

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		satellite television, sound recordings, videos, optical discs, computer software						2009				10543

		Costa Rica		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				10544

		Costa Rica		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				10545

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries										2007		10546

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		food products						2009				10547

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		horizontal		food products						2009				10548

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		agriculture and fisheries										2007		10549

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products										2007		10550

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		oranges		from Nicaragua						2007		10551

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		raw and processed food		mircobiological criteria				2009				10552

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		animals and animal products		raw meat, poultry products		inconsistent with international standards				2009				10553

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, feeds, chemicals, cosmetics						2009				10554

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, feeds, chemicals, cosmetics						2009				10555

		Cote D'Ivoire		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10556

		Cote D'Ivoire		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		cacao		Decree N°2001-733 of 16 November 2001 from the Cote D'Ivoire imposes the use of bags of 65 kg in jute in order to export cacao.		2009a						10557

		Cote D'Ivoire		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				10558

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		approval		textiles,apparel, and footware		textiles						2009				10559

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		petroleum products, animal products, live plants, seeds, arms and munitions, plastic bags, distilling equipment, pornography, saccharin, narcotics, explosives, illicit drugs, toxic waste						2009				10560

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		labor laws		horizontal				favors domestic workers				2009				10561

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		pricing		horizontal		cooking oil, cigarettes, sugar, used clothes, concentrated tomato paste, broken rice, matches, copybook, tissues, polypropelene sacks, alchohol, milk						2009				10562

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		petroleum products, animal products, live plants, seeds, arms and munitions, plastic bags, distilling equipment, pornography, saccharin, narcotics, explosives, illicit drugs, toxic waste						2009				10563

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		petroleum products, animal products, live plants, seeds, arms and munitions, plastic bags, distilling equipment, pornography, saccharin, narcotics, explosives, illicit drugs, toxic waste						2009				10564

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		restrictions		services		professional, accounting, legal						2009				10565

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				10566

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				community levy				2009				10567

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		fish, rice, alchohol, tobacco, cigarettes, textile products, petroleum products						2009				10568

		Cote D'Ivoire		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal				18% of all imports				2009				10569

		Cote D'Ivoire		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10570

		Cote D'Ivoire		investment-related measures		approval, prior		services		health, travel agencies, law, accounting						2009				10571

		Cote D'Ivoire		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10572

		Cote D'Ivoire		investment-related measures		perceptions		horizontal				political instability				2009				10573

		Cote D'Ivoire		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat and meat products		Ban on the import of Bovine meat and animal feed due to BSE		2009a						10574

		Croatia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on Live birds and poultry products ( except some heat threated products),		2009a						10575

		Cuba		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on bovine meat and meat products because of BSE;		2009a						10576

		Cuba		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Poultry meat and their products		Ban on poultry meat, cuts and poultry products, due to HPAI		2009a						10577

		Djibouti		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		common bread, telecommunications, electricity and water services, postal services, urban transport, petroleum products, medicines and medical articles, pharmaceuticals		Currently, the price of common bread[1], telecommunications, electricity and water services, postal services and urban transport are controlled by the State.[2]  The price of petroleum products at the pump was determined by presidential decree						2006		10578

		Djibouti		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		sawn timber, coral		In Djibouti, the export of sawn timber and coral is prohibited.  According to the authorities, apart from the restrictions imposed under the international agreements signed by Djibouti (section (2)(vii)(b) above), there are no other export rest						2006		10579

		Djibouti		export-related measures		taxes		mining, metals, and mineral products		salt		Djibouti levies an export tax of DF 500/tonne on salt						2006		10580

		Djibouti		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				which is published three times a week.  Appeals against the award of contracts may be lodged with the Administrative Court						2006		10581

		Djibouti		import-related measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		cattle feed		Cattle feed requires an authorization from the MCI in order to protect a domestic industry that is currently being liquidated.						2006		10582

		Djibouti		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		medicines, arms and amunition, khat		imports of medicines, arms and ammunition are subject to licences issued by the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of the Interior, respectively.  Import of khat requires a licence issued by the MCI;  it may only be imported by air or by land t						2006		10583

		Djibouti		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		right-hand drive vehicles, non-biodegradable plastic bags		According to current legislation, the only products whose import is specifically banned are right-hand drive vehicles[1], and non-biodegradable plastic bags.						2006		10584

		Djibouti		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				Djibouti's industrial property legislation dates from the colonial era.[1]  The law only covers trademarks and service marks.  Consequently, other types of industrial property, including patents and industrial designs, are not protected						2006		10585

		Dominican Republic		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		horizontal				The Dealer Protection Law (Law 173) prevents foreign companies from terminating importation and distribution contracts with DR companies except under very stringent conditions, often requiring payments of large indemnities to the importer/distr		2009a						10586

		Dominican Republic		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes		The Dominican Republic accords conditions of competition to imported cigarettes that are less favourable than those accorded to domestic cigarettes		2009a						10587

		Dominican Republic		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10588

		Dominican Republic		corruption		legal framework		horizontal				judicial system				2009				10589

		Dominican Republic		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				reference value				2009				10590

		Dominican Republic		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal								2009				10591

		Dominican Republic		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and cleaning products, medicines containing countroled substances		Pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and cleaning products require an export licence for chemical substances and precursors and/or an export licence for medicines containing controlled substances, issued by the SESPAS						2008		10592

		Dominican Republic		export-related measures		subsidies		textiles,apparel, and footware		clothing and footwear		The Dominican Republic has notified the WTO of the export subsidies given under the Free Zones Law, which should be abolished by 2015 at the latest.  In 2007, companies in free zones were allowed to export products of the textile, clothing and						2008		10593

		Dominican Republic		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		fish, molluscs and live crustaceans, mineral substances		In order to protect marine resources, Decree No. 11-01 of November 2001 introduced levies on the export of fish, molluscs and live crustaceans.  The tax on fish is 0.03 Dominican pesos per kilogram (around US$0.0009 per kilogram), while for mol						2008		10594

		Dominican Republic		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				10595

		Dominican Republic		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		substances for protecting plants and plant products, bulbs and seeds, fruit, spices, live plants, fertilizers and pesticides, meat products, fish and crustaceans, live animals, products and by-products of animal origin, arms and amunition, catt		The Dominican Republic requires import licences for a number of agricultural products that are subject to WTO tariff quotas and tariff quotas agreed within the DR-CAFTA framework, as well as other preferential agreements (see Chapter IV(2)).  I						2008		10596

		Dominican Republic		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		used motor vehicles, used electrical household appliances, human, animal or industrial waste, used clothing, narcotics		Law No. 4-07 of January 2007 (amending Laws Nos. 12-01 and 147-00) prohibits the import of used motor vehicles more than five years old[1] and heavy goods vehicles with a capacity exceeding 5 tonnes and over 15 years old.  Law No. 4-07 also pro						2008		10597

		Dominican Republic		import-related measures		taxes		motor vehicles		vehicles		17 percent				2009				10598

		Dominican Republic		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal								2009				10599

		Dominican Republic		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10600

		Dominican Republic		investment-related measures		other		horizontal				expropriated assets, breached obligations				2009				10601

		Dominican Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		tobacco products, coffee, sugar		Exports of tobacco require a phytosanitary certificate issued by the SEA and a fumigation certificate issued by the Tobacco Institute.  External sales of cocoa require a phytosanitary certificate and a bean quality certificate issued by the SEA						2008		10602

		Dominican Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		licensing		animals and animal products		meat and dairy products						2009				10603

		Dominican Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		conifers		Law No. 4990 of 26 August 1958 prohibits the import of conifers for phytosanitary reasons (see also Section (2)(ix) below).						2008		10604

		Dominican Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef, beef products, live cattle		BSE restrictions				2009				10605

		Dominican Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		horizontal		raw meat, poultry products, rice						2009				10606

		Eastern Caribbean States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal				Dominica has made the greatest progress in reducing the formal application of price controls, reducing the number of items subject to controls from 40 to 5 during the review period.  The lists of items subject to controls in Antigua and Barbuda						2007		10607

		Eastern Caribbean States		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				In Dominica, complaints about delays and inefficiencies in the clearance of goods have inspired reform plans that will include the introduction of updated technology, changing the staffing structure, and setting up an intelligence unit.  The ma						2007		10608

		Eastern Caribbean States		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		vegetables, monkeys, seafood,  swine, sheep, goats, lobsters, fish, bananas, cocoa		The OECS Members generally do not use export-licensing.  The exceptions include vegetables, monkeys, and several types of seafood in St. Kitts and Nevis;  and swine, sheep, goats, lobsters, fish, and seafood in St. Vincent and the Grenadines.						2007		10609

		Eastern Caribbean States		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		goods bearing the country's coat of arms or flag, unfermented cocoa		The main export restrictions are based on CITES standards:  all OECS Members ban exports of wild birds and wildlife.  Exports of narcotics and drugs are prohibited or subject to licensing in several countries, as are exports of goods bearing th						2007		10610

		Eastern Caribbean States		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				In July 2007, the General Council decided to extend the date fro the dismantlement of export subsidies to end 2015.  Members benefiting from the extension must take, from 1 January 2008, the necessary internal steps with a view to eliminatin						2007		10611

		Eastern Caribbean States		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		lobster, fish, sand, stone, live animals, cotton, other products		The only taxes or levies on exports are as follows:  Antigua and Barbuda applies taxes on exports of lobsters and fish;  Dominica imposes export royalties on sand and stone;  and St. Kitts and Nevis taxes exports of live animals, cotton, and so						2007		10612

		Eastern Caribbean States		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		agriculture goods, chicken, chicken eggs, war toys, infant industries, ect		Licences may also be required for the importation of goods that appear to be restricted largely or entirely for economic reasons, such as the protection of infant industries or when there is no local production of the item in question, to reduc						2007		10613

		Eastern Caribbean States		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		drugs, pesticides, weapons		All of the OECS Members employ prohibitions and licensing to restrict certain types of imports.  All of the outright prohibitions appear to be aimed at regulating imports that might pose health and safety risks (e.g., drugs, pesticides, and wea						2007		10614

		Eastern Caribbean States		import-related measures		quotas		horizontal		eggs, cabbages, carrots, onions, sweet peppers, tomatoes, white potatoes		St. Kitts and Nevis uses quantitative restrictions to limit imports from non-CARICOM countries of:  eggs, cabbages, carrots, onions, sweet peppers, tomatoes, and white potatoes only when domestic production cannot meet demand.						2007		10615

		Eastern Caribbean States		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		bananas, sugar		Dominica is the only OECS Member to have notified the existence of any state-trading enterprise, as defined by Article XVII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade of 1994, to the WTO.  In 2001, it notified the Dominica Import Export Agen						2007		10616

		Ecuador		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		services, other		electricity						2009				10617

		Ecuador		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services, telecommunication								2009				10618

		Ecuador		government procurement		corruption		horizontal				not transparent				2009				10619

		Ecuador		government procurement		exemptions		horizontal		fixed-line telephone providers, electric power generators and distributors, hospitals, clinics						2009				10620

		Ecuador		import-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		poultry, beef, dairy, horticultural products, corn, rice, palm oil, soybean meal						2009				10621

		Ecuador		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		used motor vehicles, spare parts, tires, clothing						2009				10622

		Ecuador		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		corn, soybean meal, dairy, products, meats		favors domestic production				2009				10623

		Ecuador		import-related measures		taxes, consumption		beverages (alcoholic)		spirits		differential treatment				2009				10624

		Ecuador		import-related measures		taxes, luxury		horizontal		perfumes, luxury vehicles, all-terrain vehicles, airplanes, helicopters, boats						2009				10625

		Ecuador		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		wheat, corn, sorghum, barley, barley malt, soybean meal, powdered milk, frozen turkeys, frozen chicken parts						2009				10626

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10627

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		costs		horizontal								2009				10628

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		perceptions		horizontal				complexity				2009				10629

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		regulation		petroleum, gas and petroleum products								2009				10630

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		petroleum exploration and development, fishing operations, broadcast stations						2009				10631

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		horizontal		processed, canned, packaged products						2009				10632

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		beef, dairy products, fresh fruit						2009				10633

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries				Ban on Spanish exports of maturated pork meat, meat products, meat preparations due to Classical Swine Fever (CSF).		2009a						10634

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live domestic birds and products from poultry and turkey, due to HPAI.		2009a						10635

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		products of cattle, sheep, goat, feline, living zoological animals, and agricultural subproducts.		Ban on imports of productos of cattle, sheep, goat, feline, living zoological animals, and agricultural subproducts.		2009b						10636

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		registration		horizontal								2009				10637

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef, beef products, live cattle		BSE restrictions				2009				10638

		Ecuador		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		horizontal		household products, consumer appliances, footwear, break fluids, lubricants						2009				10639

		Egypt		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services		banking, telecommunication						2009				10640

		Egypt		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		pharmaceuticals				pricing				2009				10641

		Egypt		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services		utilities						2009				10642

		Egypt		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		services, communication, incl. postal services		Telecom sector		Contracting with Telecom Egypt seems to be mandatory even if the company's monopoly ended on 31.12.2005.		2009a						10643

		Egypt		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				It appears that Customs authorities apply customs valuation rules in a non-uniform and often discretionary way.		2009a						10644

		Egypt		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal				Prior to March 1999, the importer was only required to provide a 10% cash deposit in order to secure a letter of credit. However, since that date it would appear that a cash deposit of 100% is required.		2009a						10645

		Egypt		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Egyptian suppliers are given a 15% margin of preference over foreign bidders. The procurement process is slow and does not follow deadlines on decisions and payments.		2009a						10646

		Egypt		import-related measures		approval		medical devices		medical equipment and supplies						2009				10647

		Egypt		import-related measures		labor laws		services				foreigners cannot be tour guides				2009				10648

		Egypt		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		nutritional supplements, dietary foods						2009				10649

		Egypt		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		natural products, vitamins, food supplements						2009				10650

		Egypt		import-related measures		quotas		services, media		motion pictures						2009				10651

		Egypt		import-related measures		requirements		motor vehicles				only within 12 months of production				2009				10652

		Egypt		import-related measures		taxes		services, media		films						2009				10653

		Egypt		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10654

		Egypt		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, financial		banking						2009				10655

		Egypt		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal				Whereas previously, the local content requirement was 40%, Decree 192/2000 (with effect from January 2001) established the local content requirement for passenger cars and small utility vehicles at 45		2009a						10656

		Egypt		investment-related measures		requirements		services, energy				All the foreign investments in this sector are to be made in joint-venture with the publics companies under the authority of the ministry of petroleum for profit sharing purposes.		2009a						10657

		Egypt		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		construction, transport, labor						2009				10658

		Egypt		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		tourism, construction, transport						2009				10659

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries		Fruit and Vegetables		Phytosantitary requirements are subject to frequent, unnotified changes, the same goods are sometimes accepted, sometimes rejected.		2009a						10660

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		biotechnology products		seeds						2009				10661

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labelling		horizontal								2009				10662

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat and meat products		Ban on fresh bovine meat and bovine meat products due to Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE)		2009a						10663

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		However, the ban of heat-treated poultry meat is still in place due to HPAI.		2009a						10664

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, meat and its products, wastes, concentrates, and additions to fodder containing meat powder or bones.		In response to cases of BSE in the EU, Decree 2720/01 introduced a four month ban (as of 7/10/01) on EU imports of live cattle		2009a						10665

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		Live animals import restrictions		the importer has to submit to the General Administration for Veterinary Services an import request indicating the following information on the consignment		2009a						10666

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef, beef products, live cattle, meat products						2009				10667

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		horizontal		food						2009				10668

		Egypt		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		testing		chemicals and chemical products		Dioxin		that crisis has been over for two years and therefore it is not necessary that EU importers should be subject to the requirements imposed by the Decree.		2009a						10669

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		animals and animal products		animal products		Importers of animal products are required to provide a number of certificates before the product is accepted		2009a						10670

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		animals and animal products		poultry		halal certification				2009				10671

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		agriculture and fisheries		foodstuffs		Labelling requirements for foodstuffs are very strict and detailed.		2009a						10672

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		animals and animal products		poultry and meat		New provisions on labelling were introduced by Decree 770 on imported products (13.10.2005). Article 102 on labels in arabic might give rise to interpretation and implementation problems for EU exporters.		2009a						10673

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		agriculture and fisheries		food products		In addition, it would appear that the same restrictions are not placed on foodstuffs produced locally.		2009a						10674

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		chemicals and chemical products		cosmetics				2009a						10675

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		textiles,apparel, and footware		shoes		these tests apply only to imported shoes, locally produced shoes are exempted.		2009a						10676

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		textiles,apparel, and footware		garments						2009				10677

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		horizontal								2009				10678

		El Salvador		customs procedures		delays		services, just-in-time shipment		express delivery						2009				10679

		El Salvador		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				tax rebate				2009				10680

		El Salvador		import-related measures		taxes		services, telecommunication		international telephone service						2009				10681

		El Salvador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		optical media, music and video, cable broadcasting						2009				10682

		El Salvador		investment-related measures		delays		mining, metals, and mineral products								2009				10683

		El Salvador		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal				weak				2009				10684

		El Salvador		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal				duplicative				2009				10685

		El Salvador		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		free reception television, AM/FM radio broadcasting, notaries						2009				10686

		El Salvador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef, beef products, live cattle		BSE restrictions				2009				10687

		El Salvador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		raw and processed food		microbiological criteria				2009				10688

		El Salvador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		testing		horizontal		processed foods						2009				10689

		El Salvador		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2009				10690

		Ethiopia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication				monopoly				2009				10691

		Ethiopia		corruption		legal framework		horizontal								2009				10692

		Ethiopia		corruption		market behavior		horizontal								2009				10693

		Ethiopia		export-related measures		taxes		animals and animal products		raw and semi-processed hides and skins						2009				10694

		Ethiopia		government procurement		corruption		horizontal				favor asians				2009				10695

		Ethiopia		government procurement		delays		horizontal								2009				10696

		Ethiopia		government procurement		exemptions		horizontal								2009				10697

		Ethiopia		import-related measures		delays		other		currency						2009				10698

		Ethiopia		import-related measures		restrictions		other		currency		controlled				2009				10699

		Ethiopia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				weak				2009				10700

		Ethiopia		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				not existing				2009				10701

		Ethiopia		intellectual property rights		requirements		horizontal				lacking				2009				10702

		Ethiopia		investment-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		electricity generation, non-courier postal service, banking, insurance, micro-credit, broadcasting, air transport, shipping agency services, printing, restaurants, beauty shoprs						2009				10703

		Ethiopia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		telecommunications, defense						2009				10704

		Ethiopia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		hygiene, health care						2009				10705

		European Union		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		delays		services, telecommunication				germany, greece, spain, italy, Ireland, Austria, Finland, Sweden				2009				10706

		European Union		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services		telecommunication, postal, energy						2009				10707

		European Union		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		aeronautics and aerospace								2009				10708

		European Union		customs procedures		legal framework		horizontal				confusing				2009				10709

		European Union		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal				As at April 2006, the EC maintained export licences under the common market organization as well as under tariff-quota commitments with trading partners. An overview of products requiring export licences is provided in the EC's online customs t						2009		10710

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				(Chapter IV (2)(ii)).  With the exception of those for coarse grains and sugar, they are mostly direct export subsidies.  In value, export subsidies notified by the EC represent approximately 90% of all the WTO Members' notified export subsidi						2009		10711

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		canned fruit						2009				10712

		European Union		government procurement		corruption		horizontal				Italy				2009				10713

		European Union		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Austria				2009				10714

		European Union		government procurement		requirements		horizontal								2009				10715

		European Union		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal								2009				10716

		European Union		import-related measures		approval		biotechnology products				de facto moratorium				2009				10717

		European Union		import-related measures		costs		services, healthcare				uncertainty Ireland				2009				10718

		European Union		import-related measures		delays		biotechnology products				product approval				2009				10719

		European Union		import-related measures		legal framework		other		electronic commerce						2009				10720

		European Union		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				The EC import licensing system is in place to manage imports of specific products subject to quantitative restrictions, safeguard measures or import surveillance.  In addition, certain steel and agricultural products are subject to Community su						2009		10721

		European Union		import-related measures		licensing		services, architectural				Austria: limited to EU citizens				2009				10722

		European Union		import-related measures		pricing		pharmaceuticals				Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden				2009				10723

		European Union		import-related measures		prohibited		biotechnology products				national bans				2009				10724

		European Union		import-related measures		quotas		mining, metals, and mineral products		certain steel products from Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan		As regards non-WTO Members, the EC maintains quantitative restrictions on certain steel imports from Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan.						2009		10725

		European Union		import-related measures		quotas		textiles,apparel, and footware		cotton fabrics, t-shirts, pullovers, men's trousers, blouses, bed linen, dresses, brassiers, table and kitchen linen, flax or ramie yarn, textiles and clothing products from North South Korea		However, for ten textile and clothing products originating in China, specific agreed levels have been set until the end of 2009.  These ten products, i.e. cotton fabrics, T-shirts, pullovers, men's trousers, blouses, bed linen, dresses, brassie						2009		10726

		European Union		import-related measures		regulation		animals and animal products		pet food						2009				10727

		European Union		import-related measures		requirements		equipment		lawnmowers		France				2009				10728

		European Union		import-related measures		requirements		services, legal				nationality: Austria, Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia, Belgium Finland				2009				10729

		European Union		import-related measures		restrictions		pharmaceuticals				Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden				2009				10730

		European Union		import-related measures		restrictions		services		audiovisual services, accounting		Greece				2009				10731

		European Union		import-related measures		subsidies		pharmaceuticals				Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden				2009				10732

		European Union		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		bananas						2009				10733

		European Union		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				European commission				2009				10734

		European Union		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				bulgaria, czech republic, greece, hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden				2009				10735

		European Union		intellectual property rights		fees		horizontal				patents				2009				10736

		European Union		investment-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal				France				2009				10737

		European Union		investment-related measures		licensing		services, financial		banking		Austria				2009				10738

		European Union		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal				Romania				2009				10739

		European Union		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		maritime transport, ect		Cyprus				2009				10740

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products		fresh or frozen beef, pork, poultry, and eggs		finland, sweden				2009				10741

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		meat from animals treated with growth hormones		Imports of meat derived from animals treated with hormonal growth promoters, mechanically recovered meat, and the use of specified risk materials (to reduce the risk of transmissible spongiform encephalopathy) are prohibited.  The use of antimi						2009		10742

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef						2009				10743

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries				from third countries in the proposed regulation.[1]  Developing countries in particular have complained that the proposed regulation would unreasonably hinder trade because it would impose on the suppliers the burden of proof that traditional						2009		10744

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		pineapple, cacao		Ecuador has raised a concern in the SPS Committee regarding the proposed MRL for Ethephon in pineapple, and the lack of MRLs for a number of pesticides commonly used in the production of cacao.						2009		10745

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		poultry, pork		romania, bulgaria				2009				10746

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		poultry		pathogen reduction treatments				2009				10747

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval, prior		horizontal				Trade barriers also result where a product originating in one Member State is subject to mandatory prior authorization procedures before it can be placed on the market of another Member State						2009		10748

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		costs		horizontal		energy-using products, chemicals and chemical products						2009				10749

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		enforcement		chemicals and chemical products		chemicals		Some of the main trade concerns raised in the TBT Committee include:  burdensome procedures, notably for SMEs and developing countries, to ensure compliance with the new regime, and insufficient technical assistance provided by the EC; high reg						2009		10750

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		enforcement		chemicals and chemical products				REACH				2009				10751

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		fees		chemicals and chemical products		chemicals		Some of the main trade concerns raised in the TBT Committee include:  burdensome procedures, notably for SMEs and developing countries, to ensure compliance with the new regime, and insufficient technical assistance provided by the EC; high reg						2009		10752

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		biotechnology products								2009				10753

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		chemicals and chemical products		chemicals		Some of the main trade concerns raised in the TBT Committee include:  burdensome procedures, notably for SMEs and developing countries, to ensure compliance with the new regime, and insufficient technical assistance provided by the EC; high reg						2009		10754

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal		chemicals, wine products, toys, seal products, organic products, energy-using products, lighters, electrical and electronic equipment, electrical cables, dangerous substances, novel foods, cosmetics, REACH		A number of Members have raised concerns in the TBT Committee regarding technical regulations maintained or proposed by the EC or its Member States, which (could) act as unnecessary barriers to trade in chemicals[1], wine products, toys, seal p						2009		10755

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal								2009				10756

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		chemicals and chemical products				REACH				2009				10757

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		electronics				not clear				2009				10758

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		food supplements		limits				2009				10759

		European Union		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		alcholic beverages, gas, electricity		However, state-owned enterprises with monopolies or exclusive rights still exist in certain Member States in trading and in distribution of alcoholic beverages (Finland and Sweden), gas (Greece), and electricity (Luxemburg) (Table III.11).						2009		10760

		Fiji		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		food items, pharamaceuticals, fuel, cigarettes, services, rents, education fees, telecom charges		Fiji maintains extensive price controls administered by the Prices and Incomes Board on wholesale and retail sales of basic food items, pharmaceuticals, fuel, and cigarettes, as well as on services, such as rents, education fees, and telecom ch						2009		10761

		Fiji		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				Completing import procedures and clearing goods can take up to 25 days, including port handling.[1]  However, the authorities believe this is inaccurate and that some 95% of imports are cleared within three days, with most on arrival;  even de						2009		10762

		Fiji		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		live cattle, manfuactured sugar, wheat bran, copra, oil cake, copra meal, wood products, drugs, explosives, live fish, minerals, fruits, vegetables, trees, plnats, shrubs		All exports are controlled by an export licensing system and export proceeds must be repatriated to Fiji through the banking system within six months of shipment.  Exports of a wide range of agricultural products require an export licence from						2009		10763

		Fiji		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		drugs, live fish, turtle flesh and shells, round logs		The Customs Act provides authority to prohibit and regulate exports (section 64(2)).  Prohibited exports are dangerous drugs (i.e. narcotics) (Customs (Prohibited Imports and Exports) Regulations, 1986, Schedule 6) as well as all live fish, and						2009		10764

		Fiji		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				Export incentives, via income tax concessions, were introduced in 2001 to increase investment in exporting activities.[1]  The Short-Term Export Profit Deduction Scheme exempts from income tax a set share of net profits on exports of goods and						2009		10765

		Fiji		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		gold, silver, sugar, molasses, unprocessed fish and timbermineral water		or accepted by Customs, an estimated value in accordance with legislation. Export taxes of 3% apply to gold, silver, sugar, and molasses, and, following the 2009 Budget, unprocessed fish and timber to promote domestic value added.[1]  Governme						2009		10766

		Fiji		government procurement		corruption		horizontal				The regulations are time-consuming, and corruption, including bid-rigging/collusion, has been the subject of Auditor-General reports according to the authorities.  Decisions of the Major Tender Board can be appealed but only to the judiciary (w						2009		10767

		Fiji		government procurement		regulation		horizontal				The regulations are time-consuming, and corruption, including bid-rigging/collusion, has been the subject of Auditor-General reports according to the authorities.  Decisions of the Major Tender Board can be appealed but only to the judiciary (w						2009		10768

		Fiji		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		fireworks, margarine, oil, condensed milk or products containing skim milk, mechanical cane harvesters, salt, gold, galvanized metal, lubricants and oils, live animals and animal products, plants, arms and amunition, rags, second-hand clothing		Goods subject to import licensing include those that require specified conditions, restrictions or requirements to be met e.g. certain fireworks, margarine and any other edible fat;  oil made as a substitute for butter or ghee;  spirits (brandy						2009		10769

		Fiji		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		cereal grains, pulses, legumes, grass, straw, chaff, sacking, meat, dairy, peanuts, oilseeds, used motor vehicles, older machinery		Prohibited imports, mainly for health, safety, security, religious or moral reasons, include narcotics;  dangerous weapons;  blasphemous, indecent or obscene material;  gambling machines; certain manufactured fireworks;  and matches made of yel						2009		10770

		Fiji		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		alchoholic beverages, tobacco products, white goods and luxury items, used/re-conditioned motor vehicles, electrical products		raises the overall unweighted tariff average in 2008 from 10.4% to 11.4% and in 2007 from 9.1% to 10.2%.						2009		10771

		Fiji		import-related measures		taxes, excise		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products		Tariff/excise arrangements are more complex for tobacco products because the excise tax discriminates against imports as it is lower for domestic products.  For example, the tariff rate on manufactured tobacco (including cigars, cheroots, and c						2009		10772

		Fiji		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Copyright enforcement is allegedly weak, and illegal copies of films, sound recordings, and computer programs widely available.						2009		10773

		Fiji		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal				Several tax incentives are tied to minimum local-content or export requirements (Chapter III(4)(ii))						2009		10774

		Fiji		investment-related measures		requirements		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products		A local-content scheme requires foreign investors manufacturing cigarettes to use at least 50% locally grown and processed tobacco (Foreign Investment Regulations 2008, Schedule 1).  No information on the plan could be obtained from the authori						2009		10775

		Gabon		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		petroleum products, water, electricity, sugar, bread, textbooks		An administrative price control regime applies to petroleum products, water, electricity, as well as some essential goods (sugar, bread, textbooks).						2007		10776

		Gabon		export-related measures		quotas		wood, paper and pulp		logs		Gabon introduced a quota system for exports of logs in order to promote industrialization of the subsector.						2007		10777

		Gabon		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				Exports are eligible for the zero VAT rate regime.						2007		10778

		Gabon		export-related measures		taxes, exports		horizontal		logs and manganese		Only logs and manganese are subject to export tax of 17 per cent and 3.5 per cent of their reference value, respectively.						2007		10779

		Gabon		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Gabonese bidders are given preferences.						2007		10780

		Gabon		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		Sugar		abon has notified the WTO of the abolition of all quantitative import restrictions, except those on sugar, for which the time-limit was the end of 2004  this time-limit was not observed, however, and the prohibition was extended until the end o						2007		10781

		Gabon		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				The CEPIG would like to receive technical assistance for its work on ratification of multilateral intellectual property protection treaties and their enforcement in Gabon.						2007		10782

		Gabon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on live bovines, bovine products and derivates because of BSE		2009a						10783

		Gabon		state-trading		market structure		horizontal		petroleum and pharmaceutical products, cement, sugar, mineral water, beer and aerated beverages		the import of certain goods (petroleum and pharmaceutical products, inter alia) and the marketing of others (cement, sugar, mineral water, beer and aerated beverages) are still monopolies.						2007		10784

		Gabon		taxes		local preference		horizontal		Groundnuts, Coffee, Cocoa, Pork, beef, mutton, and other meat, chicken, Ducks and pultry, eggs, frozen, fresh, smoked, salted fish, cassava, plantains, bananas, yams, taro, potatos, various fruits, table oils, mineral water		The application of internal taxes (VAT and, where applicable, excise duty) does not appear, however, to respect the principle of national treatment.						2007		10785

		Ghana		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		fuel								2008		10786

		Ghana		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10787

		Ghana		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				10788

		Ghana		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal										2008		10789

		Ghana		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		logs, rattan cane, bamboo, parrots								2008		10790

		Ghana		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				10791

		Ghana		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		cocoa, hydrocarbons, gold								2008		10792

		Ghana		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				10793

		Ghana		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10794

		Ghana		import-related measures		certification		horizontal		agriculutre, food, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals						2009				10795

		Ghana		import-related measures		delays		horizontal				destination inspection				2009				10796

		Ghana		import-related measures		duties		horizontal				ECOWAS Levy, and Export Development and Investment Fund levy						2008		10797

		Ghana		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				inspection and processing fees				2009				10798

		Ghana		import-related measures		fees		motor vehicles				examination fee				2009				10799

		Ghana		import-related measures		licensing		animals and animal products		poultry and poultry products						2009				10800

		Ghana		import-related measures		pricing		motor vehicles								2009				10801

		Ghana		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		used handkerchiefs, underpants, mattresses, sanitary ware, toxic waste, turkey tails, foreign soil, medical soap containing mercuric iodine.								2008		10802

		Ghana		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		fish		temporary ban				2009				10803

		Ghana		import-related measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		fatty meats, milk						2009				10804

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes		services, art and artistic products		blank video and audio cassettes		levy						2008		10805

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				National health insurance				2009				10806

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				non-ECOWAS				2009				10807

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				automated clearing system				2009				10808

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		non-petroleum products		Export development fund				2009				10809

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal				all imports						2008		10810

		Ghana		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal				12.5 percent				2009				10811

		Ghana		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10812

		Ghana		investment-related measures		costs		horizontal				infrastructure				2009				10813

		Ghana		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				10814

		Ghana		investment-related measures		legal framework		other		land		land tenure system				2009				10815

		Ghana		investment-related measures		prohibited		services		petty trading, taxi,  rental car, lotteries, beauty salons, barber shops						2009				10816

		Ghana		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		telecommunications, ect						2009				10817

		Ghana		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		insurance						2009				10818

		Ghana		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		agriculture and fisheries						2009a						10819

		Ghana		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		plants		plants infected by diseases						2008		10820

		Ghana		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry, chicken		from locations having avian influenza						2008		10821

		Ghana		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		foods		expiration dates				2009				10822

		Ghana		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval, prior		horizontal		high risk goods						2009				10823

		Ghana		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		horizontal		high risk goods		costly and redundant				2009				10824

		Guatemala		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market behavior		services, telecommunication								2009				10825

		Guatemala		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				Guatemala's customs administration has shown a significant improvement in recent years, but delays in clearance still occur.						2009		10826

		Guatemala		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal								2009				10827

		Guatemala		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		logs		The export of some logs is banned, both for environmental reasons and also to promote the domestic processing industry.						2009		10828

		Guatemala		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Sugar		ASAZGUA (Guatemalan Sugar Producers' Association) registers and controls exports of sugar and also allocates export quotas.						2009		10829

		Guatemala		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				Guatemala was one of the group of WTO Members which requested that the transition period for phasing out export subsidies notified be extended up to 2018						2009		10830

		Guatemala		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				through 2009				2009				10831

		Guatemala		export-related measures		taxes, exports		agriculture and fisheries		coffee		Coffee growers must pay 1 per cent of the f.o.b. export value of coffee, of which Q 0.10/100 kg. go to the municipal authorities and the rest to Anacafé						2009		10832

		Guatemala		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				local representatives				2009				10833

		Guatemala		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				10834

		Guatemala		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				Parallel imports are allowed in the case of patents and trademarks, but not in relation to copyright.						2009		10835

		Guatemala		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				10836

		Guatemala		investment-related measures		regulation		services, energy		electricity		rates				2009				10837

		Guatemala		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		processed food						2009				10838

		Guatemala		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		cattle, beef, beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				10839

		Guinea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine meat  and meat  products		Import ban on bovine meat and bovine meat products because of BSE		2009a						10840

		Guinea Bissau		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on all products due to HPAI		2009a						10841

		Honduras		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		services, telecommunication								2009				10842

		Honduras		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication								2009				10843

		Honduras		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		horizontal		telecommunications, ect						2009				10844

		Honduras		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10845

		Honduras		corruption		regulation		horizontal				regulatory system				2009				10846

		Honduras		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				10847

		Honduras		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				10848

		Honduras		government procurement		market behavior		horizontal				non-competitive justifications				2009				10849

		Honduras		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				10850

		Honduras		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10851

		Honduras		investment-related measures		costs		horizontal				infrastructure				2009				10852

		Honduras		investment-related measures		prohibited		real estate		land						2009				10853

		Honduras		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		processed food						2009				10854

		Honduras		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		biotechnology products		GMO seed						2009				10855

		Honduras		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal								2009				10856

		Honduras		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		horizontal		foodstuffs						2009				10857

		Hong Kong		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		horizontal				few powerful cross-sector conglomerates controlling HK's port, supermarkets, pharmacies and utilities among others						2006		10858

		Hong Kong		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		prohibited		services, financial		banks		RMB loans				2009				10859

		Hong Kong		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, transportation		aviation		restrictions on frequencies and routes for US carriers				2009				10860

		Hong Kong		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, legal		law firms		Foreign law firms are barred from practicing Hong Kong law and from employing or forming a partnership with Hong Kong solicitors, but they can practice foreign law				2009				10861

		Hong Kong		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal										2006		10862

		Hong Kong		import-related measures		prohibited		chemicals and chemical products		Ozone depleting substances, toxic chemicals								2006		10863

		Hong Kong		import-related measures		prohibited		mining, metals, and mineral products		rough diamonds		from Liberia and Cote d'Ivoire						2006		10864

		Hong Kong		import-related measures		quotas		chemicals and chemical products		hydroclorofluorocarbons								2006		10865

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		approval		pharmaceuticals				lengthy approval procedures and lack of transparency in the approval process for new drugs				2009				10866

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		competition policy		pharmaceuticals				marketing authorizations for patent infringing pharmaceutical products.				2009				10867

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		electronics				problems with pirated media				2009				10868

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		services, internet				software piracy				2009				10869

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		pharmaceuticals				lack of expertise in identifying high quality counterfeit drugs and overlapping lines of responsibility for regulating pharmaceutical products				2009				10870

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal				lack of a copyright register makes it difficult to identify original copyright owners in infringement cases, increasing the burden of proof on rights holders to prove infringement				2009				10871

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		pharmaceuticals				poor enforcement and low penalties for counterfeit products				2009				10872

		Hong Kong		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		agriculture and fisheries										2006		10873

		Hong Kong		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on certain bird products due to HPAI		2009a						10874

		Hong Kong		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef		ban on all US beef products except deboned beef derived from animals less than 30 months of age				2009				10875

		Hong Kong		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		telecommunication equipment, laser printers, dehumidifiers, gas appliances, computers, TVs, LCDs								2006		10876

		Hong Kong		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		not specified		foods		manufacturers must declare allergenic substances and list the food additive functional class, and name or identification number on food labels				2009				10877

		Hong Kong		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		not specified				new labeling requirements (taking effect in July 2010) for products making nutritional claims				2009				10878

		Hong Kong		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		horizontal		air conditioners, refrigerators, compact fluorescent lamps		must be registered with the Electro-Mechanical Services Department and carry an energy label that complies with specified technical requirements				2009				10879

		Iceland		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		wild animals, live horses, antiques and objects of historical value, natural artifacts, micro organisms, arms and weapons, plants and plant products		Export restrictions, prohibitions, and licensing apply in a number of cases (Table III.7).  In addition, Iceland is a participant in the Australia Group						2006		10880

		Iceland		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		narcotics, ozone-depleting substances, hazardous consumer goods		Export restrictions, prohibitions, and licensing apply in a number of cases (Table III.7).  In addition, Iceland is a participant in the Australia Group						2006		10881

		Iceland		export-related measures		taxes		animals and animal products		horses		According to Act 66/2002, a fee of ISK 500 should be paid for every horse exported into a fund established with the purpose of protecting the species.  The authorities stressed that this fee is not collected by the Directorate of Customs						2006		10882

		Iceland		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		live animals, animal products, soil, freshwater animals, animal fodder, fertilizers and seeds, plants and plant products, compost, narcotics, psychotropic substances, HCFC's, Radioactive goods, weapons, radio and non-radio communication equipme		The import of a number of other products is restricted, conditional upon the obtention of a permit, licence, or other conditions.  These products include live animals, feeds and fertilizers, plants and plant products, used machines for agricult						2006		10883

		Iceland		import-related measures		requirements		beverages (alcoholic)		alcoholic beverages		The Icelandic retail monopoly (Afengis Og Tobaksverslun Rikisins - ATVR) permits the sale of beer, of up to 3,9% alcohol content, outside the monopolys stores but does not extend the same freedom to Ready-to-drink (RTD) products of a similar st		2009a						10884

		Iceland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries				Imports of a number of agricultural products are prohibited for sanitary and phytosanitary reasons, unless an exemption is granted by the Minister of Agriculture.  Iceland has a wide derogation from EEA sanitary legislation and is only required						2006		10885

		Iceland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live poultry, birds, fertile eggs, raw poulty, bird products		Since its last Review, Iceland has notified emergency bans on imports of live poultry and birds, fertile eggs, and raw poultry and bird products that can carry avian influenza from a number of countries.[1]  Iceland's notification in December 1						2006		10886

		Iceland		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		Alchohol, Tobacco		The State Alcohol and Tobacco Monopoly (ATVR) is the only enterprise in Iceland considered to be a state-trading enterprise in accordance with the provisions of GATT Article XVII						2006		10887

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing		horizontal				Industrial policies, which include reservations for the public and small-scale sectors						2007		10888

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market behavior		horizontal								2009				10889

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		other		marble		In 1999 the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) amended the EXIM Policy to raise the minimum prices for import of marble against Special Import Licence (SIL).		2009a						10890

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication								2009				10891

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		foodstuffs		The legislation in question appears to discriminate against imported goods in favour of products which are manufactured locally and where this requirement does not apply.		2009a						10892

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, financial				Market access limitations		2009a						10893

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, financial				Restrictions		2009a						10894

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, professional		lawyers		Foreign lawyers are unable to provide legal services in India. Foreign lawyers may qualify as Indian lawyers subject to a very onerous reciprocity test. it is bound by the MFN obligation and as a result should grant its most favourable treatmen		2009a						10895

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		food								2007		10896

		India		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		chemicals and chemical products		urea								2007		10897

		India		customs procedures		certification		textiles,apparel, and footware				Some textile exporters have reported about problems with the customs clearance of textiles even if the tests have already been conducted in the EU.		2009a						10898

		India		customs procedures		delays		textiles,apparel, and footware				According to importers and freight forwarders, customs have started enforcing the rules and pretend to fine importers for non-compliance with marking requirements in each alternate meter of the fabrics.		2009a						10899

		India		customs procedures		duties		services, construction		dredging vessels		Dredging contractors have currently two options either pay a partial Customs Duty and provide a Bank Guarantee for the differential amount or claim for a percentage Drawback of the duty once the vessel has been re-exported. The former option is		2009a						10900

		India		customs procedures		exemptions		horizontal								2009				10901

		India		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal		Iron, carbon black, radial tyres, some grades of fibre board of wood and possibly passenger car tyres.		The granting of import licences for some imported products is non-automatic and under the discretion of the India authorities		2009b						10902

		India		customs procedures		licensing		motor vehicles		used cars over three years								2007		10903

		India		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal		dvds, edible oils, crude soybean oil						2009				10904

		India		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal								2009				10905

		India		customs procedures		restrictions		motor vehicles				specific ports				2009				10906

		India		export-related measures		duties		agriculture and fisheries		rice		On top of India's current export duties on rice		2009a						10907

		India		export-related measures		duties		iron and steel products		steel products and iron ore		On the top of India's current export duties on iron (Rs300 per tonne), new export duties have been introduced on steel products via Notification N°66/2008-customs,		2009a						10908

		India		export-related measures		duties		textiles,apparel, and footware		raw and semi-finished leather		In October 2000 India lifted its export restrictions (de facto export ban) in the leather sector, but simultaneously, the export duty on raw hides and skins and certain semi-finished leather was raised from 25 % to 60 %, which is the highest ra		2009a						10909

		India		export-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, pulses, and sugar		In addition to these export prohibitions, India also issues ad hoc prohibitions on exports of sensitive products						2007		10910

		India		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		horizontal		Some 171 lines at the HS 8-digit level (excluding special chemicals, organisms, materials, equipment, and technologies) are currently subject to restrictions;						2007		10911

		India		export-related measures		restrictions		mining, metals, and mineral products		high-grade iron ore						2009				10912

		India		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				exporting producers which procure all of their inputs locally and do not import goods which can be used as inputs are still entitled to the DEPB benefits.		2009a						10913

		India		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				contain provisions contradictory to the rules stipulated in the OECD Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported Export Credits.		2009a						10914

		India		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				10915

		India		export-related measures		taxes		mining, metals, and mineral products		iron ore, ferrous scrap						2009				10916

		India		export-related measures		taxes, exports		textiles,apparel, and footware		tanned and untanned hides, skins and leathers		The export tax rates for leather range from 10% to 25% of the f.o.b. value of the product.						2007		10917

		India		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				often not transparent and discriminate against foreigners.		2009a						10918

		India		government procurement		local preference		horizontal										2007		10919

		India		government procurement		local preference		services, construction				The Ministry of Shipping, clearly favouring national companies and in particular DCI, is detrimental to EU exporters.		2009a						10920

		India		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10921

		India		import-related measures		approval, prior		biotechnology products				except soybean oil				2009				10922

		India		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		tallow, fat, oils of animal origin						2009				10923

		India		import-related measures		regulation		biotechnology products								2009				10924

		India		import-related measures		requirements		chemicals and chemical products		boric acid						2009				10925

		India		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				Some of these restrictions have been in force for decades; others were introduced originally for balance of payments purposes and have been shifted to these more general provisions.		2009a						10926

		India		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		livestock products, certain chemicals						2009				10927

		India		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal								2009				10928

		India		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				the lack of data on civilian or criminal prosecutions, and long and cumbersome legal procedures (Chapter II) would suggest that these are insufficient deterrents to IPR violations.						2007		10929

		India		intellectual property rights		enforcement		pharmaceuticals				implementation still needs to be followed carefully to guarantee full compliance with the World Trade Organisation Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights.		2009a						10930

		India		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10931

		India		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal								2009				10932

		India		investment-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				10933

		India		investment-related measures		local preference		services, construction								2009				10934

		India		investment-related measures		not specified		horizontal						2009a						10935

		India		investment-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		agriculture, retail trading, railways, real estate						2009				10936

		India		investment-related measures		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				10937

		India		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal		postal services, ect						2009				10938

		India		investment-related measures		requirements		services		audiovisual services, accounting						2009				10939

		India		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		insurance, banking, audiovisual services, law firms, telecommunication						2009				10940

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products		dry processed pet food						2009				10941

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		licensing		animals and animal products		livestock						2009				10942

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		local preference		chemicals and chemical products		cosmetics and drugs		burdensome and restrictive requirements to place cosmetics products legitimately on the Indian market without any increase of product safety for the consumers		2009a						10943

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Breeding horses		Ban on imports of breeding horses due to CEM- Contagious Equine Metritis		2009a						10944

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Countries reporting HPAI		2009a						10945

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		due to BSE		2009a						10946

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Livestock and livestrock products								2007		10947

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live horses		Ban on imports of breeding horses from UK due to CEM-Contagious Equine Metritis		2009a						10948

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		other		Xanthum Gum		India has forbidden the use of Xanthan Gum as a food additive		2009a						10949

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry products, swine products		Avian influenza				2009				10950

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		live horses						2009				10951

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		plants and plant products		Imports of plants and plant products into India have to undergo lengthy and bureaucratic procedures. In particular, India requires compulsory fumigation treatment with Methyl bromide (MB), a substance about to be banned by the Montreal Protocol		2009b						10952

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		Pork meat and pork meat products		Unjustified sanitary and other conditions to be attested in veterinary certificates which are required for imports of Pork meat and pork meat products into India.		2009b						10953

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		hides and skins		Unjustified sanitary and other conditions to be attested in veterinary certificates which are required for imports of hides and skins into India.		2009b						10954

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		dairy products						2009				10955

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		beverages (non-alcoholic)		mineral water		These norms are stricter than those set in the Codex Alimentarius		2009a						10956

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		bovine genetics, hides, and skins						2009				10957

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, barley, pulses						2009				10958

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal				This system of certification hampers imports into India by setting unnecessary additional requirements and causing extra costs for the importers.		2009a						10959

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		motor vehicles		Radial Tyres		However, the Indian authorities could not report any data and evidence on road safety problems, caused by “E” type approved tyres.		2009a						10960

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		milk powder, infant formula, bottled drinking water, certain types of cement, household and similar electrical appliances, gas cylinders, certain steel products, multi-purpose dry cell battteries						2009				10961

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		costs		horizontal								2009				10962

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		agriculture and fisheries		foodstuffs		Both Indian importers and EU exporters of food products have complained that they are facing growing difficulties with customs clearance of food products.		2009a						10963

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal				After the liberalisation of import restrictions in April 2001 Indian authorities have strengthened the implementation of labelling requirements. Under pressure from domestic industry India extended the application of labelling rules		2009a						10964

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		medical devices		medical devices		The legislation in question appears to discriminate against imported goods in favour of products manufactured locally.		2009a						10965

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		other		cosmetics						2009				10966

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		food		new fumigation requirements in place since January 2004, as this did not allow sufficient time for comment;  there was also concern that the measures deviated from international standards.						2007		10967

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		other		tires						2009				10968

		India		state-trading		market structure		horizontal				India also monitors imports of around 300 sensitive products and its use of state trading for food security, marketing, and domestic supply reasons is unchanged.						2007		10969

		India		state-trading		market structure		horizontal				India applies canalised trade through designated government agencies for certain products (agricultural products, petroleum products and urea).		2009a						10970

		India		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		petroleum products, some pharmaceuticals, bulk grains						2009				10971

		India		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		bottled wines and spirits		The trade barrier consists of discriminatory tax and other measures imposed so far by three states in India to imported bottled wines and spirits .		2009b						10972

		India		taxes		local preference		horizontal				European business has complained about discriminatory tax rates for foreign companies. The corporate tax rate for domestically owned companies is now 35 %, while non-resident companies are subject to a 40 % tax rate as per Union Budget 2002-200		2009a						10973

		India		taxes		local preference		horizontal		sugar, tobacco and fabric		These States sales taxes (rates varying from 3 to 15 %) have been levied on goods of non-Indian origin only.		2009b						10974

		India		taxes		taxes, excise		chemicals and chemical products		cosmetics and parfums		this method of calculation is not relevant for imported  products.		2009a						10975

		India		taxes		taxes, excise		horizontal		luxury products		However this method of calculation was nevertheless, adopted for the calculation those customs duties because these rights are supposed to counterbalance the excise duties		2009a						10976

		Indonesia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		horizontal		cement, plywood, paper and fertilizer								2007		10977

		Indonesia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		sugar, rice, cement clover marketing, wheat flour milling		price controls						2007		10978

		Indonesia		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				10979

		Indonesia		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				10980

		Indonesia		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				10981

		Indonesia		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal								2009				10982

		Indonesia		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		all exports to Isreal are banned								2007		10983

		Indonesia		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		fishery products, rubber, leather, ferrous scrap/waste, round wood and wood chips, CITES-protected wild animals and natural plants								2007		10984

		Indonesia		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		logs								2007		10985

		Indonesia		export-related measures		restrictions		mining, metals, and mineral products		unprocessed ore						2009				10986

		Indonesia		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		paper pulp, wood chips, veneer, logs, sawn timber, raw skins, tanned hides, coal								2007		10987

		Indonesia		government procurement		competition policy		horizontal										2007		10988

		Indonesia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				10989

		Indonesia		import-related measures		approval		pharmaceuticals								2009				10990

		Indonesia		import-related measures		approval, prior		services, art and artistic products		video tapes, laser discs, entertainment products								2007		10991

		Indonesia		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		sugar								2007		10992

		Indonesia		import-related measures		licensing		textiles,apparel, and footware		textiles & clothing								2007		10993

		Indonesia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		electronics, household appliances, textiles, footwear, toys, food, beverage products						2009				10994

		Indonesia		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		rice								2007		10995

		Indonesia		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		chicken parts								2007		10996

		Indonesia		import-related measures		prohibited		mining, metals, and mineral products		salt								2007		10997

		Indonesia		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		salt						2009				10998

		Indonesia		import-related measures		quotas		horizontal		food products, wines, distilled spirits						2009				10999

		Indonesia		import-related measures		registration		horizontal		corn, rice, soybeans, sugar, textiles, shoes, electronics, and toys								2007		11000

		Indonesia		import-related measures		regulation		textiles,apparel, and footware								2009				11001

		Indonesia		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal		electronics, household appliances, textiles, footwear, toys, food, beverage products						2009				11002

		Indonesia		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		electronics, household appliances, textiles, footwear, toys, food, beverage products, sugar						2009				11003

		Indonesia		import-related measures		taxes, luxury		horizontal		motor vehicles, distilled sprits						2009				11004

		Indonesia		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2009				11005

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		services, art and artistic products		CDs, DVDs, VCDs								2007		11006

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11007

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, media								2009				11008

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		regulation		mining, metals, and mineral products								2009				11009

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		requirements		services, marketing		direct sellers						2009				11010

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		legal, hospitals, financial, accounting, construction, telecommunication, pharmaceuticals						2009				11011

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		taxes, VAT		mining, metals, and mineral products								2009				11012

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal										2007		11013

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		horizontal										2007		11014

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		Animal Feed		Ban on Animal Feed ( Poultry origin), due to HPAI		2009a						11015

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry meat		the Indonesian authorities do not allow poultry meat of countries which are not free of Higly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI).		2009b						11016

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		Live ruminants, their products and derivates		Indonesian import requirements are not in line with the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code and in particular Chapter 2.3.12 related to BSE.		2009a						11017

		Indonesia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		unprocessed pork products		Indonesia imposed import restrictions on unprocessed pork products. Statements made by International Organisations (OIE/WHO/FAO/WTO/ECDC/ EFSA) clearly say that eating of pork and pig meat products is safe and imposition of trade restrictions i		2009b						11018

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		horizontal		processed food, food raw materials, food-related ingredients, beef and beef products						2009				11019

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		animals and animal products		chicken parts						2009				11020

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		packaged food products, apples						2009				11021

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		biotechnology products		soy flour						2009				11022

		Indonesia		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		rice		to support domestic rice producers and stabilize price						2007		11023

		Indonesia		state-trading		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		wines and distilled spirits						2009				11024

		Indonesia		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		rice						2009				11025

		Indonesia		taxes		taxes, luxury		motor vehicles				This luxury tax is charged in addition to import duties of 25 to 50% for CKD (Completely Knocked Down) vehicles and of 45 to 80% for CBU (Completely Built Units) vehicles and a 10% VAT.		2009a						11026

		Iran		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on bovine meat due to BSE		2009a						11027

		Israel		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		services, electronic commerce				lacks a clear regulatory body and tax laws				2009				11028

		Israel		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		limited access		services, media		broadcast television		Foreign channels that air through the country’s cable and satellite networks are permitted a limited amount of advertising aimed at a domestic Israeli audience.				2009				11029

		Israel		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				concerns about U.S. method of issuing certificates of origin as basis for delaying entry of, or delaying preferential tariff treatment for, U.S. goods entering Israel				2009				11030

		Israel		export-related measures		certification		horizontal		agricultral products, diamonds, certain tools and certain religious articles								2006		11031

		Israel		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				Exports to Iran, Lebanon and Syria						2006		11032

		Israel		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		cut flowers and citris fruits								2006		11033

		Israel		government procurement		bidding		other		defense		lack of transparency and lack of justification for excluding U.S. suppliers from various MOD tendering opportunities				2009				11034

		Israel		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Government owned corporations make extensive use of selective tendering procedures.				2009				11035

		Israel		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				lacking transparency. In addition, terms of expiration dates of the call for tenders are often not respected or the calls are cancelled without any explanation.		2009a						11036

		Israel		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				lack of transparency in the public procurement process				2009				11037

		Israel		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				foreign companies required to offset government contracts by agreeing to invest in local industry, co-develop or co-produce with local companies, subcontract to local companies, or purchase from Israeli industry				2009				11038

		Israel		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				unlimited liability clauses in many government tenders				2009				11039

		Israel		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		non-kosher meat and meat products								2006		11040

		Israel		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				imports from Afghanistan, Algeria, Iraq, Libya, Democratic People's South South Korea, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Yemen						2006		11041

		Israel		import-related measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		dairy						2009				11042

		Israel		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		fruits, vegetables, almonds, wine, processed food						2009				11043

		Israel		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		consumer-oriented		tariff-rate quotas on consumer-oriented agricultural goods				2009				11044

		Israel		import-related measures		TRQs		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		annual TRQ of 200,000 liters of duty-free imports of wine				2009				11045

		Israel		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals				Israel ,so far, did not provide legislative or regulatory protection for undisclosed information submitted to the Ministry of Health, as required by Article 39.3 of the WTO TRIPs Agreement.		2009a						11046

		Israel		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals				The Commission has asked the Israeli Authorities not to depart from the commitment they have made in the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement to protect Intellectual Property according to the highest international standards and invited them to reconsid		2009a						11047

		Israel		intellectual property rights		regulation		pharmaceuticals				inadequate data protection				2009				11048

		Israel		intellectual property rights		regulation		pharmaceuticals				patent term extension system provides inadequate pharmaceutical patent term adjustment options				2009				11049

		Israel		investment-related measures		approval, prior		services, electronic commerce				Investments in regulated sectors require prior government approval				2009				11050

		Israel		investment-related measures		approval, prior		services, insurance				Investments in regulated sectors require prior government approval				2009				11051

		Israel		investment-related measures		approval, prior		services, business		banking		Investments in regulated sectors require prior government approval				2009				11052

		Israel		investment-related measures		approval, prior		other		defense		Investments in regulated sectors require prior government approval				2009				11053

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		fresh fruits, vegetables, certain dried fruits, nuts and cut flowers								2006		11054

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products		cattle, frozen and chilled meats, hides and animal parts								2006		11055

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		legal framework		agriculture and fisheries				Israel does not have a proper phytosanitary legislation for imports		2009a						11056

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live domestic birds, hatching eggs, and not heat treated products, due to HPAI		2009a						11057

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, and beef		because of BSE.		2009a						11058

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		cattle		only allow imports from the United States of cattle aged less than 24 months.				2009				11059

		Israel		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		anolin (fat from sheep wool) or products containing lanolin		It appears that the Ministry of Health of Israel (MH) requires only certain EU Member States to sign a declaration stating that lanolin (fat from sheep wool) or products containing lanolin - used for example in the cosmetics industry - are free		2009b						11060

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		importers of Kosher wines are not permitted to import non-Kosher wines				2009				11061

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		textiles, cigarettes, consumer products								2006		11062

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2009				11063

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		animals and animal products		meat, poultry, dairy products		sensitive and "non-sensitive" products, classifications ostensibly based on a product’s potential impact on public health				2009				11064

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		beverages		mineral water		sensitive and "non-sensitive" products, classifications ostensibly based on a product’s potential impact on public health				2009				11065

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		dietary supplements		vitamins, minerals		sensitive and "non-sensitive" products, classifications ostensibly based on a product’s potential impact on public health				2009				11066

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		fish		sensitive and "non-sensitive" products, classifications ostensibly based on a product’s potential impact on public health				2009				11067

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		animals and animal products		meat		all non-Kosher certified meat products				2009				11068

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		biotechnology products				delays and lack of information in registration process				2009				11069

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		agriculture and fisheries		infant formula		Israel has not yet published its measures, nor have these measures been provided to the WTO				2009				11070

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		electronics				U.S. companies are being confronted with new standards, often based on EU standards, that have been integrated into Israeli regulations				2009				11071

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		motor vehicles				U.S. companies are being confronted with new standards, often based on EU standards, that have been integrated into Israeli regulations				2009				11072

		Japan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		costs		services, postal		express carrier						2009				11073

		Japan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		services, communication, incl. postal services				of the WTO negotiations on basic telecommunications.		2009a						11074

		Japan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal								2009				11075

		Japan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, insurance		postal insurance						2009				11076

		Japan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		motor vehicles		parts, automobiles						2009				11077

		Japan		customs procedures		market structure		services, postal		express carrier						2009				11078

		Japan		customs procedures		procedures		agriculture and fisheries		Food Additives		sometimes applied differently, with the result that European exporters can face considerable difficulties in accessing the Japanese market.		2009a						11079

		Japan		export-related measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		wheat bran, rice bran and oat bran, clams, mussels and eels		For certain agricultural products, including wheat bran, rice bran, oat bran, clams, mussels and eels, the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry also needs the consent of the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries prior to granting						2009		11080

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions		other		radioactive sources		Exports of radioactive sources have been restricted since January 2006						2009		11081

		Japan		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				11082

		Japan		government procurement		local preference		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft, aircraft parts						2009				11083

		Japan		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		nuclear materials, weapons and firearms, PCB asbestos, narcotics		Changes in the list of items requiring import approval, since the previous Trade Policy Review of Japan in 2007, include:  the addition of nuclear goods (nuclear materials, etc.), weapons (firearms, etc.), propellant powders, chemical products						2009		11084

		Japan		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		pharmaceuticals and medical devices						2009				11085

		Japan		import-related measures		approval, prior		chemicals and chemical products		cosmetics						2009				11086

		Japan		import-related measures		corruption		services		design, construction						2009				11087

		Japan		import-related measures		delays		services, airport administration								2009				11088

		Japan		import-related measures		fees		services, airport administration								2009				11089

		Japan		import-related measures		labelling		biotechnology products								2009				11090

		Japan		import-related measures		pricing		animals and animal products		pork						2009				11091

		Japan		import-related measures		pricing		services, airport administration								2009				11092

		Japan		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		fish products		Import quotas are currently imposed on various items, including certain fish products and controlled substances listed in the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer						2009		11093

		Japan		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		pollock, pacific cod, pacific whiting, mackerel, sardines, squid						2009				11094

		Japan		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11095

		Japan		import-related measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		rice						2009				11096

		Japan		import-related measures		regulation		biotechnology products								2009				11097

		Japan		import-related measures		regulation		services, other		ports						2009				11098

		Japan		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		medical services, educational services, parts, automobiles						2009				11099

		Japan		import-related measures		restrictions		services, other		ports						2009				11100

		Japan		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		rice						2009				11101

		Japan		import-related measures		TRQs		textiles,apparel, and footware		leather footware						2009				11102

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11103

		Japan		investment-related measures		costs		aeronautics and aerospace								2009				11104

		Japan		investment-related measures		regulation		services, insurance								2009				11105

		Japan		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11106

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		costs		horizontal		food additives						2009				11107

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		agriculture and fisheries				While progress is being made, the speed of addressing these issues is slow		2009a						11108

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		horizontal		food additives						2009				11109

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		Tomatoes and Cumcumbers		Japan does not accept any import of these products from Belgium for fear of ?importing? the fungus Tobacco blue malt (Peronospora tabacina). Even though tomatoes and peppers themselves are not susceptible to the ?blue malt?.		2009a						11110

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Beef, beef products and processed animal proteins		Ban on the import of Beef, beef products and processed animal proteins and raw materials from bovine sources in pharmaceuticals.		2009a						11111

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Dairy products		Ban on dairy products from Spain due to Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE)		2009a						11112

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live birds, one-day chicken, meat and eggs due to the vaccination policy (NL)		2009a						11113

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef and poultry		Japan currently imposes import prohibitions on beef and poultry from various countries to prevent the spread of BSE and avian flu						2009		11114

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry						2009				11115

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries				Japan does not recognise that a single market for plant products exists in the EU and will not implement the provisions of the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards (SPS) agreement of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) on regionalisation with re		2009a						11116

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		Cut flowers		three Japanese inspectors are stationed full-time at Aalsmeer to inspect flowers in the Netherlands on the basis of Japanese rules and regulations.		2009a						11117

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		Flower bulbs		Japan insisted initially on a post-entry quarantine system whereby bulbs had to be planted in Japan for one year before they could enter the trade.		2009a						11118

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		Fresh fruit and vegetables		Regulatory Procedures for Acceptance of Varieties of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables		2009a						11119

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		agriculture and fisheries		Tomatoes and Cumcumbers		Japan does not recognise the EU regionalisation for Mediterranean fruit fly or Medfly (Ceratitis capitata) for exports of cucumbers and tomatoes.		2009a						11120

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		Meat Products		Meat imports from the EU are therefore regulated on a bilateral basis through the attribution of national disease status to each single EU Member State.		2009a						11121

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		horizontal		Animal and plant products		Japan still insists on treating each member state separately for the purposes of authorising the import of animal and plant products and has steadfastly refused to apply the regionalisation provisions of the WTO SPS agreement		2009a						11122

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				11123

		Japan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		horizontal		foods requiring cooking, horticulture						2009				11124

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		horizontal		food additives						2009				11125

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		costs		agriculture and fisheries				the cost of fumigation, warehousing and cooling facilities are higher than at comparable airports in other countries		2009a						11126

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals				European industry reports difficulties in the processing time for registration of new drugs.		2009a						11127

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		food additives, beef, dietary supplements						2009				11128

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		legal framework		chemicals and chemical products		cosmetics		The system for regulating cosmetics in Japan is cumbersome and remains unfair, making it difficult and expensive to introduce new ingredients and products.		2009a						11129

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market structure		pharmaceuticals				the EU pharmaceutical industry has expressed concerns over the state of the Japanese vaccine market and difficult access for international business.		2009a						11130

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		pharmaceuticals				cumbersome procedures (often 5 years long) with regard to get approval for clinical studies in Japan.		2009a						11131

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		fresh plant products						2009				11132

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		horizontal		alkali extracted humic acid, pesticide residues						2009				11133

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal		food additives, new boats, marine engines						2009				11134

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		chemicals and chemical products		Pharmaceuticals		include long handling procedures and requirements that clinical tests have to be performed in Japan although similar tests have already been approved by US or EU authorities.		2009a						11135

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		electronics				Japan did not allow this type of scanner and forced the non-Japanese MR manufacturers to perform lengthy clinical trial studies		2009a						11136

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal		farm, forest, industrial products						2009				11137

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		agriculture and fisheries		rice, wheat						2009				11138

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		horizontal		pesticides, food additives						2009				11139

		Japan		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		leaf tobacco, rice, wheat, barley, milk products, opium		On 11 April 2008, Japan abolished state trading of raw silk.  Current state-trading activities involve leaf tobacco, opium, rice, wheat and barley, and milk products.  The aims are to stabilize the supply and price of these commodities and prot						2009		11140

		Japan		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		wheat						2009				11141

		Jordan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		services		telecommunications services, insurance services, postal services, and passenger transport		The tariffs/fees for a number of services are subject to price control, including certain telecommunications services, insurance services, postal services, and passenger transport services						2008		11142

		Jordan		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal				that was in place at the time of accession has been replaced by an import licensing regime.						2008		11143

		Jordan		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				The other export subsidy involves exemption from income tax on profits generated from exports						2008		11144

		Jordan		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				Profits generated from most export revenue are exempt from income tax				2009				11145

		Jordan		export-related measures		taxes, border		horizontal				Foreign inputs used in the production of exports are exempt from customs duties; all additional import fees are assessed on a reimbursable basis				2009				11146

		Jordan		export-related measures		taxes, exports		mining, metals, and mineral products		Mining and Quarrying		Mining and quarrying products are subject to export fees, which are collected by the Natural Resources Authority						2008		11147

		Jordan		export-related measures		taxes, exports		mining, metals, and mineral products		scrap and waste of iron, brass, and aluminium		An export duty of JD 30 per tonne is collected by the Customs authorities on exports of scrap and waste of iron, brass, and aluminium, to secure the needs of the domestic industry						2008		11148

		Jordan		government procurement		local preference		horizontal		suplly tenders		In government supplies tenders, local products currently benefit from a price preference margin of 15% over imported products.						2008		11149

		Jordan		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		certain foods and agricultural products						2009				11150

		Jordan		import-related measures		registration		horizontal				Importers of commercial goods must be registered traders or commercial entities				2009				11151

		Jordan		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				need to strengthen enforcement mechanisms for IPR				2009				11152

		Jordan		intellectual property rights		protection		electronics				large fraction of videos and software is pirated				2009				11153

		Jordan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media				ownership of periodical publications is restricted to Jordanian nationals				2009				11154

		Jordan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, printing and publishing				foreign ownership limited to 60%				2009				11155

		Jordan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, transportation		aircraft and vessel maintenance and repair		foreign ownership limited to 60%				2009				11156

		Jordan		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				foreign ownership limited in a specified list of businesses and services				2009				11157

		Jordan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban from most of EU Member States of beef meat and beef meat derivates, canned food, gelatin and insulin made from bovine origin because of BSE.		2009a						11158

		Jordan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on domestic and wild birds, eggs, egg products, due to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI).		2009a						11159

		Jordan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef, poultry and live bovine		Original ban after BSE outbreak, but still selectively imposed				2009				11160

		Jordan		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		Barley and wheat		The Government has largely withdrawn from the business of importing food products, except for barley and wheat (including wheat flour and bran).  These products were designated as essential commodities, of which the government is the sole impor						2008		11161

		Jordan		taxes		taxes, sales		horizontal				government can impose a "special tax" at the time of importation or local production				2009				11162

		Kazakhstan		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				11163

		Kazakhstan		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				Problem of abuse of the custom valuation assessment by the Kazakhstan's custom authorities - i.e. change of the custom valuation methodology from a transaction value into transaction value of similar goods resulting in the increase of the value		2009a						11164

		Kazakhstan		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal								2009				11165

		Kazakhstan		customs procedures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11166

		Kazakhstan		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				11167

		Kazakhstan		government procurement		exemptions		horizontal		railway, oil and gas, electricity transmission						2009				11168

		Kazakhstan		government procurement		local preference		mining, metals, and mineral products		oil and gas						2009				11169

		Kazakhstan		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry						2009				11170

		Kazakhstan		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		refined sugar						2009				11171

		Kazakhstan		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal								2009				11172

		Kazakhstan		intellectual property rights		protection		other				The counterfeited goods (i.e. Chinese origin) are sold on the Kazakhstan's market under an EU trademark.		2009a						11173

		Kazakhstan		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11174

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		labor laws		horizontal				favor domestic labor				2009				11175

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		regulation		services, energy				Concluding, the amendments to the Law on Subsurface and Subsurface Use do not comply with obligations to establish stable, equitable, favourable and transparent conditions for Investors imposed on Kazakhstan by Partnership and Cooperation Agree		2009a						11176

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		requirements		mining, metals, and mineral products		oil						2009				11177

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services				Kazakhstan maintains the protectionist measures in the satellite telecommunication services sector by restricting the right for foreign investors to provide telecommunications services directly to end-users.		2009a						11178

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		mas media, banks, insurance, auditing, architectural, urban planning, engineering, integrated engineering, veterinary services, teleccommunications						2009				11179

		Kazakhstan		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal				burdensome				2009				11180

		Kazakhstan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		machines, cars, agriculture equipment, telecommunications equipment, construction materials, fuel, clothes, toys, food, drugs						2009				11181

		Kenya		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		electricity generation, pipeline, ports authority, sugar, cement,dairy, wine, meat processing		government monopoly				2009				11182

		Kenya		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		cereals		Prices, including in the agriculture sector, are market-determined.  However, the national Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB) intervenes in the market to sustain prices.						2006		11183

		Kenya		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				11184

		Kenya		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11185

		Kenya		customs procedures		costs		horizontal								2009				11186

		Kenya		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				11187

		Kenya		export-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		military equipment, munitions, engines and transport equipment, antiques and works of art, bullion and coins, archives, live animals, wood charcoal and timber, shells, cowries, corals, ivory,  human bones, rino horn, endangered species, medicam		Products considered as having aesthetic value or security importance to Kenya, and products covered by international conventions to which Kenya is a signatory (e.g. CITES) require prior authorization by the relevant ministries before the licenc						2006		11188

		Kenya		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		agricultural products, food, minerals, mineral products		A licence is required for exports of most agricultural products, food, minerals, and mineral products.  Exports of certain agricultural and food products are subject to special licences for self-sufficiency purposes						2006		11189

		Kenya		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		round-wood, firearms and amunition, products ressembling lethal weapons		Goods specified in Part C of the Eighth Schedule to the Customs and Excise Act are subject to an export prohibition, while goods listed in Part D are subject to export licensing.  The Minister of Trade and Industry may amend the lists, by order						2006		11190

		Kenya		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				11191

		Kenya		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		hides, skins, scrap metal		An export tax of 25% applies to hides and skins, and scrap metal.  The tax was introduced in 2004 to encourage local processing						2006		11192

		Kenya		government procurement		corruption		horizontal				Kenya's public procurement regime is in a transition period, as new legislation was adopted in 2005, but has not yet been implemented due to the lack of relevant regulations (May 2006).  Thus, the Exchequer and Audit (Public Procurement) Regula						2006		11193

		Kenya		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				The draft regulations distinguish between various methods of tendering.  Direct procurement is allowed for procurement of up to K Sh 300,000.  Request for quotation is allowed for procurement of up to K Sh 3 million.  Open tendering is compulso						2006		11194

		Kenya		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				11195

		Kenya		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal								2009				11196

		Kenya		import-related measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		seed corn						2009				11197

		Kenya		import-related measures		fees		horizontal								2009				11198

		Kenya		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		food products, electronics, medicines						2009				11199

		Kenya		import-related measures		pricing		mining, metals, and mineral products		fuels						2009				11200

		Kenya		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		bones, ivory, coral, shells, natural sponges, spent fuel elements or nuclear reactors, toxic chemical waste		Kenya maintains import prohibitions, restrictions, and controls for moral, health, security, and environmental reasons as well as under international conventions.  Kenya's import prohibition and licensing regime is governed by the Eighth Schedu						2006		11201

		Kenya		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		maize, cornmeal						2009				11202

		Kenya		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal		live animals, animal and animal products, plant and plant products		Kenya maintains import prohibitions, restrictions, and controls for moral, health, security, and environmental reasons as well as under international conventions.  Kenya's import prohibition and licensing regime is governed by the Eighth Schedu						2006		11203

		Kenya		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal								2009				11204

		Kenya		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		weapons and products used for war, fuel cells, nuclear reactors, explosives		Kenya maintains import prohibitions, restrictions, and controls for moral, health, security, and environmental reasons as well as under international conventions.  Kenya's import prohibition and licensing regime is governed by the Eighth Schedu						2006		11205

		Kenya		import-related measures		restrictions		mining, metals, and mineral products		refined petroleum						2009				11206

		Kenya		import-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		agricultural products		A fee of 1% is collected on the c.i.f. value of agricultural imports for services rendered by the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS) (section (vii)(b) below)						2006		11207

		Kenya		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				An import processing fee of 2.75% is payable on the c.i.f. value of all imports (K Sh 5,000 minimum), although Kenya has bound other duties and charges at zero						2006		11208

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11209

		Kenya		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11210

		Kenya		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				11211

		Kenya		investment-related measures		labor laws		horizontal								2009				11212

		Kenya		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		land, all firms on the stock exchange, telecommunication						2009				11213

		Kenya		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		biotechnology products								2009				11214

		Kenya		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Products of domestic and wild birds		2009a						11215

		Kenya		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		horizontal								2009				11216

		Kuwait		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				11217

		Kuwait		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				11218

		Kuwait		government procurement		requirements		horizontal								2009				11219

		Kuwait		import-related measures		licensing		other		firearms						2009				11220

		Kuwait		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		alchohol, pork products, used medical equipment, used automboiles, certain books, periodicals and movies						2009				11221

		Kuwait		import-related measures		prohibited		services, distribution				kuwaiti only				2009				11222

		Kuwait		import-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		banking						2009				11223

		Kuwait		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11224

		Kuwait		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11225

		Kuwait		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal								2009				11226

		Kuwait		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		petroleum, ect						2009				11227

		Kuwait		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				11228

		Kuwait		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		procedures		horizontal		food						2009				11229

		Kuwait		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Ban on the import of live bovines, bovine products and derivates due to BSE		2009a						11230

		Kuwait		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, beef and beef products						2009				11231

		Kuwait		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		household appliances and electronics, new and used cars and other vehicles, chemicals, motor oil, paint, building materials, cement, gypsum, bricks, paper and plastic items						2009				11232

		Kuwait		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal								2009				11233

		Kyrgyz Republic		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		petroleum, heating, hot water, urban water, sewage, public transportation		The Agency currently regulates the state gas and energy monopolies, fuel, and telecommunications, including prices;  profit margin ceilings are set at 5% (Resolution No. 50, 10 May 2000) (Chapter IV).[1]  Its main goals in regulating the fuel a						2006		11234

		Kyrgyz Republic		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal				There are numerous complaints of excessive documentation and other cumbersome administrative requirements, including corruption by officials with substantial discretion in setting valuations						2006		11235

		Kyrgyz Republic		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal				In this respect it should be noted that inefficient customs administration using outdated procedures can substantially raise traders' transactions costs, especially for less well-established or less well-connected firms						2006		11236

		Kyrgyz Republic		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal				Transit of goods through the Kyrgyz Republic is often hindered by time-consuming convoy escort requirements.						2006		11237

		Kyrgyz Republic		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		non-ferrous metal fragments and waste, telephone lines, power transmission lines		According to the authorities, except for non?ferrous metal fragments and waste, licensing is not intended to restrict exports but to control exports of stolen materials, such as telephone lines and power transmission lines						2006		11238

		Kyrgyz Republic		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Domestic suppliers receive a 20% price margin of preference on goods and services (excluding consulting), and of 10% on works (construction, drilling, seismic activities and related services).  To be eligible, construction contractors must use						2006		11239

		Kyrgyz Republic		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				A customs fee equal to one minimum monthly wage per hour (Som 100) per transport vehicle is also charged when providing customs escort.  It is claimed that due to customs inefficiencies, traders also make high unofficial payments to speed-up cu						2006		11240

		Kyrgyz Republic		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		spirits, alchoholic beverages, medium distillates, raw materials, oil products, oil production, arms, military equipment, explosive substances, nuclear materials, technologies, poisons, narcotics, pharmaceuticals		Quotas on light medium distillates, other types of raw materials and components for production of oil products were replaced in November 2002 by licensing arrangements that permit imports by certain approved firms. This is not the case for othe						2006		11241

		Kyrgyz Republic		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				However, weak enforcement of intellectual property appears to be a regional problem, as well as a major Kyrgyz problem.  Despite these new enforcement powers by Customs, and many regional agreements covering intellectual property, the incidence						2006		11242

		Kyrgyz Republic		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		sheep and cattle meat, live animals		Imports of sheep and cattle meat and of such live animals are prohibited from countries prone to mad cow disease, foot-and-mouth disease, and other highly dangerous diseases						2006		11243

		Kyrgyz Republic		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		tobacco, electrical and thermal energy, gold, precious metals, iron, steel and non-ferrous scrap		The state-owned entity, Kyrgyztamekisi, issues licences to engage in processing tobacco leaves and manufacturing tobacco products; maintains stocks and processes tobacco;  sells fermented tobacco;  and administers pricing policies for tobacco l						2006		11244

		Laos		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11245

		Laos		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		food, animal feeds, fuels, lubricants, steel bars, print and audiovisiual material, cement, motor vehicles						2009				11246

		Laos		import-related measures		prohibited		services, education								2009				11247

		Laos		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				11248

		Laos		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		certain goods						2009				11249

		Laos		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11250

		Laos		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11251

		Laos		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal								2009				11252

		Laos		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11253

		Laos		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11254

		Laos		investment-related measures		licensing		horizontal								2009				11255

		Laos		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11256

		Laos		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal								2009				11257

		Laos		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				11258

		Lebanon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		due to HPAI		2009a						11259

		Lebanon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Import restrictions on EU bovine meat and meat products because of BSE		2009a						11260

		Lesotho		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication		fixed-line and international services		Lesotho				2009				11261

		Lesotho		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Lesotho				2009				11262

		Lesotho		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		used clothing, used vehicles		Lesotho				2009				11263

		Lesotho		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		bread, legumes, sugar, eggs, meat, dairy products, fruit, vegetables, butcheries, barbershops, cafes, hair salons		Lesotho				2009				11264

		Lesotho		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Lesotho				2009				11265

		Lesotho		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal				Lesotho				2009				11266

		Libya		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on bovine meat and meat products and derivates (excluding milk) because of BSE		2009a						11267

		Macao		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		services		telecommunications, utilities and transport								2007		11268

		Macao		export-related measures		licensing		chemicals and chemical products		Ozone depleting substances, toxic chemicals								2007		11269

		Macao		export-related measures		licensing		other		arms & ammunition								2007		11270

		Macao		export-related measures		licensing		services, media		Optical discs, related equipment & raw materials								2007		11271

		Macao		export-related measures		licensing		textiles,apparel, and footware		textiles & clothing								2007		11272

		Macao		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal										2007		11273

		Macao		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		endangered species		those covered by CITES						2007		11274

		Macao		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		endangered species		those covered by CITES						2007		11275

		Macao		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		used motor vehicles, heavy passenger vehicles								2007		11276

		Macao		import-related measures		prohibited		pharmaceuticals				from countries with BSE						2007		11277

		Macao		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries										2007		11278

		Macao		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products										2007		11279

		Macao		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		wine, beeir								2007		11280

		Macao		taxes		taxes, excise		motor vehicles		motor vehicles, motorcycles								2007		11281

		Macao		taxes		taxes, excise		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		lubricants								2007		11282

		Macao		taxes		taxes, excise		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco								2007		11283

		Macedonia, Former Yugoslav Republic of		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		due to Bovine Spongiform encephalopaty (BSE)		2009a						11284

		Madagascar		export-related measures		fees		horizontal		fishery, wood, plants, essential oils, etc.								2008		11285

		Madagascar		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		rough and semi-finished wood								2008		11286

		Madagascar		government procurement		corruption		horizontal										2008		11287

		Madagascar		import-related measures		licensing		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		lubricants								2008		11288

		Madagascar		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		arms, explosives, narcotic drugs, diamonds, gold		requires prior authorization						2008		11289

		Madagascar		intellectual property rights		enforcement		services, art and artistic products		film and music CDs and DVDs								2008		11290

		Madagascar		intellectual property rights		enforcement		textiles,apparel, and footware		clothing and perfumery articles								2008		11291

		Madagascar		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		condoms, reflector strips, soaps & detergents								2008		11292

		Malaysia		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				11293

		Malaysia		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		exports to israel, animal and animal products, fish, dairy products, rubber, palm oil products, pineapples, vegetables, rice, cocoa, minerals and ores, cement clinkers, portland cement, metal wastes, some chemicals, cinematographic films, roofi		The second schedule comprises goods subject to export licensing.  Licences are required for all exports to Israel, and for 43 product groups.						2006		11294

		Malaysia		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		Turtle shells, rattan, Haiti: petroleum products, arms, weapons, amunition, military vehicles, police equipment, spare parts		The first schedule consists of items that are absolutely prohibited from being exported, for example exports to Haiti of petroleum and petroleum products, arms and related materials of all types, including weapons and ammunition, military vehic						2006		11295

		Malaysia		export-related measures		requirements		horizontal		cocoa, pineapples, palm oil and related products, rubber		There have been no major changes to export procedures in Malaysia since 2001.  All goods for export must be declared on Customs Form No. 2.  Specific export registration requirements appear to be restricted to local production of cocoa, pineapp						2006		11296

		Malaysia		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				11297

		Malaysia		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		512 tariff lines: molluscs, live cattle, buffaloes, goats, wild animals, birds,logs, palm oil, timber, crude petroleum, ect.		concept:  the duty is only imposed on the excess over a threshold price that reflects the cost of production.  No export duty is collected when the price falls below the threshold.  In September 2003, export duties were reduced for 41 items an						2006		11298

		Malaysia		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		palm oil, rubber, timber						2009				11299

		Malaysia		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				11300

		Malaysia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Malaysia's government procurement policy is consistent with the national policy of nation-building.  It is used to support national objectives such as encouraging greater participation of the bumiputeras (indigenous Malays), in the economy, tra						2006		11301

		Malaysia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				11302

		Malaysia		government procurement		requirements		horizontal								2009				11303

		Malaysia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		poultry, beef, eggs, rice, sugar, cement clinker, fireworks, magnetic taps for video and audio recording, explosives, wood, safety helmets, diamonds, rice-milling machinery, colour copying machines, telecommunications equipment, arms and amunit		The second schedule lists products requiring licences, mainly for health, sanitary, security, environmental protection or intellectual property reasons.  Products include poultry and beef (which must come from facilities that have been approved						2006		11304

		Malaysia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		construction equipment, agricultural, minteral, motor vehicles, pork						2009				11305

		Malaysia		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		14 items		The first schedule includes 14 prohibited items banned for religious, security, health, and environmental reasons.						2006		11306

		Malaysia		import-related measures		quotas		motor vehicles		automobiles, motorcylces						2009				11307

		Malaysia		import-related measures		quotas		services		distribution, advertising, audiovisual and broadcasting						2009				11308

		Malaysia		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal		animals, animal products, plants, plant products, cigarettes, soils, fertilizers, bullet-proof vests, electrical apparatus, safety belts, imitation weapons		The fourth schedule contains items that may be imported only after meeting specific criteria;  these include animals, animal products, plants, plant products, cigarettes, soils, fertilizers of animal origin, bullet-proof vests, electrical appar						2006		11309

		Malaysia		import-related measures		requirements		services		distribution, architectural, engineering, banking, accounting and taxation						2009				11310

		Malaysia		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		milk, coffee, cereal flours, certain wire and cables, iron and steel products		The third schedule, covering items subject to temporary import restrictions to protect a domestic industry, includes milk, coffee, cereal flours, certain wire and cables, and some iron and steel products.						2006		11311

		Malaysia		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		pork, automobiles, motorcycles						2009				11312

		Malaysia		import-related measures		standards		motor vehicles		automobiles, motorcylces						2009				11313

		Malaysia		import-related measures		taxes, excise		motor vehicles		cars		The main exception is the 50% rebate of excise duty for national car manufacturers, which constitutes a substantial non-tariff barrier.						2006		11314

		Malaysia		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		beverages, alchohol, wine, motorcycles, automobiles						2009				11315

		Malaysia		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		live poultry, poultry meat, milk, cream, pork, round cabbage						2009				11316

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		motion pictures, records and music, entertainment software, optical disks		leading to significant exports of pirated materials.[1]  The Malaysian authorities disagree with the basis of the IIPA's estimates and maintain that the Government's efforts have met with considerable success in eradicating piracy in the coun						2006		11317

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal		pharmaceuticals ect						2009				11318

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		local preference		horizontal		electrical, electronics, transportation equipment, machinery engineering, resource-based products		During the period under review, Malaysia continued to implement various programmes to promote the establishment of backward linkages, or to develop small and medium-sized enterprises, such as the Industrial Linkage Programme (ILP) and the Vendo						2006		11319

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal								2009				11320

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		telecommunications, distribution, banking, insurance, stock brokerage, ect						2009				11321

		Malaysia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Beef and beef products		due to BSE.		2009a						11322

		Malaysia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on all products due to HPAI		2009a						11323

		Malaysia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		testing		animals and animal products		cheese		These products entering Malaysia must be accompanied by a Health Certificate & Certificate of Analysis for Listeria Monocytogenes		2009a						11324

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		pharmaceuticals				such measures would not be effective in fighting counterfeiting, and on the contrary, they would be dangerously misleading for the consumer and involve unjustifiable extra costs and an administrative burden for manufacturers, traders, the admin		2009a						11325

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		biotechnology products								2009				11326

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		halal requirements				2009				11327

		Malaysia		state-trading		state-trading		agriculture and fisheries		rice and rice products		As was the case at the time of its last Review, the only state trading enterprise within the meaning of Article XVII:4(a) of GATT 1994 is Padi National Berhad (BERNAS), which was established in 1994.  BERNAS, the successor of the national Paddy						2006		11328

		Mali		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on Live bovines, bovine products and derivates because of BSE		2009a						11329

		Mauritius		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		bread, flour (including whole wheat flour), rice (excluding luxury rice), sugar, cement, fertilizers, petroleum products (including kerosene), and cooking gas		price controls, consisting of a fixed maximum price system (on imports and locally produced goods) and a maximum percentage mark-up system (only on imports), continue to be maintained on some of the strategic products, even though the number of						2008		11330

		Mauritius		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		Table Potatoes and salt		subject to quantitative restrictions,						2008		11331

		Mauritius		customs procedures		approval, prior		horizontal		foodstuffs, beverages and pharmaceuticals, agricultural products, animal foodstuff, meat and live animals, and for rattanware or any goods that have wooden components, telecommunications apparatus,  arms, ammunitions, and explosives		Importation of certain products requires prior clearance from appropriate authorities, such as Ministry of Health and Quality of Life (MoHQL) for foodstuffs, beverages and pharmaceuticals;  Ministry of Agro Industry and Fisheries (MAIF) for agr						2008		11332

		Mauritius		export-related measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		sugar, tea,spices, pharmaceuticals,certain agricultural products		prior approval is required from the relevant authorities, e.g. the Mauritius Sugar Syndicate for sugar, the Tea Board for tea, the Agricultural Marketing Board (AMB) for spices, the Ministry in charge of health for pharmaceuticals, and the MAI						2008		11333

		Mauritius		export-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		chilled fish		A quota continues to apply to exports of chilled fish						2008		11334

		Mauritius		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				Benefits granted under these repealed acts remain however in force for the existing beneficiaries.  & 101. The Agricultural Marketing Board operates a Freight Rebate Scheme (FRS) under which partial refunds of freight costs or f.o.b. value (whi						2008		11335

		Mauritius		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		Second-hand goods for resale		Importation of second-hand goods (other than motor vehicles) for resale is prohibited, as well as the importation of second-hand motorcycle/autocycle parts and accessories for resale or local assembly.						2008		11336

		Mauritius		intellectual property rights		protection		agriculture and fisheries		plants		No protection is granted to plant varieties;						2008		11337

		Mauritius		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		sugar & tea		The Mauritius Sugar Syndicate is the sole marketer and importer of sugar. 86. The same registration requirements apply to exporters and importers (section (2)(i)).  Tea may only be exported by companies or individuals licensed by the Tea Board						2008		11338

		Mauritius		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		wheat flour, ration rice, petroleum products seed and table potatoes, and whole onions and garlic & , tabacco		strategic products						2008		11339

		Mexico		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		petroleum products, electricity, medicines		All petroleum-based fuels, as well as petrochemicals, are subject to official prices administered by the SHCP; the price of natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas is also administered by the Regulatory Commission for Energy. Electricity rates						2008		11340

		Mexico		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				delays and rejections at border due to arbitrary procedural requirements on sanitary and phytosanitary inspections				2009				11341

		Mexico		customs procedures		enforcement		horizontal				inconsistent interpretation of regulatory requirements at different border posts, uneven enforcement of standards and labeling rules.				2009				11342

		Mexico		customs procedures		fees		horizontal				A derecho de trámite aduanero – DTA (customs processing fee) is payable on imports and is calculated on an ad valorem basis;  preferential imports are exempt from this fee. In addition to tariffs, imports of goods may be subject to the DTA and						2008		11343

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		agriculture and fisheries		agriculture		inspection and clearing procedures can be long, burdensome, nontransparent, and unreliable.				2009				11344

		Mexico		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal		used vehicles, clothing		Mexico requires prior import licensing in order to administer tariff concessions and protect the environment in respect of products such as used vehicles and clothing.						2008		11345

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		horizontal				clearance delays in registration				2009				11346

		Mexico		customs procedures		testing		chemicals and chemical products		all chemical samples and shipments		must be tested in a Mexican laboratory, and fees are applied.  Also causing delays				2009				11347

		Mexico		export-related measures		approval, prior		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum products		Some products, including petroleum products, require prior export licensing.						2008		11348

		Mexico		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		petroleum products, tomatoes, cement		A prior export licence issued by the SE is required for the export of 16 tariff headings (Table III.8);  the grounds for these licences are the Mexican State's exclusive right to exploit and market non-renewable natural resources, provided by A						2008		11349

		Mexico		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				Exports are subject to the DTA unless they are going to a country that is party to a free-trade agreement signed with Mexico.						2008		11350

		Mexico		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		Turtles and turtle products, certain roots, human organs and parts, wild animal skins, antiques older than 100 years, articles of historical interest		In the context of the present Review, the Mexican authorities indicated that, even though the revenue from export taxes was insignificant, they had mainly been kept for reasons of supply in the domestic market. Turtles and turtle products, cert						2008		11351

		Mexico		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				In practice, government procurement is mainly through tenders open only to Mexican persons or goods or Mexicans together with foreigners from countries with which Mexico has signed a relevant agreement						2008		11352

		Mexico		government procurement		regulation		horizontal				Some EU operators have lamented that they have to personally pick up a PIN code from the Mexican Ministry in question in order to be able to bid electronically. Another worry refers to the increasing restrictions of tender specifications to US		2009a						11353

		Mexico		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		petroleum products, used tyres, used clothing and used vehicles, inputs, machinery		In June 2007, 160 tariff headings were subject to prior import licensing by the SE, including petroleum products, used tyres, used clothing and used vehicles (Table III.3).  A prior import licence is also required for some imports covered by pr						2008		11354

		Mexico		import-related measures		registration		horizontal		400 different items, including agricultural products, textiles, chemicals, electronics and automotive parts		importers must apply to the Secretariat of Finance and Public Credit and be listed on a special industry sector registry				2009				11355

		Mexico		import-related measures		taxes, other		animals and animal products		beef		anti-dumping duty				2009				11356

		Mexico		import-related measures		taxes, other		agriculture and fisheries		epoxidized soy oil, apples		anti-dumping duty				2009				11357

		Mexico		import-related measures		taxes, other		construction material		carbon steel pipe and tube		anti-dumping duty				2009				11358

		Mexico		import-related measures		taxes, other		chemicals and chemical products		liquid caustic soda, ammonium sulfate, polyvinyl chloride, bond paper, industrial fatty acids, stearic acid, ethylene glycol monobutyl ether		anti-dumping duty				2009				11359

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal		trademarks		delays in trademark enforcement				2009				11360

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		animals and animal products		Parma Jamon Serrano Estilo Espanol		The label misleading the true origin of the product,		2009a						11361

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal				inadequate IPR protection and enforcement				2009				11362

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		regulation		pharmaceuticals				lacks adequate regulations for protection of undisclosed test and other data submitted for market approval				2009				11363

		Mexico		investment-related measures		market structure		services, telecommunication				Market dominated by Telmex.  Needs increased competition, and lower telecommunications charges				2009				11364

		Mexico		investment-related measures		market structure		services, media		television and radio broadcasting		Duopoly, which continues to exercise influence over Mexican legislative, policy, and regulatory bodies to prevent competition				2009				11365

		Mexico		investment-related measures		prohibited		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				closed to foreign investment				2009				11366

		Mexico		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, energy		gas station		only Mexican nationals can own				2009				11367

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				As regards total prohibitions, 6 sectors (including land transportation of passengers, retail sale of gasoline, radio and television services) are completely reserved to Mexican nationals (art. 6 of the Foreign Investment Law) and 12 sectors (i		2009a						11368

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, telecommunication		fixed-line telecommunications		foreign ownership limited to 49%				2009				11369

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		wood, paper and pulp		forestry exploitation		restricted to Mexican nationals				2009				11370

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		real estate				no foreign ownership of residential real estate within 50 kilometers of the coasts and 100 kilometers of land borders				2009				11371

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Honey		should only be applied to live bees and not for honey.		2009a						11372

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Milk and Dairy products, bovine semen		due to BSE		2009a						11373

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Pig meat		ue to Classical Swine Fever non recognition of regionalisation.		2009a						11374

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		avian origin products		Import ban on all avian origin products		2009b						11375

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		avian origin products		Import ban on all avian origin products (avian influenza)		2009b						11376

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		meat and meat products from clooven hoofed animals		import ban on meat and meat products from clooven hoofed animals because of FMD.		2009a						11377

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, beef & beef products >30 months, ground beef, and certain offals						2009				11378

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		Cured Ham		Thus exports of ham from Italy or Spain into Mexico are hindered by a triangular, needless trade mechanism of wasting time and increasing costs through the US.		2009a						11379

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Pig hams		import restrictions of pig hams due to implementing procedures during the listing of EU establishments.		2009a						11380

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		apples, stone fruit, citrus, dry beans, avocados, potatoes		barriers to entry				2009				11381

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		pork, beef, poultry, eggs		barriers to entry				2009				11382

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		wood, paper and pulp		wood and wood products		barriers to entry				2009				11383

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		assessments		horizontal		conformity assessment organizations		delays in accreditation for conformity assessment bodies				2009				11384

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		textiles,apparel, and footware				Excessive documentary requirements are viewed as the most damaging non-tariff barrier in Mexico for European Union (EU) operators.		2009a						11385

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		services, telecommunication				has not mplemented either Phase I or II of the CITEL Mutual Recognition Agreement, allowing for acceptance and certification of test results by US bodies				2009				11386

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		animals and animal products		leather and artificial leather		The Mexican technical regulation NOM-020-SCFI-1997 on leather goods and artificial leather differ clearly from the International Council of Tanners´ leather terms that are normally used in international trade.		2009a						11387

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal				unnecessary and excessive.		2009a						11388

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal				Mexican labelling requirements can in some cases be complicated to comply with.		2009a						11389

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware		textile products		Some requirements go beyond information on the production process.		2009a						11390

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		horizontal				Mexico has regularly submitted notifications to the WTO on the Normas Oficiales Mexicanas – NOMs (Mexican Official Standards) and sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures.  In general, the procedures for the adoption of NOMs are clearly define						2008		11391

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal				over 700 technical regulations called Normas Oficiales Mexicanas				2009				11392

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		chemicals and chemical products				The removal of the necessity to translate INCI into Spanish would put this Mexican regulation in line with the rest of the world.		2009a						11393

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		textiles,apparel, and footware				Documentary requirements		2009a						11394

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		dietary supplements				must have a factory or facility in Mexico to sell locally				2009				11395

		Moldova		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified		agriculture and fisheries				Moldova has amended its new Law on quality and control measures for bottled mineral waters and soft drinks by lifting adverse measures on imported products.		2009a						11396

		Morocco		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal				direct shipping				2009				11397

		Morocco		export-related measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		raw hides and skins		of all categories.		2009a						11398

		Morocco		import-related measures		prohibited		biotechnology products								2009				11399

		Morocco		import-related measures		quotas		textiles,apparel, and footware		apparel						2009				11400

		Morocco		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		beef, poultry, wheat, almonds, apples, durum and common wheat						2009				11401

		Morocco		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				law is not effectively being applied because there has been no implementing decree published specifying how the law should be enforced.		2009a						11402

		Morocco		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11403

		Morocco		investment-related measures		costs		horizontal				poor infrastructure				2009				11404

		Morocco		investment-related measures		prohibited		other		land						2009				11405

		Morocco		investment-related measures		protection		horizontal								2009				11406

		Morocco		investment-related measures		regulation		services, insurance								2009				11407

		Morocco		investment-related measures		restrictions		pharmaceuticals				The Commission became aware that EU pharmaceutical companies operating in Morocco cannot own more than 49% of their capital		2009a						11408

		Morocco		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				11409

		Morocco		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products		beef and beef products						2009				11410

		Morocco		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on Live birds and eggs.		2009a						11411

		Mozambique		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		horizontal				In 2007, Mozambique issued a general policy towards competition;  nevertheless, the domestic market continues to be hampered by anti-competitive practices, and a regulatory framework is still to be adopted						2009		11412

		Mozambique		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		tobacco and tobacco products		Raw tobacco		Raw tobacco may only be imported by producers of tobacco products						2009		11413

		Mozambique		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		unprocessed wood (not unprocessed precious tropical wood species)		Since 2002, a prohibition applies to exports of unprocessed wood as defined in Annex I of the regulations, reserved to local processors, but not to exports of unprocessed precious tropical wood species, such as ebony and rosewood						2009		11414

		Mozambique		corruption		not specified		horizontal				Customs cooperates with neighbouring countries to ensure recourse to customs procedures and enforce prohibitions on smuggling.  Corruption remains a problem for users of customs services						2009		11415

		Mozambique		customs procedures		inspection		horizontal		frozen poultry;  flour (bags over 20 kg);  cooking oil and raw cooking oil (containers over 10 litres);  sugar;  cement (bags over 100 kg);  chemical products (chapter 28 and 29);  medicinal products (except those destined for personal use);  s		Certain goods are subject to mandatory pre-shipment inspection (PSI).						2009		11416

		Mozambique		export-related measures		taxes, exports		horizontal		raw cashew nuts, etc		Exports taxes are still used to encourage processing;  for instance, exports of raw cashew nuts are subject to an 18% tax. Although no other specific export tax appears to be applied, certain items, which are almost entirely exported, are subje						2009		11417

		Mozambique		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				grant national bidders a preference of 15% for the supply of goods and services to the State, provided 30% of inputs are sourced domestically, and of 10% for public works, in each case provided domestic sourcing requirements are fulfilled;  the						2009		11418

		Mozambique		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				The authorities observe that counterfeiting of marks is the leading cause of infringement of intellectual property rights in Mozambique, concerning notably toothpaste, soap, cooking oil, and biscuits.						2009		11419

		Mozambique		taxes		taxes, surtaxes		horizontal		sugar; cement; and certain galvanized steel products.		As at the time of Mozambique’s first TPR in 2001, three product categories are subject to import surtaxes: sugar; cement; and certain galvanized steel products						2009		11420

		Namibia		corruption		corruption		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11421

		Namibia		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11422

		Namibia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11423

		Namibia		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11424

		Namibia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		medicines, chemicals, frozen or chilled fish and meat, live animals, genetic materials, agronomic products, petroleum products, firearms, explosives, diamonds, gold, minerals, used goods		Namibia				2009				11425

		Namibia		import-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication				Namibia				2009				11426

		Namibia		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		used clothing, used vehicles, left-hand-drive vehicles		Namibia				2009				11427

		Namibia		import-related measures		requirements		services, insurance				Namibia				2009				11428

		Namibia		import-related measures		standards		animals and animal products		live animals, meat products		Namibia				2009				11429

		Namibia		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11430

		Namibia		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal				Namibia				2009				11431

		Namibia		investment-related measures		licensing		horizontal		mining, fishing		Namibia				2009				11432

		Namibia		investment-related measures		taxes		other		land		Namibia				2009				11433

		Namibia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		agrononic crops, plants and plant products		Namibia				2009				11434

		Namibia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		biotechnology products		agricultural products		Namibia				2009				11435

		Nepal		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		from any country from where avian influenza (bird flu) is reported.		2009a						11436

		New Zealand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		services, telecommunication		radio and television		Radio and television broadcasters have adopted voluntary local content targets				2009				11437

		New Zealand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		rates		services, telecommunication		mobile phones		Vodafone and Telecom must reduce mobile termination rates				2009				11438

		New Zealand		government procurement		not specified		horizontal				New Zealand is not a signatory to the plurilateral WTO Agreement on Government Procurement, believing that it would increase administrative and transaction costs.		2009a						11439

		New Zealand		government procurement		not specified		horizontal				New Zealand is not a signatory to the plurilateral WTO Agreement on Government Procurement				2009				11440

		New Zealand		intellectual property rights		standards		horizontal		all technology		concerns by industry over standarsd				2009				11441

		New Zealand		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal				investment screening requirements				2009				11442

		New Zealand		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				or overseas fishing quotas.		2009a						11443

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		agriculture and fisheries				Import health standard checks for animal and plant-originated products heavily delay their entry into the NZ market.		2009a						11444

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry		restrictions on countries that have infectious bursal disease				2009				11445

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Uncooked Porkmeat		allowed to be imported into New Zealand only if they are originating in Sweden or in Denmark.		2009a						11446

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		pork meat and meat products		concerns related to PRRS virus				2009				11447

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		bovine products		case-by-case assessment due to concerns over BSE				2009				11448

		New Zealand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		biotechnology products		foods		must be approved before it can be imported				2009				11449

		New Zealand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		pharmaceuticals				all medicines must be approved before they can be marketed				2009				11450

		New Zealand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		biotechnology products		foods		mandatory labeling for genetically engineered food products				2009				11451

		New Zealand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		pharmaceuticals				concerns about the transparency, predictability, and accountability of PHARMAC’s processes				2009				11452

		Nicaragua		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		electiricty, pharamceuticals, butane gas		In line with its aim of transition to a market economy, Nicaragua has pursued its price liberalization policy.  The exceptions to this include the following:  electricity rates, profit margins on pharmaceuticals for human consumption[1], and th						2006		11453

		Nicaragua		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				According to data from the World Bank, Nicaragua's customs procedures are, in some respects, relatively less cumbersome than those of other countries in the region.  Compared to the average situation in the Latin American or Caribbean region, N						2006		11454

		Nicaragua		export-related measures		licensing		wood, paper and pulp		sawn wood		Exports of sawn wood also require a licence in the form of an authorization						2006		11455

		Nicaragua		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		caoba roundwood, spiny lobsters with shells or moulting during reproductive or spawinging phase, estuary shrimp in larval or juvenile phase		Nicaragua still bans export of the following:  caoba roundwood (only the export of caoba in the form of sawn wood, plywood or veneered wood is allowed), spiny lobsters during their reproductive phase or spawning (with eggs), with shells (with s						2006		11456

		Nicaragua		export-related measures		requirements		animals and animal products		meat and live cattle to Mexico		Eligibility certificates are issued for products covered by specific market access requirements in Mexico (meat and live cattle)						2006		11457

		Nicaragua		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				11458

		Nicaragua		government procurement		corruption		energy		electricity						2009				11459

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		agricultural chemicals, firearms and explosives, foodstuffs, medicines		Imports of certain categories of product are subject to non-restrictive licensing in the form of prior authorization, which is imposed to protect the public and/or national interest.  In this connection, special permits are required to import a						2006		11460

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				11461

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		regulation		services, telecommunication								2009				11462

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		restrictions		other		military weapons		Military weapons may only be imported by the Nicaraguan army						2006		11463

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				Nicaragua also applies an import services tax (TSIM), which is a customs commission amounting to US$0.50 or its equivalent in Nicaraguan currency, per gross tonne or fraction thereof.  It applies to any permanent import of goods, except those n						2006		11464

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		taxes, consumption		horizontal		luxury items						2009				11465

		Nicaragua		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		white corn ect						2009				11466

		Nicaragua		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Although Nicaragua has strengthened its legal framework for protection of intellectual property rights in recent years, some concerns have been expressed regarding enforcement of these rights.  The most specific complaints refer to alleged shor						2006		11467

		Nicaragua		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11468

		Nicaragua		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11469

		Nicaragua		investment-related measures		enforcement		horizontal								2009				11470

		Nicaragua		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11471

		Nicaragua		investment-related measures		requirements		services, art and artistic products								2009				11472

		Nicaragua		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labelling		agriculture and fisheries				living modified organisms				2009				11473

		Nicaragua		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		raw and processed food		microbiological criteria				2009				11474

		Nicaragua		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				11475

		Nicaragua		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2009				11476

		Nigeria		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		horizontal				There has been a dramatic upward review of registration and renewal fees in 2002 for regulated products which appears to be excessive and much higher for imported products compared to locally manufactured products.		2009a						11477

		Nigeria		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11478

		Nigeria		customs procedures		costs		horizontal				high berthing and unloading costs				2009				11479

		Nigeria		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				customs procedures are very complex and are subject to frequent changes. This can cause long delays at ports and to other problems such as high additional costs.		2009b						11480

		Nigeria		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				delays and costs in clearing process				2009				11481

		Nigeria		customs procedures		legal framework		horizontal				frequent policy changes, erratic application of customs regulations, and unclear interpretations by the Nigerian Customs Service				2009				11482

		Nigeria		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				nontransparent valuation procedures				2009				11483

		Nigeria		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal		machinery, automotives, construction industry, electronics, aircraft		Many products of sectors such as machinery, automotives, construction industry, electronics, aircraft, have to be registered at SONCAP (Standards Organisation of Nigeria - Conformity Assessment Program) before they can be imported. The SONCAP r		2009b						11484

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		hides and skins		This measure appears to be inconsistent with Nigeriaï¿½s WTO obligations.		2009a						11485

		Nigeria		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				tax concessions, export development funds, capital asset depreciation allowances, foreign currency retention programs, Free Trade Zones and Export Processing Zones				2009				11486

		Nigeria		government procurement		delays		horizontal				delays in the national budget process means foreign companies have trouble getting paid				2009				11487

		Nigeria		government procurement		delays		energy		approvals process		slow and can significantly increase the time and resources required for a given project				2009				11488

		Nigeria		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Sometimes there are discriminatory treatments towards foreign companies in public procurement procedures.		2009b						11489

		Nigeria		government procurement		requirements		energy				Approval required for procurement about 500,000 in energy sector				2009				11490

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				Since 2002, Nigeria introduced bans on the importation of various products.		2009a						11491

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		birds eggs, pork, beef, live birds, frozen poultry						2009				11492

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		cocoa butter, powder and cakes, refined vegetable oil and fats, cassava, spaghetti, noodles						2009				11493

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		beverages (non-alcoholic)		fruit juice in retail packs, nonalcoholic beverages (excluding energy drinks), bottled water						2009				11494

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		certain products						2009				11495

		Nigeria		import-related measures		prohibited		construction material		bagged cement						2009				11496

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		corruption		horizontal		judicial procedures		slow and reportedly subject to corruption				2009				11497

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				lack of institutional capacity (low morale, poor training, and limited resources) to address IPR issues				2009				11498

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		enforcement		services, media		cable		some cable providers illegally transmit foreign programs.				2009				11499

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal		Counterfeit automotive parts, pharmaceuticals, business and entertainment software, music and video recordings, books, optical disc products		piracy				2009				11500

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal				money laundering and advance fee fraud				2009				11501

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		delays		energy		personnel		Significant delays in the visa approvals process				2009				11502

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		local preference		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				Oil and gas companies must hire Nigerian workers				2009				11503

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		local preference		energy				local content --> 70% by 2010				2009				11504

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		other		energy				host of problems including: contending with complex tax administration procedures, confusing land ownership laws, arbitrary application of regulations, corruption, and crime.				2009				11505

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		prohibited		other		firearms, military apparel		cannot buy shares				2009				11506

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		quotas		energy		personnel		Quota on foreign personnel in energy industries				2009				11507

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		registration		horizontal				Foreign investors must register with the Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission after incorporation				2009				11508

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		restrictions		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		Investment limited to existing joint ventures or production-sharing agreements				2009				11509

		Nigeria		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		enforcement		horizontal				arbitrary approach to regulatory enforcement				2009				11510

		Nigeria		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		enforcement		horizontal				limited capacity for carrying out inspections and testing				2009				11511

		Nigeria		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		frozen poultry meat		Nigeria has introduced a ban affecting the importation of frozen poultry meat.		2009a						11512

		Nigeria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection		horizontal				it necessary to physically inspect all production facilities where any new product is manufactured. This means that NAFDAC sends representatives, travelling from Nigeria to every factory where a product (applying for NAFDAC approval) is manufac		2009a						11513

		Nigeria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal				items must be labeled exclusively in the metric system.				2009				11514

		Nigeria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal				all food, drug, cosmetic, and pesticide imports must be accompanied by certificates of analysis from manufacturers and appropriate national authorities				2009				11515

		Nigeria		taxes		taxes, internal		horizontal				Inefficient and non transparent tax practices make tax declarations unnecessarily complicated.		2009b						11516

		Norway		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		approval		beverages (alcoholic)				Gaining approvals to include wines and other alcoholic beverages on Vinmonopolet’s retail list is cumbersome				2009				11517

		Norway		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		chocolate, sweets and ice cream, pizza		price-reduction scheme to compensate domestic food processors for high raw material costs				2009				11518

		Norway		customs procedures		TRQs		animals and animal products		cheese in brine		On June 2006, the Commission and a delegation of Norway agreed on an increase of the present TRQs 09.4781 and 09.4782. The parties will submit this suggestion to settle this case to their respective authorities for approval.		2009a						11519

		Norway		export-related measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries		fish and fish products		There are no general registration requirements for exporters, but exporters of fish and fish products, must be approved by, and registered with the Norwegian Seafood Export Council (NSEC)						2008		11520

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		meat of cows, pigs and sheep, eggs and egg products, butter, cheese, and process animal products		Norway grants export subsidies to various agricultural products, including meat of cows, pigs and sheep;  eggs and egg products;  butter;  cheese;  and processed agricultural products.  Expenditures in 2004 (the most recent year for which they						2008		11521

		Norway		export-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		fish and fish products		Exporters of fish and fish products are subject to a levy that varies between 0.2% and 1.05% of the export value (f.o.b.) depending on the species and the stage of processing.  The levy is used to finance the activities of the NSEC and the Fish						2008		11522

		Norway		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		alchoholic beverages, weapons, pharmaceutical products, flour, grains and feeding stuffs		it also applies licencing to certain products non-automatic (Table III.4).  Import licences and prohibitions also apply for sanitary and phytosanitary reasons and are present in some technical regulations (see Chapter III(2)(vii) and (viii) be						2008		11523

		Norway		import-related measures		prohibited		other		explosives, fireworks		Norway applies import prohibitions for environmental and safety reasons;						2008		11524

		Norway		import-related measures		rates		agriculture and fisheries		processed foods (to bread and baked goods, breakfast cereals, chocolate and sweets, ice cream, pasta, pizza, soups, and sauces)		preferential duty on EU goods disadvantages US exporters				2009				11525

		Norway		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		grains, carboyhydrate feeds, and horticultural products		TRQs traded at auctions, but no system to reallocate unused import quotas				2009				11526

		Norway		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal		counterfeit and pirated goods		does not expressly ban imports				2009				11527

		Norway		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals				lack of product patent protection				2009				11528

		Norway		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		services, internet				piracy				2009				11529

		Norway		investment-related measures		approval		services, financial		firm ownership		Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority must grant permission for ownership levels in local financial institutions that exceed certain thresholds				2009				11530

		Norway		investment-related measures		legal framework		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		concessions		granted by government on a subjective basis, not competitive bidding				2009				11531

		Norway		investment-related measures		market structure		services, telecommunication				Telenor, a company in which the government holds a 54 percent stake, is the dominant operator in the market				2009				11532

		Norway		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, marketing		alcoholic beverages		advertising is prohibited				2009				11533

		Norway		investment-related measures		prohibited		energy		hydropower		no direct ownership				2009				11534

		Norway		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		real property (including forests, mines, tilled land and waterfalls)		foreigners need concessions to use or own				2009				11535

		Norway		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial				nationality requirements for certain types of financial institutions				2009				11536

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		biotechnology products				non-tariff barriers related to approvals of biotechs				2009				11537

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labelling		biotechnology products		all food and feed		must be labeled				2009				11538

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		legal framework		horizontal				measures are harmonized with EU legislation through the EEA Agreement				2009				11539

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		legal framework		biotechnology products		agriculture		proof that products were developed with an ethical justification, provide a societal benefit, and accord with sustainable development goals				2009				11540

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		licensing		animals and animal products		foodstuff containing meat or fish		Under the Act, licences must be obtained to import foodstuffs containing meat or fish from outside the EC						2008		11541

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		because of BSE		2009a						11542

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		hormone-treated beef						2009				11543

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		animal products (feed, etc)		meat products must come from an EU-approved plant and be accompanied by the necessary health certificates				2009				11544

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal		consumer products		Over the period under review, concerns have been raised in the TBT Committee by Israel, Japan, Jordan, and the United States regarding Norway's proposed regulation concerning specific substances in consumer products, as well as restrictions on						2008		11545

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		motor vehicles		emissions		will not accept any foreign emission standards except EU				2009				11546

		Norway		state-trading		market structure		beverages (alcoholic)		wines and spirits		market controlled by the government monopoly Vinmonopolet				2009				11547

		Norway		state-trading		market structure		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				64% share in dominant Norwegian producer				2009				11548

		Norway		state-trading		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		alchohol		Vinmonopolet, a state-owned enterprise, has the de jure monopoly over the retail sale of alcoholic beverage containing more than 4.75% alcohol by volume.  Alcoholic beverages may only be imported by parties authorized to engage in wholesaling,						2008		11549

		Norway		taxes		taxes		motor vehicles				progressive taxes on the basis of vehicle weight, engine horsepower, and engine displacement --> hurts US industry				2009				11550

		Oman		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		gas, petroleum, electricity, water and other utilities (telecommunications)		Gov't sets maximum price; companies adjust prices accordingly						2008		11551

		Oman		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal		food products						2009				11552

		Oman		customs procedures		restrictions		horizontal								2009				11553

		Oman		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		antiques, ancient manuscripts, date seedlings, lobster, abalone, & shark								2008		11554

		Oman		government procurement		delays		horizontal								2009				11555

		Oman		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				10% of all products of domestic origin						2008		11556

		Oman		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				11557

		Oman		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		firearms, narcotics, exploives						2009				11558

		Oman		import-related measures		pricing		tobacco and tobacco products		Tobacco and tobacco products		minimum import price						2008		11559

		Oman		import-related measures		restrictions		services, media		media						2009				11560

		Oman		intellectual property rights		enforcement		services, art and artistic products		software and DVD's								2008		11561

		Oman		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11562

		Oman		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		banking, real estate						2009				11563

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		plywood, timber, rice, fruits, plants, and seeds								2008		11564

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products		milk and milk products		also must be accompanied by a certificate declaring them free of radiation and dioxin						2008		11565

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban applied to Greece on 1/12/2005 and extended to DE, FR, AT, and SLV on 21/02/2006		2009a						11566

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		milk and dairy products		Import ban on milk and dairy products from the EU are requested a BSE-free certificate .		2009a						11567

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry and poultry products		from countries affected by Avian Flu						2008		11568

		Oman		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		food products		GCC				2009				11569

		Oman		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal				GCC				2009				11570

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		legal framework		services, communication, incl. postal services				the telecommunications market in Pakistan due to the monopoly situation of the public telecommunications operator,		2009a						11571

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		oil and gas, civil aviation, electric power, steel sectors						2009				11572

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		pharmaceuticals and utility services								2008		11573

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		prohibited		beverages (alcoholic)		alcoholic beverages		imported alcoholic beverages are banned for religious reasons; nevertheless, they are brewed locally for non-Muslims by a private monopoly						2008		11574

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		horizontal		phosphatic and urea fertilizers, electricity, irrigation, gass used as feedstock								2008		11575

		Pakistan		customs procedures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		cotton seeds		Imported cotton seeds require prior approval from the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock.						2008		11576

		Pakistan		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal		machinery, materials						2009				11577

		Pakistan		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal				the goods and sells them to the local bidder, paying the importer his declared value plus 5%.						2008		11578

		Pakistan		customs procedures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		vegetable oil		The requirement for refined vegetable oil to be imported in bulk for re-packaging is aimed at encouraging local packaging and saving foreign exchange.						2008		11579

		Pakistan		export-related measures		duties		animals and animal products		hides and skins		re-introduced a 20 % export tax on leather raw materials and leather products		2009a						11580

		Pakistan		export-related measures		duties		horizontal		sugar, leather goods, hides and skins, specified metals and articles thereof		of up to 100% on exports, by notification without parliamentary approval						2008		11581

		Pakistan		export-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		wheat and fertilizer		Wheat and fertilizer exports (including urea) are effectively banned, and certain other exports must meet specified conditions.						2008		11582

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		textiles,apparel, and footware				Generous SBP (State Bank of Pakistan) concessionary finance to exporters, especially of textiles and clothing, has distorted industrial incentives.						2008		11583

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		wheat, ect						2009				11584

		Pakistan		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				11585

		Pakistan		government procurement		delays		horizontal								2009				11586

		Pakistan		import-related measures		taxes, excise		beverages		carbonated soft drinks, soft drink concentrate						2009				11587

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11588

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		other		books, end-user software, and cable		Book piracy as well as end-user software and cable piracy appear to be widespread.						2008		11589

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals				For pharmaceuticals and agri-chemicals, patent protection in Pakistan does not yet cover the product and is, thus, for processes only.		2009a						11590

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11591

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		approval		services, financial		banking						2009				11592

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11593

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		enforcement		horizontal								2009				11594

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11595

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				11596

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		market structure		services, insurance		life insurance						2009				11597

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		motor vehicles				Pakistan has a local-content scheme for automotive manufacturing.		2009a						11598

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		non-financial services (except information technology) agriculture, infrastructure projects, social services		mininum investment				2009				11599

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		services, financial		banking						2009				11600

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		arms and munitions, high explosives, currency/mint operations, radioactive substances, non-industrial alcohol plants, non-manufacturing						2009				11601

		Pakistan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		other		horizontal				Pakistan’s SPS-related legislation is reportedly outdated, lagging behind international and trade-partner needs.						2008		11602

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		agriculture						2009				11603

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		agriculture and fisheries				Codex standards and regulations are being applied to imported food, including on additives, preservatives, vitamins, and maximum residual limits (MRLs) of contaminants e.g. pesticides.  MRL limits are claimed to apply only to imports as Pakista						2008		11604

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, sugar, and urea		The state-owned Trading Corporation of Pakistan, imports (and exports) major agricultural commodities (e.g. wheat, sugar, and urea), without special privileges, mainly to provide food subsidies to the poor and meet emergency situations.						2008		11605

		Pakistan		taxes		other		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes		Even on cigarettes with uniform rates, the FED incidence may fall heaviest on imports, since the highest excise rate (63% of retail prices) applies to cigarettes selling at prices above PRs 12 per pack of ten, which are more likely to be import						2008		11606

		Pakistan		taxes		taxes, domestic and excise		horizontal				Domestic sales and excise taxes discriminate against imports in some cases, including favouring local content.						2008		11607

		Pakistan		taxes		taxes, sales		agriculture and fisheries		preserved fruits (excluding bottled, canned or packaged)		edible fresh, frozen or otherwise preserved fruits (excluding bottled, canned or packaged) are GST exempt unless imported (other than from Afghanistan).						2008		11608

		Panama		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		animals and animal products		dairy products		references are granted to domestic products under the milk and nutritional biscuit or fortified nutritive cream distribution programme for official preschool and primary education centres, which requires that all products used in implementing t						2007		11609

		Panama		corruption		corruption		horizontal				lack of independence in judicial system leads to bribery in trade-related disputes				2009				11610

		Panama		customs procedures		requirements		animals and animal products		dairy products		In the Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, two Members expressed concern regarding the application by Panama of the requirements relating to imported dairy products.						2007		11611

		Panama		export-related measures		exemptions		agriculture and fisheries				exempt from paying certain types of taxes and import duties				2009				11612

		Panama		export-related measures		exemptions		services, tourism				exempt from paying certain types of taxes and import duties				2009				11613

		Panama		export-related measures		prohibited		wood, paper and pulp		wood in the form of logs, stumps, roundwood or blocks, sawn or roughly dressed, of any species from natural forests, as well as wood submerged in water.		There is a ban on the exportation, but not on the production for domestic consumption, of wood in the form of logs and sawn blocks from natural forests.						2007		11614

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				In mid-2007, Panama was maintaining several general export incentive programmes including:  the Tax Credit Certificate (CAT), the Export Processing Zone (EPZ) Programme, the Official National Industry Register (ROIN), and the Colon Free Zone (Z						2007		11615

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				value-added subsidy for exporters				2009				11616

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				subsidies and tax concessions for companies operating in export processing zones				2009				11617

		Panama		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal				tax deductions of up to 100 percent of their profits from export operations				2009				11618

		Panama		export-related measures		taxes, exports		wood, paper and pulp		certain processed woods		Panama levies a tax on exports of certain processed woods.						2007		11619

		Panama		government procurement		procedures		horizontal				occasionally not followed				2009				11620

		Panama		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal								2009				11621

		Panama		intellectual property rights		enforcement		services, internet				piracy of films, etc				2009				11622

		Panama		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				Panama amended its industrial property and copyright legislation to adapt it to the TRIPS Agreement, but it has not adopted any specific legislation concerning layout-designs. 263. In principle, parallel imports are not prohibited where industr						2007		11623

		Panama		investment-related measures		legal framework		real estate				complicated framework for property titles leaves investors susceptible to losses and fraud				2009				11624

		Panama		investment-related measures		restrictions		retail trade				certain types of retail trade restricted to Panamanian nationals				2009				11625

		Panama		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live birds, hatching eggs and one day chicks due to HPAI		2009a						11626

		Panama		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		agriculture and fisheries		some food products						2009				11627

		Panama		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		spirits distilled from cane, honey, cane syrup or maize		Imports receive national treatment in the application of internal taxes, with the exception of certain spirits which pay a lower ISC if domestically produced. National treatment is not accorded to spirits distilled from cane, honey, cane syrup						2007		11628

		Panama		taxes		taxes, transfer		horizontal				5% on cost, insurance, and freight value as well as import duties and other handling charges				2009				11629

		Papua New Guinea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		World wide ban on unprocessed meat and meat products (heat-treated).		2009a						11630

		Paraguay		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				frequent changes in procedures can delay shipments and lead to unexpected costs				2009				11631

		Paraguay		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				International tenders in Paraguay give preference to those offers which incorporate more that 50% of local products or human resources, which may be granted a margin of preference of up to ten per cent		2009a						11632

		Paraguay		import-related measures		legal framework		services, distribution				The EU stressed the situation of legal uncertainty derived from the lack of specific penalties, which creates a situation where foreign affected firms have to face divergent compensation judgments		2009a						11633

		Paraguay		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing		imports prohibited				2009				11634

		Paraguay		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal				specific documentation, (commercial receipt, certificate of origin, and cargo manifest) for exports to be certified by the Paraguayan consulate in the country of origin				2009				11635

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Paraguay is also a centre of transit for pirated and counterfeited goods. Products which violate IPR are firstly destined for export (mainly Brazil and Argentina) and secondly, for the local market (which is already saturated with pirated and c		2009a						11636

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal				prosecution of IPR offenders remains weak, and there are few convictions				2009				11637

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		pharmaceuticals		data		unfair commercial use of undisclosed pharmaceutical test data				2009				11638

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal		movies, music, books, and entertainment and business software		piracy; need better border protection				2009				11639

		Paraguay		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal				foreign companies must prove just cause in a Paraguayan court to terminate, modify, or decide not to renew contracts with Paraguayan distributors, or they face penalties/fines				2009				11640

		Paraguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		bovine products		Paraguay prohibits imports of bovine products, including bovine sperm, from countries that were affected by BSE.		2009a						11641

		Paraguay		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware				name of manufacturer and name and fiscal number of the importer must be included on the label				2009				11642

		Paraguay		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal				Although such a fee has been in place for some time, the law regulating it has been modified making it more difficult and expensive to fulfil the required procedure.		2009a						11643

		Peru		export-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		hydrobiological species, wild flora and fauna, narcotics, psychotropic substances and their precursors, arms, amunition, explosives, border documents, national cutural heritage, liquid petroleum gas, ect.		Exports of certain products are subject to controls and therefore require authorization.  Some of these controls are applied in compliance with Peru's international commitments.  Products requiring authorization include:  hydrobiological specie						2007		11644

		Peru		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		cat's claw, alpacas, llamas, logs and other forest products, seeds, and products of maca, fruits		This measure forms part of Peru's efforts to control access to its genetic resources.						2007		11645

		Peru		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Peru is not a member of the WTO Plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement.  Since 2000, the regulatory framework on government procurement has undergone some important changes.  The Peruvian legislation grants a 20 per cent preference ma						2007		11646

		Peru		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				20% price preference to bids by Peruvian firms				2009				11647

		Peru		import-related measures		approval		horizontal				Imports of several products are subject to  authorization on health or environmental grounds or to protect the national identity.						2007		11648

		Peru		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		Yoyo loco, used tyres, alchoholic beverages named 'pisco', used clothing and footware, used engines, spare parts for road vehicles, used vehicles older than five years old		Peru prohibits the importation of some products (Table III.4). 74. Only used vehicles not more than five years old (two years for some categories) may be imported.						2007		11649

		Peru		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing and shoes						2009				11650

		Peru		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		used tires, cars over 5 years old, heavy trucks over 8 years old						2009				11651

		Peru		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				under the outright importation and customs warehouse regimes (section (2)(i)).[1]  It amounts to 2.35 per cent of the UIT (equivalent to S/. 81.10, or around US$25.50).						2007		11652

		Peru		import-related measures		taxes, excise		motor vehicles		used cars, used trucks		45%				2009				11653

		Peru		investment-related measures		fees		services, telecommunication		mobile phones		high average mobile termination rates				2009				11654

		Peru		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal		executive branch ministries, regulatory agencies, the tax agency, and the judiciary		lack the resources, expertise, or impartiality necessary to carry out their respective mandates				2009				11655

		Peru		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		broadcast media		foreigners cannot have majority ownership				2009				11656

		Peru		investment-related measures		restrictions		real estate		land, natural resources		foreigners cannot invest within 50 kilometers of a border				2009				11657

		Peru		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		employees		foreign employees can't comprise more than 20% of total employees or 30% of the total company payroll				2009				11658

		Peru		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on imports from SK, FR, DE, AT, HUN, GR, SLV, IT and countries affected by H5N1 virus		2009a						11659

		Peru		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on Live bovines, live ovines, clive ervids, wild and domestic felins; bovine, ovine, caprine and cervids products and derivates (including brain, spinal cord, thime, spleen, tonsils, guts, lymph and nervous tissues; meat and bone mea		2009a						11660

		Peru		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork meat and meat products		This ban is probably applied by most of CAN countries and it could be also applied to the same type of products from Portugal and Italy but due to other SPS reason (Swine Vesicular Disease-SVD).		2009a						11661

		Peru		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle		due to BSE scare				2009				11662

		Peru		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware		footwear		must have a label that includes the fiscal identification number of the manufacturer or importer of the finished product and the manufacturer of the materials that comprise the major components of the footwear				2009				11663

		Peru		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal		infant food, footwear		In the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, questions were raised concerning the technical regulations adopted by Peru in relation, for example, to infant food and the information contained in footwear labelling						2007		11664

		Peru		taxes		other		motor vehicles				e-conditioned in the CETICOS before being sold on the domestic market without being subject to the ISC.		2009a						11665

		Philippines		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		soap and detergent				executive order mandating the use of locally-produced raw materials conflicts with WTO obligations				2009				11666

		Philippines		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing		services, financial		banking		moratorium on the issuance of new bank licenses				2009				11667

		Philippines		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services, financial				Authorities claim that there is no obligation on any domestic economic entity to use specified banks. In practice though public agencies and corporations are expected to bank with the four government-owned financial institutions.		2009a						11668

		Philippines		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		imposes lower excise taxes on locally produced spirits made from indigenous raw materials than imports				2009				11669

		Philippines		corruption		corruption		horizontal				lack of transparency in court system, bribery				2009				11670

		Philippines		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal				private sector involvement in the valuation process, and customs officials seeking payment of unrecorded facilitation fees				2009				11671

		Philippines		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				costly processing delays				2009				11672

		Philippines		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				use of reference prices rather than declared transaction values				2009				11673

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal						2009a						11674

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				income tax holidays, tax deductions, tax and duty exemptions for importation of breeding stock and genetic materials				2009				11675

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				simplified trade transaction procedures and tax and duty free imports of capital equipment and raw materials.				2009				11676

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				tax deduction of up to 100% of outlays for infrastructure projects and 100% of incremental labor expenses				2009				11677

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		motor vehicles		automobiles		registered automobile manufacturers have preferential tariff rates on imports of finished automobiles				2009				11678

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				laws continue to favor Philippine and Philippine-controlled companies in government procurement				2009				11679

		Philippines		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				countertrade requirement for govt. agencies and govt. controlled corporations; minimum of 50% of the price of imports				2009				11680

		Philippines		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal				Foreign participation in public procurement is restricted.		2009a						11681

		Philippines		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		used cars		exception if imported through special economic zones				2009				11682

		Philippines		import-related measures		taxes, excise		motor vehicles				based on price of vehicle				2009				11683

		Philippines		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		motor vehicles				12%				2009				11684

		Philippines		import-related measures		TRQs		animals and animal products		pork, poultry						2009				11685

		Philippines		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		corn, other agricultural products						2009				11686

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				lack of progress in successfully prosecuting and convicting IPR violators in Philippine courts				2009				11687

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal				vague and contains burdensome restrictions affecting contracts to license software and other technology				2009				11688

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal				govt. has not yet enacted necessary amendments to its Intellectual Property Code that would fully implement WIPO requirements into domestic law				2009				11689

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal		optical discs of films and musical works, computer games, business software, unauthorized transmissions of motion pictures and other programming on cable television systems		high levels of piracy, and new forms including camcording and the downloading of copyright material onto mobile devices in retail outlets				2009				11690

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal		trademarks		infringement				2009				11691

		Philippines		investment-related measures		delays		real estate		deeds		Often difficult to establish and records are poor. The deeds and property infrastructure is full of ambiguities, and the court system does not settle cases in a timely manner				2009				11692

		Philippines		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal				The Philippines has not yet ratified the Fifth Protocol to GATS, which embodies its obligations under the WTO Financial Services Agreement				2009				11693

		Philippines		investment-related measures		local preference		horizontal				higher export performance requirement for foreign-owned enterprises (70% of production) than for Philippine-owned companies (50%)				2009				11694

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		real estate		land		no foreign ownership				2009				11695

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		services, telecommunication				least 60% ownership by Philippine citizens				2009				11696

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		services, financial		banking		domestic banks must at all times control at least 70% of total banking system assets				2009				11697

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		services, financial		securities underwriting		must be established under Philippine law to underwrite domestic securities				2009				11698

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, telecommunication				foreigners restricted from serving as executives or managers of telecommunications companies				2009				11699

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, telecommunication		radio		Foreign equity in private radio networks is limited to 20%				2009				11700

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		cable television and other forms of broadcasting and media		reserved for Philippine nationals				2009				11701

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				a maximum of 51 percent equity participation				2009				11702

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				Generally, only the state-owned Government Service Insurance System (GSIS) may provide coverage for government-funded projects				2009				11703

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		banking		multitude of restrictions, including on number of operable branches, ownership rights, mandatory lending provisions				2009				11704

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		securities underwriting		limited to 60%				2009				11705

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		financing companies		60% foreign ownership ceiling				2009				11706

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, marketing		advertising		foreign ownership limited to 30% and all executive and managing officers of advertising agencies must be Philippine citizens				2009				11707

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services		utilities		foreign ownership limited to 40% and all executive and managing officers of advertising agencies must be Philippine citizens				2009				11708

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, professional		law, medicine, nursing, accountancy, and engineering, architecture, and customs brokerage services		restricted to nationals only				2009				11709

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, postal		Foreign air express couriers and airfreight forwarding firms		must either contract with a fully Philippineowned business to provide local delivery services or establish a domestic company with a minimum of 60% Philippine equity				2009				11710

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, business		retail trade		many restrictions and requirements as per the Retail Trade Liberalization Act of 2000				2009				11711

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		explosives, firearms, military hardware, and gaming activities		foreign ownership limited to 40%				2009				11712

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		clearance		animals and animal products		meat and poultry		clearance certificate for imports before product leaves country of origin				2009				11713

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		clearance		agriculture and fisheries		fresh fruits and vegetables		clearance certificate and import permits for imports before product leaves country of origin				2009				11714

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on Live birds and their products due to HPAI		2009a						11715

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		deboned skeletal muscle meat (excluding mechanically separated meat) from cattle 30 months of age or less,		A total ban on a country for reasons of BSE is not in line with the World organisation for Animal Health (OIE) standards which foresees trade of certain products, such as deboned skeletal muscle meat (excluding mechanically separated meat) from		2009b						11716

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		registration		agriculture and fisheries		fresh, chilled, or frozen fish and fish products		import permits required				2009				11717

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		meat and meat products		systems or individual accreditation to be eligible as legitimate suppliers.				2009				11718

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		broccoli, cauliflower, lettuce, carrots, cabbage, and celery		pest risk analysis required for US products; until then can only enter the country if they are destined for "high-end markets."				2009				11719

		Philippines		taxes		local preference		agriculture and fisheries				cross the board increases of 12% in the applicable taxation levels.		2009a						11720

		Qatar		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				10% price preference to local firms and a 5% price preference to GCC firms				2009				11721

		Qatar		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				requires that suppliers be 51% Qatari-owned or that foreign firms have a local agent in order to submit tenders				2009				11722

		Qatar		import-related measures		documentation		horizontal				importers must submit a variety of documents, including a bill of lading, certificate of origin, pro forma invoice and an import license				2009				11723

		Qatar		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork and pork derivatives						2009				11724

		Qatar		investment-related measures		legal framework		services, financial		banking		Laws and regulations applied to foreign banks are different from, and more closely resemble international standards, the ones adopted by the Qatar Central Bank				2009				11725

		Qatar		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				only Qatari nationals can act as local agents, distributors or sponsors				2009				11726

		Qatar		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				Foreign equity is limited to 49 percent in anything but agriculture, tourism, education, industry, health, and energy, banking and insurance sectors				2009				11727

		Qatar		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		To be confirmed		2009a						11728

		Qatar		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		animals and animal products		beef and poultry products		require a health certificate from the United States and a Halal slaughter certificate issued by an approved Islamic center in the United States				2009				11729

		Qatar		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		horizontal				requires importers to have a license for most products, and only issues import licenses to Qatari nationals				2009				11730

		Qatar		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal				occasional special import procedures via government-owned companies to help ease demand pressures				2009				11731

		Qatar		taxes		taxes, corporate		horizontal				corporate income taxes on foreign firms at rates from 5-35% of net profits				2009				11732

		Russia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		mining, metals, and mineral products		natural gas						2009				11733

		Russia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas		The European Commission and the European industry have considered that dual pricing in energy has contributed to an indirect subsidisation of Russian industrial producers and services suppliers, because they have not paid a full market price fo		2009a						11734

		Russia		corruption		other		horizontal				Business and investment climate in Russia suffer from cumbersome bureaucratic procedures and cases of corruption, which span to all areas of trade and investment activities.		2009b						11735

		Russia		customs procedures		enforcement		horizontal								2009				11736

		Russia		customs procedures		fees		horizontal		alchohol, perfumes, cosmetics, household cleaners,  solvents						2009				11737

		Russia		customs procedures		licensing		electronics				an expensive and very burdensome licensing procedure needs to be followed.		2009a						11738

		Russia		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				Russian customs often calculate the value of imports on the basis of non-public pricelists and / or officially set minimum import prices rather than on the transaction value of the goods based on documents provided by the importer.		2009a						11739

		Russia		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal								2009				11740

		Russia		customs procedures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11741

		Russia		customs procedures		taxes, VAT		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, large motorcycles						2009				11742

		Russia		export-related measures		duties		horizontal				Russia has maintained export duties on a wide number of products.		2009a						11743

		Russia		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		fish products, oilseeds, fertilizers, wood products						2009				11744

		Russia		export-related measures		pricing		mining, metals, and mineral products		natural gas						2009				11745

		Russia		export-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		sturgeon caviar						2009				11746

		Russia		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		hydrocarbons, scrap metals, steel scrap, copper cathode, copper wire rod, (450 products), coniferous logs, round wood						2009				11747

		Russia		import-related measures		delays		beverages (alcoholic)		vodka, tequila, grappa, ethyl alcohol						2009				11748

		Russia		import-related measures		fees		services, transportation				For many years the EU has requested Russia to eliminate payments made by EU airlines for flying over Russian territory, which are not related to normal payments for Air Traffic Control services and which are contrary to international aviation l		2009a						11749

		Russia		import-related measures		fees		horizontal		automobiles, aircraft, aircraft parts						2009				11750

		Russia		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		alcholic beverages, pharmaceuticals, encryption technology, explosive substances, narcotics, nuclear substances, hazardous wastes, unprocessed food products of animal origin						2009				11751

		Russia		import-related measures		regulation		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				11752

		Russia		import-related measures		requirements		beverages (alcoholic)		Wines and Spirits		burdensome requirements and legislative initiatives.		2009a						11753

		Russia		import-related measures		requirements		beverages (alcoholic)		alchohol, perfumes, cosmetics, household cleaners,  solvents						2009				11754

		Russia		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		liquour cigarettes, spirits, alchohol, table wine, beer						2009				11755

		Russia		import-related measures		TRQs		animals and animal products		poultry, pork						2009				11756

		Russia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Numerous problems still hinder an effective intellectual property rights protection in Russia, in particular in terms of the legislative scope but also in law enforcement.		2009b						11757

		Russia		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11758

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11759

		Russia		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal								2009				11760

		Russia		investment-related measures		approval		mining, metals, and mineral products				excess of 10 percent				2009				11761

		Russia		investment-related measures		corruption		horizontal								2009				11762

		Russia		investment-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				11763

		Russia		investment-related measures		protection		horizontal								2009				11764

		Russia		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal		satellite, ect						2009				11765

		Russia		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		satellite, ect						2009				11766

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		insurance		stringent restrictions on the access of foreign insurers to the Russian market.		2009a						11767

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		insurance, telecommunications, media,nuclear industry, radioactive materials, infectious diseases, arms, munitions, military equipment, aeronautics and aerospace						2009				11768

		Russia		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				11769

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries				The procedures on approval and controls are used in non-transparent, discriminatory and disproportionate manner in some cases.		2009b						11770

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		horizontal		dairy products, feed, pet food, feed additivies						2009				11771

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		pork, beef and beef products, agriculture						2009				11772

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labelling		biotechnology products								2009				11773

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		cut flowers		Russia banned the import of cut flowers from EU (either produced or in transit) due to the presence at the Russian border of some consignements apparently infected with a pest (Thrips) on 28 June 2004.		2009a						11774

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		pesticides and veterinary medicines		While many pesticides and veterinary medicines are recognised as being not harmful for animals and humans by international bodies (with permitted MRL's ) and are widely used in several countries worldwide are not permitted in Russia		2009b						11775

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Poultry meat		Import ban on meat for EU MS declaring presence of AI in their territories.		2009a						11776

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Poultry meat		EU exporters have reported that there are new regulations in Rusia forbidding imports of poultry meat if the animals have been treated with anti-biotics.		2009a						11777

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		registration		biotechnology products								2009				11778

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		poultry						2009				11779

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		poultry, pork						2009				11780

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries				The new Russian Federal LAw no 88 FL of 12/6/2008 on milk and dairy products introduces sanitary requirements which differ from international standards (residue levels of antibiotics, microbiological criteria etc.). This legislation also covers		2009b						11781

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Dairy products		Import restrictions on dairy products due to import requeriments Dioxins Certificate, Radioactivity Certificate		2009a						11782

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Live ruminants, dairy product and pet food		Import ban on ban on live ovines and caprines and import restrictions for live bovine, dairy products and pet food due to BSE.		2009a						11783

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		live pigs and pig products		Russia imposed import restrictions on live pigs and pig products which have not received a heat treatment		2009b						11784

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal								2009				11785

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		agriculture and fisheries				Standards are obligatory and those for permitted ingredients deviate significantly from international standards,		2009a						11786

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		horizontal		telecommunications equipment, oil and gas equipment, construction materials and equipment, food supplements, dietetic products						2009				11787

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		products such as textiles, leather and footwear, ceramic, pharmaceutical, chemicals, cosmetics, electronics construction materials, alcoholic beverages and other.		The Russian standardisation system is not compatible with the international norms and neither European conformity certificates nor ISO certificates are sufficient to satisfy the criteria and to import goods into Russia.		2009b						11788

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		horizontal				Long queues of lorries form regularly at crossing points on the EU-Russian border in Finland, Estonia and Latvia.		2009a						11789

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		documentation		horizontal				The requirement to present a physical copy of the export declaration at import is incompatible with the international commercial standards and modern customs practice		2009a						11790

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		enforcement		horizontal				EU exporters have complained about inconsistencies between customs-related administrative decisions taken by Russian authorities and the prevailing Russian legislation.		2009a						11791

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		legal framework		horizontal								2009				11792

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		pharmaceuticals								2009				11793

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		horizontal				Some products exported to Russia may only pass through specific border crossings, and changes to this order are often carried out at short-notice or with no forewarning.		2009a						11794

		Russia		taxes		other		horizontal				Current taxation laws are contradictory and do not comply with the modern business needs. There exist multiple concerns in the area of taxation, which include lack of clear information on tax implications of certain economic operations and inve		2009b						11795

		Russia		taxes		taxes, internal		services		Transport		The scheme is discriminatory in that it applies to vehicles registered in the EU, Switzerland & Liechtenstein and Turkmenistan only, and does not apply for domestic hauliers.		2009b						11796

		Saudi Arabia		customs procedures		enforcement		horizontal				officers often fail to apply new COCP procedures				2009				11797

		Saudi Arabia		government procurement		competition policy		horizontal				priority purchasing to GCC products				2009				11798

		Saudi Arabia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				must subcontract 30% to firms that are majority-owned by Saudi nationals				2009				11799

		Saudi Arabia		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				preferential treatment for joint ventures involving local companies				2009				11800

		Saudi Arabia		government procurement		registration		horizontal				if only working for the government, needtemporary registration to do business in Saudi Arabia				2009				11801

		Saudi Arabia		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				training program for saudi nationals				2009				11802

		Saudi Arabia		import-related measures		prohibited		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				11803

		Saudi Arabia		import-related measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork products						2009				11804

		Saudi Arabia		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing						2009				11805

		Saudi Arabia		import-related measures		prohibited		other		firearms						2009				11806

		Saudi Arabia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				copyright enforcement issues				2009				11807

		Saudi Arabia		intellectual property rights		legal framework		pharmaceuticals				new patent law may not provide protection for products subject to pending patent applications that were filed under provisions of the old law				2009				11808

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal				delays in receiving licenses and after (eg purchasing property)				2009				11809

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		licensing		horizontal				all foreign investments require a license				2009				11810

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, financial		stock market		no direct foreign participation in stock market				2009				11811

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		prohibited		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil exploration, drilling and production						2009				11812

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		prohibited		other		manufacturing and services related to military activity						2009				11813

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		banking		40% cap for foreign commerical bank ownership, 60% for investment banks				2009				11814

		Saudi Arabia		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		investment funds		limited to 10% of total value of fund				2009				11815

		Saudi Arabia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		procedures		horizontal				does not consistently send notification of new measures to WTO Members and the WTO Committees on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) and Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)				2009				11816

		Saudi Arabia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine animals and  meat		Still, taking no notice of the OIE recommendations, Saudi Arabia continues to impose a ban on the import of EU beef (apart from Irish beef) because of BSE.		2009a						11817

		Saudi Arabia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		biotechnology products		seeds						2009				11818

		Saudi Arabia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		animal feed		bans all therapeutic medicines used in animal feed				2009				11819

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		agriculture and fisheries		seeds						2009				11820

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		animals and animal products		horses						2009				11821

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		animals and animal products		live animals						2009				11822

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		chemicals and chemical products								2009				11823

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		mining, metals, and mineral products		natural asphalt						2009				11824

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		other		archaeological artifacts						2009				11825

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		other		products containing alcohol						2009				11826

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		other		radio-controlled airplanes						2009				11827

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		other		wireless equipment						2009				11828

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		pharmaceuticals								2009				11829

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		services, media		periodicals						2009				11830

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		services, media		religious tapes						2009				11831

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		services, media		tapes						2009				11832

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		services, printing and publishing		books						2009				11833

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		services, printing and publishing		religious books						2009				11834

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		nonfood consumer products		must have a certificate of conformity issued under the guidelines of Saudi Arabia’s Conformity Certificate Program (COCP) before entering the country				2009				11835

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		agriculture and fisheries		biotechnologies		need a certificate from the country of origin attesting to the product’s fitness for human consumption and its wide sales in the country of origin				2009				11836

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		animals and animal products		beef, poultry, lamb, and byproducts		requires an animal protein-free certificate				2009				11837

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		biotechnology products		animal products and processed foodstuffs						2009				11838

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		services, insurance				all insurance companies must be joint-stock companies (60% max foreign), and profit sharing				2009				11839

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		horizontal				procedures not completely harmonized with other GCC countries, confusing for US businesses				2009				11840

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		services, internet		Internet		certain sites				2009				11841

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		services, insurance				proof of medical insurance for all foreign workers				2009				11842

		Saudi Arabia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal				every shipment must be accompanied by a document certifying that the product conforms to the relevant Saudi Arabian technical regulation or standard				2009				11843

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		telecommunications, power generation/distribution, media, financial services						2009				11844

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		horizontal		telecommunications, power generation/distribution, media, financial services						2009				11845

		Singapore		customs procedures		certification		other		high technology goods		hi-tech goods which are subject to export controls.						2008		11846

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal				export permit required for all exports, though in 90% of cases, obtainable within 10 min. online.						2008		11847

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		other		rubber products								2008		11848

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal				No exports to Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Cote D'Ivoire, Iraq, Sudan, Dem. Rep. of Congo, North South Korea, and Somalia						2008		11849

		Singapore		government procurement		delays		energy								2009				11850

		Singapore		import-related measures		approval		services, media		newspapers						2009				11851

		Singapore		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		rice								2008		11852

		Singapore		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		harzardous chemicals; medicinal products; films & videos; arms, ammunition & explosives; agricultural bitechnology products & derived foods								2008		11853

		Singapore		import-related measures		licensing		motor vehicles		motorcycles						2009				11854

		Singapore		import-related measures		licensing		services, media		satellite dishes						2009				11855

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		chemicals and chemical products		firecrackers								2008		11856

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		other		chewing gum								2008		11857

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		other		controlled drugs and psychotropic substances		(except for those approved as medicinal)						2008		11858

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		other		pistol or revolver-shaped cigarette lighters								2008		11859

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		services, media		obscene articles, publications, videos and software								2008		11860

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		tobacco and tobacco products		chewing tobacco and imitation tobacco products								2008		11861

		Singapore		import-related measures		prohibited		services, legal								2009				11862

		Singapore		import-related measures		restrictions		other		chewing gum						2009				11863

		Singapore		import-related measures		restrictions		services, media		satellite dishes, newspapers						2009				11864

		Singapore		import-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		banking						2009				11865

		Singapore		import-related measures		taxes		motor vehicles		motorcycles		road tax				2009				11866

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				11867

		Singapore		investment-related measures		approval		services, financial		banking						2009				11868

		Singapore		investment-related measures		regulation		services, telecommunication								2009				11869

		Singapore		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		agriculture and fisheries				plant imports monitored to prevent introduction of exotic plant pests & diseases						2008		11870

		Singapore		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products										2008		11871

		Singapore		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products		meat								2008		11872

		Singapore		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		This means that we have to make a distinction when assessing SPS export problems related to BSE.		2009a						11873

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		agriculture and fisheries										2008		11874

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		beverages (alcoholic)		liquors								2008		11875

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		medicinal and cosmetic products								2008		11876

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		other		paints and solvents								2008		11877

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				11878

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		other		electronic and gas home appliances								2008		11879

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		medical devices								2009				11880

		Singapore		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		animals and animal products		raw meat products, eggs						2009				11881

		South Africa		corruption		corruption		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11882

		South Africa		corruption		legal framework		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11883

		South Africa		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11884

		South Africa		import-related measures		labor laws		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11885

		South Africa		import-related measures		legal framework		services, electronic commerce				South Africa				2009				11886

		South Africa		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		used clothing, waste, scrap, ashes, residues, harmful substances, ect		South Africa				2009				11887

		South Africa		import-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication				South Africa				2009				11888

		South Africa		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11889

		South Africa		import-related measures		regulation		services, media		satellite, terrestrial, an cable services		South Africa				2009				11890

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				South Africa				2009				11891

		South Africa		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		broadcasting		South Africa				2009				11892

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		animals and animal products		Frozen and chilled meat		EU meat establishments ( abbatoirs and cutting plants) needs an export approval by Vet. Services of South Africa;		2009a						11893

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		licensing		animals and animal products		irradiated meat		South Africa				2009				11894

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live birds and their products due to HPAI		2009a						11895

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		South Africa				2009				11896

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		horizontal		food products		South Africa				2009				11897

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal		apples, cherries, pears, grains, pork, poultry, horticultural products		South Africa				2009				11898

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		biotechnology products		plants		South Africa				2009				11899

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		biotechnology products		yellow corn		South Africa				2009				11900

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		biotechnology products		staple crops, corn, sorghum, ect		South Africa				2009				11901

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		services, construction				Foreign banks are required to capitalise each branch, which domestic banks are not required to do.		2009a						11902

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		services, financial				Foreign banks are required to capitalise each branch, which domestic banks are not required to do.		2009a						11903

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		rice, garilic, onions, pine nuts, sesame, ground-nuts, buckwheat, peppers, mung beans/red beans, and soybeans		State?trading enterprises impose additional mark-ups on top of the in-quota tariff on items such as rice, garlic, onions, pine nuts, sesame, ground-nuts, buckwheat, peppers, mung beans/red beans, and soybeans.						2008		11904

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		procedures		horizontal								2009				11905

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		services, shipbuilding				Artificial subsidies are prevalent in the South Korean shipbuilding industry in the form of interest rate differentials.		2009a						11906

		South Korea		corruption		corruption		services, healthcare								2009				11907

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		wood, paper and pulp		paper products		European manufacturers? exports have been negatively affected by a decision of South Korean customs in 2004 whereby the classification of certain types of impregnated paper was changed.		2009a						11908

		South Korea		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		dog furskins and products, whale meat and products, uncut pieces of granite stone		The negative list of banned exports has not changed during the period under review.  Export prohibitions, affecting 11 six-digit HS items, protect animal rights (dog furskins and their products), endangered species (whale meat and its products)						2008		11909

		South Korea		export-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		agriculture		the restrictions on exports of rice and non-beer barley in 2007;  it abolished those on non?beer barley in April 2008.  Quotas have been set on the basis of an export-need recommendation for rice exports for 2007 (34,000 tonnes) and 2008 (47,0						2008		11910

		South Korea		export-related measures		restrictions		mining, metals, and mineral products		sand and gravel-related items		Sand and gravel-related items are restricted, to protect natural resources.						2008		11911

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		fruit, flowers, vegetables, kimchi, ginseng, and livestock		South Korea does not have export subsidy commitments;  it maintains export subsidies for certain farm products under the provisions of Article 9.4 of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture (though these provisions expired at the end of the Uruguay Round im						2008		11912

		South Korea		government procurement		standards		services, information technology				favoring domestic standards over international				2009				11913

		South Korea		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		1,000 tariff items, including petroleum, LPG, agricultural fertilizers, crop seeds, animals and animal products, nuclear materials, narcotics, foods and food additives, foreign publications, firearms, and explosives		In addition to the Foreign Trade Act, 48 separate laws stipulate requirements for approval or authorization of certain items, which can be imported by obtaining certification, permission, and type approval.  These requirements are maintained mo						2008		11914

		South Korea		import-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				11915

		South Korea		import-related measures		pricing		pharmaceuticals						2009a						11916

		South Korea		import-related measures		pricing		pharmaceuticals								2009				11917

		South Korea		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		rice		), which permitted the continuation of quota restrictions with a growing MMA undertaking over a ten-year period (i.e. until 2004).[1]  In 2004, South Korea negotiated a ten-year extension of the MMA arrangement.						2008		11918

		South Korea		import-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		rice						2009				11919

		South Korea		import-related measures		quotas		services, other		films, broadcasting		content				2009				11920

		South Korea		import-related measures		registration		medical devices								2009				11921

		South Korea		import-related measures		regulation		services, insurance								2009				11922

		South Korea		import-related measures		requirements		medical devices								2009				11923

		South Korea		import-related measures		restrictions		services		films, broadcasting, lawyers, telecommunications						2009				11924

		South Korea		import-related measures		taxes		motor vehicles		automobiles						2009				11925

		South Korea		import-related measures		taxes		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled and diluted spirits						2009				11926

		South Korea		import-related measures		taxes, surcharge		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		A surcharge is levied on petroleum imports (Petroleum Business Act, 1977) to provide funds to ensure adequate supply and price stability.  The surcharge paid by petroleum refiners and oil importers is currently set at W 16 per litre.  Since 198						2008		11927

		South Korea		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		honey, milk powder, barley, malting barley, potatoes, potato preparations, popcorn, corn grits, soy flakes						2009				11928

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11929

		South Korea		investment-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		rice and barley farming						2009				11930

		South Korea		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				11931

		South Korea		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		telecommunications, broadcast television, network operators, satelite broadcasts, meat wholesaling, power generation and distribution, news agency services, printing and publishing						2009				11932

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		animals and animal products		Pig products		South Korea requests inspection of establishments by South Korean competent authorities prior to approval		2009a						11933

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		agriculture and fisheries		food		The time required for detailed quarantine inspection appears excessive (25 days).		2009a						11934

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		agriculture and fisheries				No description		2009a						11935

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products				2009a						11936

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		other		Chios Mastic Gum				2009a						11937

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, sheep, and goats ect, poultry and related products		In 2007, Canada, supported by the European Communities, raised a concern regarding South Korea's BSE-related measures.  Canada had formally requested a justification of this measure, which went beyond international standards.  Also in 2007,  Brazil e						2008		11938

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		beverages (non-alcoholic)		energy drinks containing 320 mg of caffeine per litre		South Korea maintains an upper limit for caffeine addition (which shall be natural caffeine only) to beverages, which is up to 150 mg per litre. Therefore energy drinks containing 320 mg of caffeine per litre may not be imported to South Korea.		2009b						11939

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine products		This is particularly unfair for several European countries, which have taken very strong measures to solve this problem.		2009a						11940

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Plant products		Phytosanitary requirements for agricultural products significantly hamper access to the market and require very costly and time consuming efforts to collect up to date information on market access conditions for these products		2009a						11941

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		certain types of cheese		South Korea applies a limit for propionic acid in Emmenthal cheese (3 mg/kg). Due to this restriction EU exporters have not been able to export certain types of cheese to South Korea.This limit is against international recommendations.		2009b						11942

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef and beef products						2009				11943

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		horizontal		food additives						2009				11944

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		electronics				There is a general non-recognition of international standards and compliance certification.		2009a						11945

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		agriculture and fisheries		organic foods						2009				11946

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals				Before granting a marketing authorisation, the South Korean authorities used to require applicants to repeat clinical trials already conducted elsewhere in the world.		2009a						11947

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		beverages (alcoholic)		alcoholic beverages		required to apply different labels for home consumption, discount store sale, duty-free and military supply, along with different warning phrases.		2009a						11948

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal				The South Korean Customs Service (KCS) publishes a list of the country of origin labelling requirements by HS code number.		2009a						11949

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal		distilled spirits, biotechnology						2009				11950

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		pharmaceuticals				In addition, claims persist that KFDA's requirements for a Bridging Study to register a new product are inconsistent with international practices.  The authorities indicate that the submission of a Bridging Study is based on ICH E5 (ethnic fact						2008		11951

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		cosmetics, ect						2009				11952

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		biotechnology products		organic foods						2009				11953

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		motor vehicles		automobiles, motorcylces						2009				11954

		Sri Lanka		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				11955

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		approval		services		movies, programs, doctors, nurses, engineers, architects, accountants						2009				11956

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				ports and airports development, port handling				2009				11957

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		fees		motor vehicles		automobiles		regional infrastructure				2009				11958

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		400 items						2009				11959

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal		confectionary chocolates, personal care products, electrical items, tableware, apparel, footware, lightning products, watches, motor vehicles						2009				11960

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		labor, legal services, insurance						2009				11961

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		footware, textiles, ceramic products, agricultural products, apparel						2009				11962

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				Export development fund, social responsibility levy				2009				11963

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		taxes		services, media		movies, programs, commercials						2009				11964

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		fruits, processed/packaged food, personal care products, aerated water, liquor, beer, motor vehicles, cigarettes, household electrical items						2009				11965

		Sri Lanka		import-related measures		taxes, VAT		horizontal		fruits, processed/packaged food, personal care products, apparel						2009				11966

		Sri Lanka		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal								2009				11967

		Sri Lanka		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				11968

		Sri Lanka		investment-related measures		approval		horizontal		shipping, travel agencies, freight forwarding, higher education, mass communication, deep sea fishing, timber-based industries, mining and processing of natural resources, growing and processing tea, rubber coconut, rice, cocoa, sugar, spices						2009				11969

		Sri Lanka		investment-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		money lending, pawn brokering, retail trade, coastal fishing, primary education, local universitys						2009				11970

		Sri Lanka		investment-related measures		requirements		services, insurance								2009				11971

		Sri Lanka		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		air transportation, coastal shipping, lotteries, gem mining, military hardware, illegal narcotics, currency						2009				11972

		Sri Lanka		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		potatoes						2009				11973

		Sri Lanka		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		all countries which are affected with Avian Influenza (HPAI)		2009a						11974

		Sri Lanka		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		chicken meat, poultry and poultry products, beeft and beef products						2009				11975

		Sri Lanka		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		biotechnology products								2009				11976

		Sri Lanka		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		food, steel, electrical cables, switches, water heaters, cement						2009				11977

		Sri Lanka		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		biotechnology products				non-biotechnology certification				2009				11978

		Sri Lanka		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		biotechnology products								2009				11979

		Sri Lanka		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		biotechnology products								2009				11980

		Swaziland		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		pineapple canning, cellular and fixed line telecommunications, water distribution		Swaziland				2009				11981

		Swaziland		customs procedures		perceptions		horizontal				Swaziland				2009				11982

		Swaziland		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Swaziland				2009				11983

		Swaziland		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal		agricultural products, mineral fuels, electronic equipment		Swaziland				2009				11984

		Swaziland		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal				Swaziland				2009				11985

		Swaziland		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				Swaziland				2009				11986

		Swaziland		investment-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication				Swaziland				2009				11987

		Swaziland		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal				Swaziland				2009				11988

		Swaziland		investment-related measures		restrictions		other		land		Swaziland				2009				11989

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		limited access		services, communication, incl. postal services		postal service		Swiss Post has wide monopoly powers				2009				11990

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market behavior		horizontal				limited competition						2008		11991

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, energy				private monopolies in the electricity market				2009				11992

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		quotas		agriculture and fisheries				quotas on nearly all agricultural products				2009				11993

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		customs procedures		certification		agriculture and fisheries		vegetables, fresh fruits, wild plants								2008		11994

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		customs procedures		certification		animals and animal products		horses, bovine, farm animals, certain domestic animals, bees, beeswax, comb honey		from non-EC member countries						2008		11995

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		customs procedures		certification		animals and animal products		meat, game, seafood								2008		11996

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		customs procedures		certification		horizontal				required to prove qualification for preferential rule of origin						2008		11997

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		export-related measures		licensing		other		war material								2008		11998

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		export-related measures		prohibited		mining, metals, and mineral products		rough diamonds		to non-participants in the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme						2008		11999

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		dairy products, cattle, horses, fruit, potatoes								2008		12000

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		government procurement		bidding		horizontal				access to public tenders by foreign bidders hampered by a lack of transparency in the bidding requirements applied in various cantons				2009				12001

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				Foreign firms may be required to guarantee technical support and after-sale service if they have no local office or representation				2009				12002

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		automatic licensing						2008		12003

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				for all goods subject to compulsory resrve stock						2008		12004

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				non-automatic licenses for tariff quota management						2008		12005

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		import-related measures		market behavior		horizontal				must produce/purchase similar domestic products in order to import						2008		12006

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		intellectual property rights		protection		electronics		multimedia		broad exceptions for use of multimedia content				2009				12007

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				Foreign insurers are required to establish a subsidiary or a branch and cannot sell their entire product line cross-border or through a representative office.  The manager of the foreign-owned branch must be resident in Switzerland & Liechtenstein, and the majority of the board of directors of the Swiss subsidiary must have citizenship in the EU or the European Free Trade Association				2009				12008

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		investment-related measures		taxes		services, media		film		government reserves right to tax theaters that do not meet local content requirements				2009				12009

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labelling		animals and animal products		meat, eggs		must be labeled if used growth hormones or antibiotics in the raising of beef and pork, or if kept chickens in battery cages of a certain size to produce eggs				2009				12010

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		licensing		horizontal										2008		12011

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Pigmeat		Ban on the import from pigmeat due to CSF		2009a						12012

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products				Only allowed if imported from countries that have a favourable animal disease status						2008		12013

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		horizontal		agricultural products, weapons, explosive materials, nuclear fuel								2008		12014

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		biotechnology products		crops, animals		5 year moratorium, starting in 2005, on approvals for planting biotech crops or producing modified animals				2009				12015

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		biotechnology products		all food animal feed		Biotechnology products imported for feed use must be declared to Swiss authorities and are thereafter tracked statistically				2009				12016

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		biotechnology products		agriculture		slow and burdensome process for approving biotech products for food and feed use				2009				12017

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		horizontal										2008		12018

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		state-trading		market behavior		beverages (alcoholic)										2008		12019

		Switzerland & Liechtenstein		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		alcoholic beverages		The measure raises concerns with regard to its compatibility with Switzerland & Liechtensteins international obligations under the EU-Switzerland & Liechtenstein Agreement and the GATT (1994).		2009a						12020

		Syria		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on live birds, ornamental birds, hatching eggs, one-day old chicks due to HPAI		2009a						12021

		Syria		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live ruminants, products and derivates		Import ban on Live ruminants, products and derivates (including embryos but excluding milk and semen) because of BSE		2009a						12022

		Syria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		pharmaceuticals				the private sector is only allowed to import medicine which is not produced in Syria.		2009a						12023

		Taiwan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication								2009				12024

		Taiwan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		pharmaceuticals				The Commission is concerned about the market distortions and the less favourable conditions for foreign pharmaceutical businesses in Taiwan,		2009a						12025

		Taiwan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services, professional				Foreign companies are required by Taiwan's public construction commission to appoint Taiwan-licensed professional engineers (PE) as their company representative.		2009a						12026

		Taiwan		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		horizontal		Taiwan provides subsidies to selected products and activities in agriculture, fisheries, and industry.						2006		12027

		Taiwan		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		trout and salmon products, plants used for pharmaceutical purposes and antiques		In addition, exports of trout and salmon products, plants used for pharmaceutical purposes and antiques are prohibited.  Exports of certain fish, including trout and salmon, are prohibited for reasons of fishery conservation						2006		12028

		Taiwan		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal								2009				12029

		Taiwan		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				In government procurement, the relevant legislation allows the margin of preference to local suppliers up to 3% and procuring entities may request tenderers to purchase locally produced goods.						2006		12030

		Taiwan		government procurement		local preference		services, construction				A number of unresolved issues continue to hamper participation by foreign contractors in procurment projects		2009a						12031

		Taiwan		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				12032

		Taiwan		import-related measures		approval		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, medical devices, soybean and soybean products, corn and corn products						2009				12033

		Taiwan		import-related measures		local preference		pharmaceuticals								2009				12034

		Taiwan		import-related measures		pricing		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, medical devices						2009				12035

		Taiwan		import-related measures		prohibited		medical devices								2009				12036

		Taiwan		import-related measures		registration		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, medical devices						2009				12037

		Taiwan		import-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		87 product categories						2009				12038

		Taiwan		import-related measures		taxes		services, electronic commerce								2009				12039

		Taiwan		import-related measures		testing		agriculture and fisheries		rice, heavy timber						2009				12040

		Taiwan		import-related measures		TRQs		horizontal		small passenger cars, fish and fish products, agricultural products, rice						2009				12041

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		enforcement		pharmaceuticals				his new regulatory framework needs to be completed to follow the US model on two related aspects		2009a						12042

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		licensing		electronics				The complaint concerns alleged trade barriers maintained by Taiwan by which it granted compulsory licences in respect of certain patents held by Philips for CD-R technology. It is alleged that these measures are inconsistent with Articl		2009a						12043

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		procedures		horizontal								2009				12044

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				Taiwan is not a member of either Codex or International Plant Protection Convention. 133. Data provided by the authorities indicate that, in the first half of 2004, the number of violators discovered dropped by 36.5% over the same perio						2006		12045

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				Trademark protection is cumbersome for European brands across a variety of sectors		2009a						12046

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal								2009				12047

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries		cigarettes						2009				12048

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		licensing		services, telecommunication								2009				12049

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		registration		other		portoflio investment						2009				12050

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		requirements		horizontal		securities, asset menagement, insurance, telecommunications,						2009				12051

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services				Foreign direct investment in telecommunications services can not exceed 20%, unless the investment is part of a joint-venture with a Taiwanese person.		2009a						12052

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		healthcare services, pay television services, agricultural production, public utilities, postal services, merchant ships, hedge funds, portfolio investment, telecommunication, broadcasting						2009				12053

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		animals and animal products		Poultry products		Ban due to the approval of establishments. DK for ND and approval procedure, FR only for approval procedure.		2009a						12054

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries		wheat, barley, strawberries, corn						2009				12055

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Beef and beef products		Ban on the import of beef and beef products. BAPHIQ Quarantine requirements for the Importation of Processed Products Containing Meat		2009a						12056

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on the import of live birds, hatching eggs, one-day old chicks from all countries which are affected with Avian Influenza (HPAI).		2009a						12057

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Poultry products		Ban on the import of poultry products due to the non recognition of the disease free status of the Member States		2009a						12058

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		tallow, lard, poultry, porcine meal		BSE restrictions				2009				12059

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		pork						2009				12060

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				12061

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Fresh Fruits		restricted due to sanitary concerns about Mediterranean Fly and Codling moth on fruits.		2009a						12062

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal		plants and animals		quarentine measures				2009				12063

		Taiwan		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		testing		animals and animal products		dairy, protein products, milk powder, infant formula, creamers						2009				12064

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals				The time necessary to obtain a licence for new drugs and a reimbursement price is relatively long in Taiwan compared to other markets		2009a						12065

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		medical devices		Medical devices		various		2009a						12066

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		motor vehicles				a number of trade barriers still prevent fair access to Taiwan's market		2009a						12067

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		electronics		home-appliances, air-conditioning, refrigeration						2009				12068

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		motor vehicles		automobiles		ARTC				2009				12069

		Taiwan		state-trading		market structure		horizontal		rice and banknote paper		State trading in Taiwan involves rice and banknote paper						2006		12070

		Tanzania		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal				There have been some significant customs reforms in Tanzania since its last TPR, notably: the gradual introduction of the Automated System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA++) to streamline the operation of customs; the establishment of a destination i						2006		12071

		Tanzania		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		forestry, fisheries, wildlife, minerals/gemstones, food products		Exports of the following product categories are subject to licensing by the relevant authorities:  forestry (Forestry Department); fisheries (Fisheries Department); wildlife (Wildlife Department); minerals/gemstones (Mining Department); and foo						2006		12072

		Tanzania		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		white maize, rice, cereals, beans, unprocessed fish products, charcoal		Since June 1998, export restrictions in the agriculture sector have been in place for white maize, rice, cereals, beans, and unprocessed fish products; these are due to the precarious food supply situation brought about by the ongoing drought c						2006		12073

		Tanzania		export-related measures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		fish products		Furthermore, exports of fish products are subject to landing requirements.						2006		12074

		Tanzania		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		cashew nut, raw hides and skins		Tanzania applies an export tax on raw cashew nut, and a cess of 20% on raw hides and skins, to encourage local processing of these goods						2006		12075

		Tanzania		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				The PPRA has issued standard bidding documents for, inter alia: the procurement of goods and works; standard request for proposals and guidelines; standard forms for the evaluation of bids; and the evaluation of proposals for the selection and						2006		12076

		Tanzania		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		narcotics, tear gas, subversive/pornographic materials, firearms and amunitions		Tanzania maintains import prohibitions on products such as narcotic drugs, tear gas substances, and subversive/pornographic materials or literature. Imports of firearms and ammunitions are prohibited in Zanzibar, while in mainland Tanzania they						2006		12077

		Tanzania		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				In addition to customs tariffs, certain imports are also subject to a destination inspection fee of 1.2% on the f.o.b. value, with some exceptions (section (i) above);  and a US$10 customs inspection fee (which includes the ASYCUDA++ fee) (sect						2006		12078

		Tanzania		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		cigarettes, tobacco, wines, spirits, beer, soft drinks, petroleum products, mobile phone services, saloon cars, station wagons, vehicles, plastic shopping bags, luxury goods		(e.g. cigars, hard drinks). In 2004/05, revenue from excise duties amounted to T Sh 238 billion, of which T Sh 127.6 billion came from imports						2006		12079

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing		animals and animal products		meat products		import licence fees for meat products are levied at specific rates, but do not appear to reflect the costs of import administration.						2007		12080

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing		other		Marble granite		This licensing system operates as a de facto import prohibition to the Thai market.		2009a						12081

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		horizontal		pharmaceuticals, petroleum, aviation, telecommunications, postal						2009				12082

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal				Price controls and/or monitoring continue to affect more than 200 products and 20 services possibly accounting for as much as 20% of the CPI basket of goods and services						2007		12083

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		sugar, cooking oil, condensed milk, wheat flour, petroleum gas, medicines, sound recordings, student uniforms, aviation, telecommunications						2009				12084

		Thailand		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		horizontal				A number of import restrictions are in force for economic purposes, including on several additional products made subject to import licensing or prohibition.  Infant industry protection has been the main objective behind import restrictions sin						2007		12085

		Thailand		corruption		corruption		horizontal				Allegations frequently surface that changes are made for special considerations, including charges of bias on major procurements.  Despite the commitment to transparency, foreign companies regularly report irregularities.						2007		12086

		Thailand		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				12087

		Thailand		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal								2009				12088

		Thailand		customs procedures		delays		horizontal								2009				12089

		Thailand		customs procedures		other		horizontal		milk and cream, potatoes, soya beans, soya bean cake		Reportedly, there is concern that access to tariff-rate quotas is often managed in an arbitrary and non-transparent manner						2007		12090

		Thailand		customs procedures		pricing		horizontal								2009				12091

		Thailand		export-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		Exports of items that are in short supply domestically or that might unduly affect prices are subject to quotas (e.g. sugar).						2007		12092

		Thailand		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal				only one of the three programmes for which Thailand had requested an extension of the transition period for the elimination of export subsidies was still in place						2007		12093

		Thailand		export-related measures		taxes, exports		horizontal		wood and articles thereof, and hides		The persistence of relatively high statutory export taxes on a few commodities (wood and articles thereof, and hides) and the possibility of re-instating others, constitutes assistance to the downstream processing of such commodities and an ele						2007		12094

		Thailand		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Government procurement remains an important instrument of economic policy, with 3% price preferences being accorded to domestic suppliers;						2007		12095

		Thailand		government procurement		local preference		horizontal								2009				12096

		Thailand		government procurement		procedures		horizontal								2009				12097

		Thailand		import-related measures		fees		animals and animal products		beef, pork, poultry, offal						2009				12098

		Thailand		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		raw materials, petroleum, industrial materials, textiles, pharmaceuticals, consumer products, agricultural items, minerals, arms and ammunition, art objects						2009				12099

		Thailand		import-related measures		regulation		services, telecommunication								2009				12100

		Thailand		import-related measures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		non-fat dry milk, soybeans, soybean meal, fresh potatoes, corn, feed ingredients						2009				12101

		Thailand		import-related measures		requirements		services, accounting								2009				12102

		Thailand		import-related measures		restrictions		motor vehicles		used automobiles, used motorcycles						2009				12103

		Thailand		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		unleaded gasoline, beer, wine, distilled spirits, automobiles						2009				12104

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		delays		horizontal								2009				12105

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				12106

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal								2009				12107

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection/enforcement		horizontal				Parallel imports are allowed for goods protected by copyrights or by registered or unregistered trade marks.  wiping out IPR violation remains difficult as counterfeit or pirated goods are much cheaper than genuine goods, a decisive factor for						2007		12108

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		regulation		pharmaceuticals								2009				12109

		Thailand		investment-related measures		approval		services, financial		securities						2009				12110

		Thailand		investment-related measures		perceptions		services, postal								2009				12111

		Thailand		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		financial, trucking, legal, healthcare, communications, transporation, fiduciary functions, banking, land and other natural resources, agricultural products						2009				12112

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Bovine animals, meat and products		Ban on bovine animals, meat and meat products because of BSE; Gelatine products need a certificate to be exported into Thailand which states that Gelatine is free from BSE infection.		2009a						12113

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live poultry and poultry carcasses		Ban on the import of live poultry and poultry carcasses from Hungary, Cyprus, Italy, Greece, Slovenia, Germany, France, Austria		2009a						12114

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		horizontal				The Thai FDA is in the process of reviewing and reassessing the actual health risks of this food item so as to ensure that it is consistent with current scientific information based on risk analysis.						2007		12115

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		whey						2009				12116

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		Pigs and pigs carcasses meat		Thailand imposed restrictions on pigs and pigs carcasses meat from all countries that have reported human cases. Statements made by International Organisations (OIE/WHO/FAO/WTO/ECDC/ EFSA) clearly say that eating of pork and pig meat products i		2009b						12117

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		animals and animal products		poultry and beef products						2009				12118

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		medical devices								2009				12119

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal		agriculture, construction materials, consumer goods, electrical appliances and accessories, polyvinyl chloride pipe, medical equipment, liquefied natural gas containers, surface coatings, vehicles, food, pharmaceuticals						2009				12120

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		agriculture and fisheries		snack foods						2009				12121

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		motor vehicles		motorcycles						2009				12122

		Thailand		state-trading		market structure		horizontal		Tobacco, liquor, agricultural products		Thailand's latest notification to the WTO Working Party on State Trading Enterprises covered the Public Warehouse Organization (PWO);  the Liquor Distillery Organization (LDO);  and the Thailand Tobacco Monopoly (TTM)						2007		12123

		Togo		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		petroleum products, water, electricity, mobile telephony		The price of products in the following categories is controlled:  petroleum products (Chapter IV(3)(ii));  water (Chapter IV(3)(iv));  and electricity (Chapter IV(3)(iii)).  The regulatory authority for posts and telecommunications (ARTP) monit						2006		12124

		Togo		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		horizontal				Togo does not have any comprehensive competition policy.  The law on competition covers some aspects of the issue and provides for free pricing throughout Togo;  free prices were also the norm under the earlier framework at the time of the firs						2006		12125

		Togo		customs procedures		enforcement		horizontal				COTECNA claims to have been applying the Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the GATT 1994 (Customs Valuation Agreement) since 1 January 2001 to imports subject to PVI.[1]  In practice, however, there are a few problems with the appli						2006		12126

		Togo		customs procedures		fees		horizontal				The requirements for importing or exporting goods for commercial purposes have not changed since 1999.  It is necessary to obtain an installation licence from the Ministry of Commerce,[1] pay the occupational tax and obtain a tax certificate, b						2006		12127

		Togo		export-related measures		approval		mining, metals, and mineral products				The marketing of mining products, including their exportation, is subject to an authorization issued by the Minister for Mines						2006		12128

		Togo		export-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		cereals, all food products		Since 1995, in accordance with national provisions concerning shortages, the Minister for Commerce has prohibited cereals exports;  in practice, this measure has been extended to all food products						2006		12129

		Togo		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				National enterprises in which Togolese citizens hold a majority of the shares are given a bonus of 7 per cent of the total points specified for the technical document.  Where mainly Togolese labour is used, enterprises are given a bonus of 7.5 						2006		12130

		Togo		import-related measures		restrictions		pharmaceuticals				(street-seller medicines) is very widespread in Togo;  products supplied in this way are not subject to any controls.						2006		12131

		Togo		import-related measures		taxes		beverages				Togo also has a special tax (by bottle or container) on the manufacture and marketing of beverages (Table III.3).  This favours domestic products to make them more competitive						2006		12132

		Togo		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				the ECOWAS Community levy (PC) applicable to goods of non-ECOWAS origin at a rate equal in principle to 0.5 per cent but actually collected at a rate of 1 per cent since 2005 to clear Togo's arrears with ECOWAS (under the Compensation Fund esta						2006		12133

		Togo		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				A Chamber of Commerce tax (TCC) of 300 CFA francs is collected on every ton imported through the PAL, together with a toll of 200 CFA francs						2006		12134

		Togo		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				the WAEMU Community solidarity levy (PCS) applicable to goods of non-WAEMU origin at a rate of 1 per cent (assessed and collected for WAEMU's account)						2006		12135

		Togo		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal		fabrics, medicines, cosmetics, beverages compact discs		The BUTODRA is responsible for protecting copyright within Togo.  The Togolese authorities have indicated that piracy mainly affects the following categories of product:  fabrics;  medicines;  cosmetics;  beverages;  and compact discs						2006		12136

		Togo		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				Togo does not only belong to the OAPI but has also been a member of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) since 28 April 1975.  Since the first review of its trade policy in 1999, Togo has ratified five multilateral treaties (Tabl						2006		12137

		Togo		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live domestic birds		Ban on the import from domestic live birds from all countries		2009a						12138

		Togo		state-trading		state-trading		pharmaceuticals		essential and generic medicines		Togo has not notified the WTO of any State-trading enterprises within the meaning of Article XVII of the GATT.  It would appear nevertheless that the National Centre for the Supply of Essential and Generic Medicines (CAMEG) has a monopoly of th						2006		12139

		Trinidad and Tobago		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry products		Ban on imports of poultry products from France due to HPAI		2009a						12140

		Tunisia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		services, communication, incl. postal services				Imported and local products are not treated equally as far as access to media advertising is concerned.		2009a						12141

		Tunisia		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		beverages (alcoholic)		Wine and Spirits		In practice however, only one company owns such an import licence, enjoying a de facto exclusive right to import.		2009a						12142

		Tunisia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		Vegetables, pickles		Ban on the import because of content of Tartazine (NT 9025)		2009a						12143

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)				Secondly, the unit prices for stamps or banderols are far higher for imported products than for domestically produced products		2009a						12144

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		energy, utilities, coal, certain pharmaceutical products, telecommunications services		method is used for the retail sale tariff applicable to non-eligible consumers.  For natural gas, wholesale, retail sale, transmission, storage, and city distribution tariffs are subject to approval by EMRA Board; a price cap is determined in						2007		12145

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		wheat and other crops						2009				12146

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		services, financial		accountant, CPA		citizenship required				2009				12147

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		services, legal		lawyer		citizenship required				2009				12148

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		rice		TRQ scheme for rice contains an onerous domestic purchase requirement, and refusal to issue import licenses for rice outside the TRQ				2009				12149

		Turkey		corruption		corruption		horizontal				Turkish officials are generally biased against outsiders and susceptible to external influence				2009				12150

		Turkey		customs procedures		enforcement		horizontal				inconsistent enforcement of regulations across ports				2009				12151

		Turkey		customs procedures		inspection		beverages (alcoholic)				Turkish customs requires that between two and four bottles per consignment be submitted for unspecified analyses				2009				12152

		Turkey		customs procedures		licensing		electronics				A wide range of industrial products are subject to an import licensing in case they are old, used or renovated according to the Communication on importation 2004/09.		2009a						12153

		Turkey		customs procedures		licensing		horizontal				Turkey submits the imports of certain products to import licence requirements.		2009a						12154

		Turkey		customs procedures		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		rice, dried beans, wheat, barley, rye, oats, corn, and hazelnuts		lack of certainty and transparency in customs valuations				2009				12155

		Turkey		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal				This procedure is costly and time-consuming and no such formalities are required in the EU.		2009a						12156

		Turkey		customs procedures		prohibited		beverages (alcoholic)		wines		We are informed that in August 2004 the Turkish Agricultural Ministry withdrew the validity of 2004 licences for imports of white and red vermouth from the EU on the grounds that these products do not comply with paragraph		2009a						12157

		Turkey		customs procedures		requirements		beverages (alcoholic)		alcoholic beverages		restrictive, complex and burdensome and act as a significant barrier to EU exports of spirit drinks to Turkey.		2009a						12158

		Turkey		customs procedures		requirements		horizontal				Problems however arise as those products for which there do not exist any rules for CE marking are also stopped at the Customs and CE marking and related documentation are asked.		2009a						12159

		Turkey		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		military weapons and amunition, opium and poppy seeds, psychotropic substances, addictive substances, boars, wolves, jackals, foxes, martens, badgers, snakes, lizards, and turtles products, fertilizers, seeds, fishing products, racehorses, feed		An export licence is required for 25 categories of products (Table III.15).  Exporters of these items must obtain permission from the relevant authorities.						2007		12160

		Turkey		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		angora goats, game and wild animals products, natural flower bulbs, tobacco seedlings and tobacco plants, dates, indian hemp, pterocarya carpinifolia liquidamber orientalis, olive, fig hazelnut, pistachio and grapevine plants, walnut, mulberry,		goods are subject to export licensing by the UFT under the Export Control of Dual-Use and Sensitive Goods Communiqué.[1]  In addition, exports of chemicals, listed in annexes II and III of the Convention on the Control of Chemical Weapons, are						2007		12161

		Turkey		export-related measures		quotas		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil products		Each firm producing oil products is subject to an export quota of 35% of production.						2007		12162

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		16 agricultural and processed agricultural products		In addition to duty and tax concessions (section (2)(ii)(c)), various incentives schemes are available to exporters, although some have been eliminated.[1] Under the Export Subsidy Programme for Agricultural Products[2], 16 agricultural or proc						2007		12163

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				in the form of tax credits and debt forgiveness programs				2009				12164

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		exporters do not pay import duties on the amount of sugar imported for use in their exported products				2009				12165

		Turkey		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		unprocessed raw skins, unshelled hazelnuts, shelled hazelnuts		Turkey applies export taxes at a rate of US$0.5 per kg on raw skins (HS 41.01, 41.02, and 41.03; excluding processed raw skins); and US$0.04 per kg for unshelled hazelnuts, and US$0.08 per kg for shelled hazelnuts.[1] The taxes finance the SPSF						2007		12166

		Turkey		government procurement		delays		horizontal				process can be lengthy and overly complicated				2009				12167

		Turkey		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Under Article 63 of the PPL, a 15% price preference is granted to domestic tenderers, if the PPA, the MIT, and other relevant departments conclude that the supplies are of domestic origin.[1]  However, this provision is not applicable to domest						2007		12168

		Turkey		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				price preference of up to 15 percent for domestic bidders,				2009				12169

		Turkey		government procurement		requirements		other		military procurement		offset requirements				2009				12170

		Turkey		government procurement		restrictions		horizontal				only participate in tenders above a certain threshold				2009				12171

		Turkey		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		radioactivity-related items, telecommunications, machinery, motor vehicles, fertilizers, banknotes, explosives, chemicals, asbestos, benzene, civil aircraft, maps, chemical weapons, sugar substitutes, energy, electricity and natural gas, solven		Import licences are required for several categories of products, including some motor vehicles, transmission apparatus, chemicals, fertilizers, endangered species of wild fauna and flora, solvent and petroleum products, and certain sugar substi						2007		12172

		Turkey		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				Import licenses are required for products that need after-sales service				2009				12173

		Turkey		import-related measures		licensing		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		import licenses required				2009				12174

		Turkey		import-related measures		licensing		agriculture and fisheries				import licenses required				2009				12175

		Turkey		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				Lack of transparency in Turkey’s import licensing system results in costly delays, demurrage charges, and other uncertainties that inhibit trade.				2009				12176

		Turkey		import-related measures		other		horizontal				There are still considerable difficulties with the terms of payment D/P		2009a						12177

		Turkey		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		narcotics, hashish, prepared opium, ozone depleteing substances, colouring matter, chemical weapons, measurement instruments, arms and amunition, explosives, gambling instruments, soil, leaf, stem, straw, and natural manure, silk-worm		The importation of ten items (the same products as in 2003), by broad category, is prohibited by law, for reasons such as environment, public security, health, public morals or the fulfilment of international obligations (Table III.9)						2007		12178

		Turkey		import-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		fish and fish products		The mass housing fund levy applies to imports of fish and fishery products (283 tariff lines at the HS 12-digit level, i.e. 1.6% of total lines, down from 555 lines in 2003).[1] It is the difference between the required tariff protection and th						2007		12179

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		agriculture and fisheries				are available on the Turkish market.		2009a						12180

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		beverages (alcoholic)		Scotch Whisky		are being exported from the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and sold in Turkey.		2009a						12181

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal		particularly in apparel, film, cosmetics, and detergent		widespread and often sophisticated trademark infringement				2009				12182

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				Turkey is still on the U.S. Special 301 Priority Watch List, due to concerns about loopholes in the new data protection legislation, and continued high levels of piracy and counterfeiting of copyright and trade mark materials.						2007		12183

		Turkey		investment-related measures		approval		services, financial				requires special permission				2009				12184

		Turkey		investment-related measures		approval		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				requires special permission				2009				12185

		Turkey		investment-related measures		delays		horizontal		work permits		application process is time-consuming and requires extensive documentation, the adjudication process is lengthy and the chances of approval are low				2009				12186

		Turkey		investment-related measures		regulation		energy		electricity		government-controlled prices and general hostile investment climate				2009				12187

		Turkey		investment-related measures		regulation		pharmaceuticals				price controls and an awkward and burdensome reimbursement system				2009				12188

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, other		placement services		the staff of private agencies in charge of placement activity - intermediation in the search of employees - has the Turkish nationality.		2009a						12189

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, other		security services		Article 16 of the law 2495 requires that staff involved in security services have Turkish citizenship. No distinction is made between the management and the security teams.		2009a						12190

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		broadcast television		limited to 25%				2009				12191

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		sugar		production limits				2009				12192

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		real estate				no foreign individual may own more than 2.5 acres and all foreign individuals together can own no more than 10 percent of the land in any given development zone				2009				12193

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products		poultry processing facilities		require inspection and approval				2009				12194

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovine animals and meat		Turkey bans import of live bovine animals (except, under strict conditions, some breeding animals), sheep and goats, camels, other ruminants and derived products, including notably meat		2009a						12195

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live animals, meat		, and was based on the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) risk classification for live animals (dairy and beef cattle, sheep, goats, and poultry) and meat (beef, sheep, goat, and poultry). According to the authorities, to prevent the ex						2007		12196

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		all meat products		no imports since 1996				2009				12197

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		horizontal				little or no notification to trading partners of changes to regulations				2009				12198

		Turkey		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		seed potatoes		unspecified				2009				12199

		Turkey		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		agriculture and fisheries				certification requirements are unclear				2009				12200

		Turkey		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		beverages (alcoholic)		Alcohol		go well beyond what is required in the EU.		2009a						12201

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				BOTAS, state-owned pipeline company, controls importation				2009				12202

		Turkey		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		four pharmaceutical products, tobacco, alchoholic beverages		Four pharmaceutical products (at the HS four?digit level), i.e. cinchona bark (used to fight malaria and syphilis); potassium iodide; alkaloids of cinchona and their derivatives (quinidine)); and primaquine diphosphate continue to be imported o						2007		12203

		Turkey		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		spirits		it has imposed a very high Special Consumption Tax on the duty paid value at a rate of 275,6% which impacts to a far greater extent on more expensive imported spirits than it impacts on normally cheaper domestic spirits.		2009a						12204

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, consumption		tobacco and tobacco products								2009				12205

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, consumption		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				12206

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, consumption		beverages		cola drinks		47.50%				2009				12207

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, consumption		motor vehicles				27 percent to 50 percent based on engine size				2009				12208

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				12209

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, VAT		tobacco and tobacco products								2009				12210

		Turkey		taxes		taxes, VAT		beverages (alcoholic)								2009				12211

		Uganda		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		services, telecommunication		fixed telephone services		Fixed telephone services are subject to price controls						2006		12212

		Uganda		customs procedures		corruption		horizontal				There are indications that corruption, smuggling, falsification of documents, and under-declaring of goods and income have undermined growth in tax revenue.[1]  Efforts by the Government to address these problems include the restructuring of UR						2006		12213

		Uganda		export-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		timber, charcoal, whole fresh fish		Exports of items that appear on Uganda's negative list are not allowed, and certain exports require authorization from regulatory bodies.  The negative list of exports includes timber, charcoal, and whole fresh fish.  For items covered by inter						2006		12214

		Uganda		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		coffee, cotton, raw hides and skins		Uganda maintains a cess of 1% on exports of coffee (collected by the UCDA), 2% on cotton (collected by the Cotton Development Organisation), and 20% on raw hides and skins (Chapter IV(2)).  While the taxes on cotton and coffee are in place to f						2006		12215

		Uganda		import-related measures		approval, prior		chemicals and chemical products		agri-chemicals, pharmaceuticals		Approval must be sought from the Agrochemicals Board (ACB) for agri-chemicals and from the National Drug Authority (NDA) for pharmaceuticals.  Importers of agricultural chemicals must register with and be certified by the ACB, under the Agricul						2006		12216

		Uganda		import-related measures		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		beer and wine		The Excise Tariff Act of 2005 lays down the items subject to excise taxes and the respective rates.  Excise duties are payable on tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, petroleum, mobile phone calls, and sugar (Table III.1).  The excise taxes a						2006		12217

		Uganda		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				The authorities indicate that a proposal for the establishment of IPR enforcement institutions is before Cabinet						2006		12218

		Uganda		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal				Under Uganda's current IPR legislation, no protection is provided for lay-out design of integrated circuits, undisclosed information, geographical indications, and industrial design.  Uganda's IPR legislation does not contain any provisions on						2006		12219

		Ukraine		export-related measures		quotas		agriculture and fisheries		sunflower oil and seeds						2009				12220

		Ukraine		export-related measures		registration		horizontal		precious metals, stones, rolled metal, scrap metal, printer's ink, paper with watermarks						2009				12221

		Ukraine		export-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		grain						2009				12222

		Ukraine		export-related measures		taxes		horizontal		natural gas, livestock, raw hides, some oil seeds, scrap metal						2009				12223

		Ukraine		government procurement		corruption		horizontal								2009				12224

		Ukraine		government procurement		requirements		horizontal								2009				12225

		Ukraine		import-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		aerosols, refrigerators, mascara, lipstick, toothpaste, coffee makers						2009				12226

		Ukraine		import-related measures		certification		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2009				12227

		Ukraine		import-related measures		fees		motor vehicles		used cars						2009				12228

		Ukraine		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		pesticides, alchohol products, sugar and sugar syrup, food containing cocoa, optical media production inputs, industrial chemical products, foreign postage stamps, excise marks, offical paper, checks and securities, encryption technologies, ozone-depleting substances						2009				12229

		Ukraine		import-related measures		regulation		services, financial		banking						2009				12230

		Ukraine		import-related measures		requirements		services, other		audiovisual services						2009				12231

		Ukraine		import-related measures		taxes, excise		horizontal		alchoholic beverages, non-filter cigarettes, motor vehicles, petroleum products, wine and grape spirits, automobiles						2009				12232

		Ukraine		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				the lack of enforcement of IPR and, resulting thereof, the high level of piracy and counterfeiting, remains a real concern for the EU and its enterprises.		2009a						12233

		Ukraine		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				12234

		Ukraine		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				12235

		Ukraine		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal								2009				12236

		Ukraine		investment-related measures		protection		horizontal								2009				12237

		Ukraine		investment-related measures		regulation		horizontal								2009				12238

		Ukraine		investment-related measures		taxes		horizontal								2009				12239

		Ukraine		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		horizontal		agriculture, pork, beef, poultry						2009				12240

		Ukraine		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		horizontal		agriculture, pork, beef, poultry						2009				12241

		Ukraine		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live bovines, bovine products and derivates		Import ban on live bovines, bovine products and derivates because of BSE.		2009a						12242

		Ukraine		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		biotechnology products		corn products, soybeans, meal						2009				12243

		Ukraine		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal								2009				12244

		Ukraine		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal								2009				12245

		Ukraine		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal								2009				12246

		Ukraine		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal								2009				12247

		Ukraine		taxes		procedures		horizontal				, the new system for refunds introduced is turning out to be more complex than the previous one, rather than a simplification and streamlining of the process.		2009a						12248

		United Arab Emirates		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		competition policy		horizontal				lack of competition results from market-segmenting effects of exclusive agency laws.						2006		12249

		United Arab Emirates		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication				monopoly by two government-owned companies				2009				12250

		United Arab Emirates		customs procedures		certification		horizontal				certificate of origin required for non-preferential locations						2006		12251

		United Arab Emirates		export-related measures		restrictions		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil		export controls on oil due to OPEC membership						2006		12252

		United Arab Emirates		export-related measures		taxes		mining, metals, and mineral products		steel scrap		of Dh 250 per tonne						2006		12253

		United Arab Emirates		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				bidder must be a GCC citizen or company w/ maximum foreign equity of 49%.						2006		12254

		United Arab Emirates		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				10 percent price preference for local firms				2009				12255

		United Arab Emirates		government procurement		registration		horizontal				must register with the government before they can participate in government procurement				2009				12256

		United Arab Emirates		government procurement		requirements		horizontal				must have at least 51 percent UAE ownership to be eligible for registration				2009				12257

		United Arab Emirates		government procurement		requirements		other		defense		contracts valued at more than $10 million requried to establish joint ventures with local business partners that yield profits equivalent to 60% of the contract value within a specified period				2009				12258

		United Arab Emirates		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				established fee with authentication				2009				12259

		United Arab Emirates		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal				Only firms with an appropriate trade license can engage in importation and only UAE registered companies, which must have at least 51 percent ownership by a UAE national, can obtain such a license				2009				12260

		United Arab Emirates		import-related measures		local preference		horizontal				for all importing activites (a system of exclusive distribution rights)						2006		12261

		United Arab Emirates		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		falcons, ivory hornns, live camels, any printed material that does not adhere to religion or morals								2006		12262

		United Arab Emirates		import-related measures		requirements		horizontal				documentation for all imported products must be authenticated by the UAE Embassy in the exporting country				2009				12263

		United Arab Emirates		intellectual property rights		protection		other		computer software		high rates of piracy				2009				12264

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		competition policy		horizontal				at least 51% ownership by national				2009				12265

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		legal framework		horizontal				dispute resolution problems				2009				12266

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, financial				The UAE Central Bank does not grant new licenses to foreign banks				2009				12267

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		prohibited		services, internet		Voice over Internet Protocal		banned				2009				12268

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				Foreign insurance companies may operate only as branches in the UAE				2009				12269

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, insurance				must be a public joint stock company, at least 75 percent of capital owned by UAE nationals				2009				12270

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		commercial agents		must be either UAE nationals or companies wholly owned by UAE nationals and restrictions on number of agents, term and relationships				2009				12271

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				some company by-laws prohibit foreign ownership				2009				12272

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		real estate		land		non-nationals cannot own land, but can own buildings, in investment areas				2009				12273

		United Arab Emirates		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, financial		stock market		foreigners can own 79 of the 128 issues on the UAE stock markets				2009				12274

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		fees		animals and animal products		slaughter plants		fees on foreign slaughter plants and Halal certifiers				2009				12275

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		agriculture and fisheries										2006		12276

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		animals and animal products										2006		12277

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		legal framework		horizontal				GCC Member States do not consistently send notification of new measures to WTO Members and the WTO Committees on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures				2009				12278

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live birds and their products		Ban on the import of live birds and their products from Greece and finally extended to the whole world.		2009a						12279

		United Arab Emirates		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		beef		Import ban on beef due to BSE.		2009a						12280

		United Arab Emirates		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		horizontal				all entities carrying out trade must have a trading licence						2006		12281

		United Arab Emirates		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal		toys, detergents, paints, lubricant oils, and automotive batteries								2006		12282

		United Arab Emirates		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal				each Member State currently continues to apply either its own standard or a GCC standard, causing confusion among some U.S. businesses				2009				12283

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		local preference		other				SMEs receive reductions and reimburse of the fees charged to obtain pre-market approval (PMA). Non-U.S. companies however are unable to apply for these reductions		2009a						12284

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services, communication, incl. postal services		Satellite Services		European satellite operators have encountered serious difficulties in serving the U.S. market as a result of the FCC application of its DISCO II public interest framework		2009a						12285

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		regulation		services, financial				Foreign mutual funds have not been able to make public offerings in the U.S. because the SEC´s conditions make it impracticable for a foreign fund to register under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940.		2009a						12286

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services				the U.S. broadcasting market today is hardly accessible to foreign media companies.		2009a						12287

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services		Wire Line and Wireless Telecommunications		European and other foreign-owned firms seeking access to the U.S. market have faced substantial barriers, particularly in the satellite sector (which has suffered from lengthy proceedings, conditionality of market access and de facto reciprocit		2009a						12288

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, transportation		Air Transpor		U.S. law requires U.S. airlines to be under the actual control of U.S. citizens in order to be licensed for operation.		2009a						12289

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		services, transportation		Aircraft		The US rules on wet lease prevent any lease of non-US registered aircraft by US carriers for domestic flights.		2009a						12290

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		aeronautics and aerospace		Aircraft Engine Manufacturers		The EU is concerned by US Government subsidies granted to US engine manufacturers in the form of benefits from R and D funded by NASA, the DoD - dual use technology - and other mechanisms.		2009a						12291

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		aeronautics and aerospace		Boeing		These subsidies amount to billions of USD for Boeing.		2009a						12292

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				The Commodity loan programme allows US producers of designated crops to receive loans from the US government at a crop-specific loan rate per unit of production by pledging production as loan collateral.		2009a						12293

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		Biodiesel		The issue has emerged due to a surge in U.S. subsidised Biodiesel exports to the EU, which has depressed prices and profits and caused several producers to shut down their operation.		2009a						12294

		United States		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		services, transportation				The US government is still supplying third party war risks insurance at virtually no cost to US airlines and their suppliers.		2009a						12295

		United States		customs procedures		delays		horizontal				The CSI screening and related additional US customs routines are allegedly causing significant additional costs and delays to shipments of EU machinery and electrical equipment to the US.		2009a						12296

		United States		customs procedures		legal framework		services, transportation				The Commission, Member States, vast majority of port operators and the entire trade community are seriously concerned about this new US legislation, in particular with respect to the potential costs of the scanning requirement, its possible eff		2009a						12297

		United States		customs procedures		not specified		wood, paper and pulp		parquet		Several products that had been subject to a zero duty for many years previously are now subject to duties of 3.2 % and 8 %.		2009a						12298

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries				The additional red-tape resulting from the implementation of the BTA does affect EU agri-food businesses in particular small and medium enterprises.		2009a						12299

		United States		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal				This is creating barriers to market access in third countries to EU companies. They are not in line with the EU policy of dual use exports to those countries which deny some dual use exports based on Common Foreign and Security Policy grounds a		2009a						12300

		United States		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		commodities to Cuba		A licence is required for exports or re-exports to Cuba of all commodities, technology, and software subject to the EAR, with a few exceptions.  The BIS generally denies applications, although applications for certain products are reviewed on a						2008		12301

		United States		export-related measures		licensing		horizontal		crude oil, petroleum products, unprocessed western red cedar, horses exported by sea for slaughter		The BIS is responsible for determining whether it is necessary to restrict the export of commodities in short supply, implementing the EAA policy.  Specific procedures apply for:  crude oil;  petroleum products other than crude oil produced or						2008		12302

		United States		export-related measures		restrictions		electronics				US re-export controls on goods and intellectual technology create a difficulty for the European industry for cases of re-export.		2009a						12303

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				The FDA only recognises Sun Protection Factor (SPF) values of up to 30+, whereas the recommended limit of SPF on sunscreen products is SPF 50+ in many countries including the EU.		2009a						12304

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				The export credit programmes include a specific list of commodities per country allocation and is one of the main export policy tools of USDA, with annual allocations exceeding $5 billion and declared annual subsidy levels of over $400 million.		2009a						12305

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		horizontal		Wheat and wheat flour, coarse grains, rice, vegetable oils, butter and butter oil, skim milk powder, cheese, other milk products, bovine meat, pigmeat, poultry meat, live dairy cattle, and eggs		The United States scheduled export subsidy reduction commitments under the WTO Agreement on Agriculture for 13 product groups.[1]  The final bound ceiling since 2000-01 on export subsidy outlays for these commodities is US$594 million per year.						2008		12306

		United States		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				There are also indications that US procurement officers disregard the exemption of Buy American restrictions for MoU countries		2009a						12307

		United States		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				measures and their exemption from the GPA favour US industry and have exclusionary effects to the detriment of foreign competitors.		2009a						12308

		United States		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Now known as the Berry Amendment, its scope has been extended to secure protection for a wide range of products only tangentially related to national security concerns		2009a						12309

		United States		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				U.S. policy with respect to market access for government procurement is to grant national treatment based on the principle of reciprocity.  For procurement not covered by the GPA or other international agreements, the United States maintains a						2008		12310

		United States		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				Some of the Buy American provisions prohibit public sector bodies from purchasing goods and services from foreign sources; some establish local content requirements, while others still extend preferential price terms to domestic suppliers.		2009a						12311

		United States		government procurement		local preference		iron and steel products				Steel is subject to the imposition of local content requirements or preferences given in works and other government procurement contracts for bids which include locally produced steel.		2009a						12312

		United States		government procurement		local preference		iron and steel products				Congress has imposed a Buy American requirement on the procurement of ball and roller bearings since 1988, which remained in effect in 2008		2009a						12313

		United States		government procurement		local preference		services, construction				domestic content requirements of 60% and, failing that, a price penalty of up to 25%.		2009a						12314

		United States		government procurement		local preference		services, transportation				Federal law and policy maintain high barriers to U.S. Government utilization of foreign launch services.		2009a						12315

		United States		import-related measures		approval		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		liquefied natural gas		The importation of natural gas or liquefied natural gas (LNG) is authorized unless it is determined not to be in the public interest. The importation of natural gas from a nation with which the United States has a free-trade agreement, and of L						2008		12316

		United States		import-related measures		delays		horizontal				the notification of subsidies is frequently delayed.		2009a						12317

		United States		import-related measures		fees		horizontal				The merchandise processing fee applies to imports valued at more than US$2,000.  The fee is set at 0.21% of the import value;  the statutory minimum and maximum are US$25 and US$485.  Originating imports under the free-trade agreements conclude						2008		12318

		United States		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		fish, wildlife, plants, animals, plant and animal products, narcotic drugs, alcoholic beverages, tobacco, firearms, explosives, and nuclear facilities		Most other U.S. quantitative restrictions and controls on imports are designed to safeguard consumer health, or protect public morals or the environment.  These restrictions and controls are implemented through licensing requirements for fish a						2008		12319

		United States		import-related measures		local preference		services, financial				The reasoning for exempting U.S. banks is that they are already subject to Fed supervision which should not be replicated by SEC (however, this also applies to foreign banks doing business in the U.S.).		2009a						12320

		United States		import-related measures		not specified		services, financial						2009a						12321

		United States		import-related measures		other		horizontal				it unilaterally expands the scope of export controls on EU exports beyond those multilaterally agreed upon.		2009a						12322

		United States		import-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		marine mammal products, shrimp, tuna		Non-tariff import restrictions are maintained largely for non-commercial purposes.  This includes a ban on imports of marine mammal products, shrimp, and tuna from countries found not to be in compliance with U.S. environmental provisions.						2008		12323

		United States		import-related measures		prohibited		chemicals and chemical products				contained in the US Patriot Act authorisation establishes potential import prohibitions for certain drug precursor chemicals.		2009a						12324

		United States		import-related measures		quotas		textiles,apparel, and footware										2008		12325

		United States		import-related measures		regulation		beverages (alcoholic)		Wine		Some state legislation prevents cross-state retail sales of wines and spirits; prohibits EU exporters from distributing, rebottling, or retailing their own wine; requires duplicate label approvals; levies fees and charges; and other procedures.		2009a						12326

		United States		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal				Nevertheless, in cases where bilateral (as opposed to WTO) agreements are alleged to have been violated, Section 301 is still regularly used as a unilateral trade policy instrument.		2009a						12327

		United States		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal				In the past, the EU has voiced its concern that Section 232 gives US manufacturers an opportunity to seek protection on grounds of national security, when in reality the aim is simply to curb foreign competition		2009a						12328

		United States		import-related measures		regulation		horizontal				legislation is at odds with the basic principles of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, being a unilateral act and affecting the predictability of the trading system		2009a						12329

		United States		import-related measures		regulation		services, financial				Despite this reassurance, there were allegations in the past, from European banks and individual Member States, of a lack of clarity about the circumstances under which the U.S. would make use of Section 319 and when it would refrain from doing		2009a						12330

		United States		import-related measures		requirements		other				Pressure equipment in the US is regulated on a local level, e.g. by local jurisdictions.		2009a						12331

		United States		import-related measures		requirements		services, financial				A remaining impediment for EU insurance companies seeking to operate in the US market is the fragmentation of the market into 56 different jurisdictions, with different licensing, solvency and operating requirements		2009a						12332

		United States		import-related measures		requirements		services, transportation				The EU considers this is a way of extending restrictive and discriminatory public procurement practices beyond the US public procurement market. In fact, this policy imposes Buy American requirements on a UN organisation.		2009a						12333

		United States		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries				A number of US states have introduced potentially excessive restrictions on the commercialisation of foie gras, effectively banning it from their markets.		2009a						12334

		United States		import-related measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries				from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS).		2009a						12335

		United States		import-related measures		restrictions		services, transportation				The US Code, Title 46, Shipping, Section 12108, prevents EU fishermen from fishing in US waters under the US flag as foreign-built vessels are not eligible to receive a fisheries licence		2009a						12336

		United States		import-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries				reinforced the trade-distorting nature of US farm subsidies.		2009a						12337

		United States		import-related measures		subsidies		services, shipbuilding				s shipbuilding subsidies and tax deferments for projects meeting domestic built requirements.		2009a						12338

		United States		import-related measures		taxes, excise		beverages (alcoholic)		beer		Beer (imported and domestic) is subject to federal excise tax at a rate of US$18 per barrel of 31 gallons. A reduced rate of US$7 is applied on the first 60,000 barrels of beer produced in a year by a domestic brewer with an annual production o						2008		12339

		United States		intellectual property rights		local preference		other				These procedures are carried out by the US International Trade Commission (ITC) and are not available against domestic products infringing US patents.		2009a						12340

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		beverages (alcoholic)		Havana Club		Section 211 of the Omnibus Appropriations Act prohibits, under certain conditions, the registration or renewal of a trademark or a trade name which is identical or similar to a trademark or trade name used in connection with a business confisca		2009a						12341

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		This legal instrument is not appropriate for geographical indication protection		2009a						12342

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		the fact that these names are still considered in the US as semi-generics for wine labels existing before 10 March 2006 weakens the reputation of the Community geographical indications concerned in the US.		2009a						12343

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				an international application (Patent Cooperation Treaty, PCT) arising from European countries is not included in the US prior art until the date of the entry into the US national phase even if that application has been published previously.		2009a						12344

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		services, communication, incl. postal services				Concretely, Section 110(5) permits the playing of broadcast music in public places (such as bars, shops, restaurants etc.) without the payment of a royalty fee.		2009a						12345

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		services, other				European industry complains that producers and performers do not enjoy broadcasting rights or public performance rights in the U.S.		2009a						12346

		United States		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal						2009a						12347

		United States		intellectual property rights		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries				For foreign plant breeders it is very difficult in case of vegetative reproduced plants to get a Plant Patent		2009a						12348

		United States		investment-related measures		licensing		services, energy				licences can only be granted to US citizens and to corporations organised under US law.		2009a						12349

		United States		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				It requires the President to review mergers, acquisitions or take-overs that could result in foreign control of legal persons engaged in interstate commerce to determine their potential effects on US national security, if any		2009a						12350

		United States		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				The Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA), signed into law on 5 August 1996, provided for mandatory sanctions against foreign companies that made an investment above US$20 million contributing directly and significantly to the development of petr		2009a						12351

		United States		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				The Helms-Burton Act among others (a) allows US citizens to file lawsuits for damages against foreign companies investing in confiscated US		2009a						12352

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		agriculture and fisheries		Ornamental Plants		The process of obtaining this type of permission has proved to be virtually impossible or extremely slow.		2009a						12353

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		animals and animal products		meat, poultry, egg products		Before imports of meat, poultry, or egg products are allowed, FSIS evaluates whether a country's regulatory system for these products attains the same level of protection as the United States.  If the system is deemed equivalent, U.S. regulatio						2008		12354

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		delays		agriculture and fisheries				The US requires a two year post-entry quarantine on an importers premises for hardy nursery stock.		2009a						12355

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		horizontal		potted plants, wooden christmas trees, fruits and vegetables		Since the last Review of the United States, WTO Members have raised concerns in the SPS Committee regarding U.S. measures affecting imports of potted plants from the European Communities, wooden Christmas trees from China, and fruits and vegeta						2008		12356

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		uncooked meat products		Imports into the USA of uncooked meat products (e.g. sausage, ham and bacon) have been subject to a long-standing prohibition.		2009a						12357

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		animals and animal products		Bovine animals and products		However, the current USA import rules do not follow the OIE (risk based) recommendations.		2009a						12358

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		agriculture and fisheries		live bivalve molluscs		The USA requires the testing of the water in which bivalve molluscs (e.g. oysters) are reared for coliforms, whereas the European Union requires testing of the flesh of the bivalve molluscs for Escherichia coli.		2009a						12359

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		dairy products		to export to the USA.		2009a						12360

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		agriculture and fisheries		Fruits and vegetables		Restrictions on the import of certain fruits into the USA are in place		2009a						12361

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		delays		pharmaceuticals		Pharmaceutical and Herbal Products		The delays in approval for non-US new medicinal products are longer than for US developed medicinal products.		2009a						12362

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		chemicals and chemical products				The existence of multiple INCI names leads to barriers to international trade and increased potential for confusion for consumers		2009a						12363

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		motor vehicles				The American Automobile Labelling Act provides that passenger cars and other vehicles must be labelled with, inter alia, the proportion of US and Canadian-made parts and the final point of assembl		2009a						12364

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labelling		textiles,apparel, and footware				Therefore, the producers of these products have to label their products with the country of origin of the fabric. This, according to them, does not reflect the work of design and the production process, which have been made in Europe.		2009a						12365

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		local preference		services, transportation				The US has a number of statutes in place that require certain types of government-owned or financed cargoes to be carried on US-flag commercial vessels.		2009a						12366

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulation		horizontal				Between July 2005 and July 2007, WTO Members raised concerns in the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade regarding U.S. energy conservation standards for consumer products, requirements for digital television tuners and children's jewellery						2008		12367

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		electronics		Electrical and Electronic Equipment		On 20 October 2008 OSHA published a request for information and comments on a proposal to permit the use of Suppliers’ Declaration of Conformity (SDoC) as an alternative to the Nationally Recognised Testing laboratories (NRTLs) product-approval		2009a						12368

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal				oblige importers of covered plants and plant products to list shipment information along with information such as plant scientific name and country of harvest to prove compliance with the Lacey Act requirements.		2009a						12369

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal				US Customs does not recognise the EU as a country of origin, nor does it accept EU certificates of origin		2009a						12370

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		horizontal		digital television tuners, children's jewellery		Between July 2005 and July 2007, WTO Members raised concerns in the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade regarding U.S. energy conservation standards for consumer products, requirements for digital television tuners and children's jewellery						2008		12371

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		textiles,apparel, and footware				Extensive product description requirements complicate EU textile exports to the US and result in additional costs.		2009a						12372

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		animals and animal products		Pasteurised Milk Products		The first two options are closed, however, because (1) no Federal State is currently prepared to accept an application from a foreign company or country and (2) full compliance with the Pasteurized Milk Ordinance is almost impossible for a EU c		2009a						12373

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		services, communication, incl. postal services		Digital Terrestrial Television		In 1996, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) mandated an exclusive transmission standard for digital terrestrial television in the U.S., known as ATSC. This decision has prevented the technology (DVB-T), developed in Europe and being ad		2009a						12374

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		agriculture and fisheries		Organic Products		While substantial progress had been made in the negotiations for two years, the talks are at a standstill since May 2004 and no further road map has been laid out.		2009a						12375

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		chemicals and chemical products		Sunscreen products		The FDA only recognises Sun Protection Factor (SPF) values of up to 30+, whereas the recommended limit of SPF on sunscreen products is SPF 50+ in many countries including the EU.		2009a						12376

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal				There are few unique national standards applied across the whole country and access to the US market is not granted simply through compliance with standards.		2009a						12377

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		horizontal		consumer products		Between July 2005 and July 2007, WTO Members raised concerns in the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade regarding U.S. energy conservation standards for consumer products, requirements for digital television tuners and children's jewellery						2008		12378

		United States		taxes		fees		horizontal				the fee is still likely to exceed the cost of the service since it is still based on the value of the imported goods.		2009a						12379

		United States		taxes		local preference		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		Only US producers have access to the federal tax credit and tax rebate		2009a						12380

		United States		taxes		local preference		horizontal				The information reporting requirements of the US Tax Code as applied to certain foreign-owned corporations mean that domestic and foreign companies are treated differently.		2009a						12381

		United States		taxes		local preference		motor vehicles				Second, the Gas Guzzler Tax is particularly unbalanced as it does not apply to minivans, sport utility vehicles (SUVs), and pick-up trucks.		2009a						12382

		United States		taxes		other		horizontal				affected will be foreign corporations.		2009a						12383

		United States		taxes		regulation		motor vehicles				CAFE favours large integrated automakers or producers of small cars rather than those who concentrate on the top end of the car market, such as importers of European cars.		2009a						12384

		Uruguay		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		horizontal		agricultural products, natural gas		Uruguay has not introduced any new price controls since 1998;  there is no legislation giving the Government the power to introduce price controls in general.  Prices are usually determined according to market trends; nevertheless, administered						2006		12385

		Uruguay		export-related measures		approval, prior		agriculture and fisheries		live marine species		In November 2005, the export of certain products was subject to prior authorization or registration requirements (Table III.13)						2006		12386

		Uruguay		export-related measures		prohibited		mining, metals, and mineral products		steel and cast iron scrap		Decree No. 359/000 of 30 November 2000 imposed an initial temporary 180-day ban on the export of steel and cast iron scrap.  Subsequently, Decree No. 209/02 of 12 June 2002 definitively banned the export of these products						2006		12387

		Uruguay		export-related measures		subsidies		motor vehicles		automotive industry		Uruguay notified its export promotion scheme for the automotive industry to the WTO as a measure involving subsidies and requested an extension of the transitional period for granting export subsidies pursuant to Article 27.4 of the SCM Agreeme						2006		12388

		Uruguay		export-related measures		taxes		agriculture and fisheries		agricultural products		Exports of some other agricultural products are subject to payment of taxes or levies intended to finance bodies such as the Secretariado Uruguayo de la Lana - SUL (Uruguayan Wool Secretariat), the INAC, and the Instituto Nacional de Investigac						2006		12389

		Uruguay		export-related measures		taxes		animals and animal products		bovine, sheep, pig, horse, poultry meats, small game		Exports of bovine, sheep, pig, horse and poultry meats and small game, irrespective of their form but with the exception of preserved meat, are subject to the FIS tax at a rate of 1 per cent of the f.o.b. value of the exports (see Chapter IV(2)						2006		12390

		Uruguay		export-related measures		taxes		animals and animal products		raw/salted/pickeled/wet-blue hides		Pursuant to Decree No. 456/984 of 22 October 1984 and Laws No. 15.646 of 11 October 1984 and No. 17.780 of 27 May 2004, exports of raw, salted, pickled and wet-blue hides pay a 5 per cent tax						2006		12391

		Uruguay		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				State and semi-public enterprises give preference to Uruguayan over foreign products provided that they equal the foreign product in terms of quality and suitability.  This requirement allows Uruguayan bidders to be awarded contracts even if th						2006		12392

		Uruguay		import-related measures		approval, prior		horizontal		arms and explosives, precursors, chemical products, solvents, radioactive material or equipment, halons and halon containing products, alien biological control agents capable of reproduction		In addition to the import licensing regime, the import of some products requires prior approval by a government body (Table III.9).  Many prior authorizations are also required for sanitary or phytosanitary reasons (see section (2)(ix))						2006		12393

		Uruguay		import-related measures		licensing		motor vehicles		new tires for automobiles, lorries and buses		Some products require import licences (Table III.9)						2006		12394

		Uruguay		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		asbestos, arms and amunition used by the military and police, wine in containers exceeding one-litre capacity, food containers that contain lead, pharmaceuticals containing triazolam, products of the chemical and related industries, pesticides		Import prohibitions and restrictions are mainly imposed for sanitary or phytosanitary, health, safety, security or environmental protection reasons (Table III.8).  All the products listed in the table are totally banned, with the exception of u						2006		12395

		Uruguay		import-related measures		taxes		beverages		beer, non-alchoholic beverages, liquid foods, bitters		Under Decree No. 204/005 of 29 July 2005, the notional value for imports of beer, non-alcoholic beverages, liquid foods and bitters (with or without alcohol) is twice the value fixed for domestic products, which means a higher tax burden on imp						2006		12396

		Uruguay		import-related measures		taxes		horizontal				The BROU levies a commission for services supplied in relation to trade transactions.  During the previous review of Uruguay's trade policy, this varied according to the c.i.f. value of the imports, i.e. 1.1 per cent on imports of a value under						2006		12397

		Uruguay		import-related measures		taxes		services, printing and publishing		newsprint		A single tax of 16 per mil on the c.i.f. value is levied on imports of newsprint by newspaper publishers in the department of Montevideo and other firms engaged in this type of importation;  according to the authorities, this type of paper is n						2006		12398

		Uruguay		intellectual property rights		protection		horizontal				IPR violations		2009a						12399

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval, prior		horizontal		products of plant origin, bread products, fish products and by-products, marine fishery products caught on coast or processed on land, eggs for incubation and one-day-old chicks, live bovine cattle, sheep and horses, pig products, semen and emb		Sanitary and phytosanitary certificates are required depending on the level of risk and are issued by the country of origin for animals, plants and animal and plant products.[1]  In addition, the products may be subject to other requirements su						2006		12400

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		animals and animal products from regions with threatening diseases, horses from countries affected by African Horse Sickness, domestic or wild poultry, eggs and related products from countries with avian flu, growth enhancing medicines for bovi		Certain products may not be imported for sanitary reasons (Table III.12)						2006		12401

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		beverages (non-alcoholic)		energy drinks whose caffeine contenc is supper 200 mg/litre		Ban on imports of energy drinks whose caffeine contenc is supper 200 mg/litre		2009b						12402

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		protection		animals and animal products		Live ruminants, their products and derivates		The ban on beef due to Bovine Spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) is still in place.		2009a						12403

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		animals and animal products		Pork products		Sanitary requirements to the EU meat by Governative Resolution 5/09/2004 and Governative Resolution n. 62/05 16/06/2005. Information about origin and the characterisitics of the produts should be provided.		2009b						12404

		Uruguay		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		crude petroleum and its by-products, semi-liquid, liquid and gaseous fuels, narcotic drugs		Some products may only be imported by especially-authorized entities.  Crude petroleum and its by-products, liquid, semi-liquid and gaseous fuels (except asphalt and its by-products) may only be imported by the Administración National de Combus						2006		12405

		Uruguay		taxes		local preference		agriculture and fisheries				the tax base is raised with respect to the real market value, mainly in the case of goods of foreign origin.		2009a						12406

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		corruption		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				expropriation of certain US oil company investments after a ruling to change existing contract				2009				12407

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		licensing		agriculture and fisheries				licenses and sanitary permits to restrict imports				2009				12408

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, telecommunication				nationalized certain companies				2009				12409

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		services, energy		electricity		nationalized certain companies				2009				12410

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		market structure		construction material		cement		nationalized certain companies				2009				12411

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		agriculture and fisheries		corn, rice, sorghum, sugar, milk		fixed farm gate prices for producers				2009				12412

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		pricing		animals and animal products		beef, milk		fixed farm gate prices for producers				2009				12413

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		quotas		motor vehicles				to increase local production				2009				12414

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		motor vehicles				50% local content				2009				12415

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		requirements		horizontal		licenses, permits, registration		issuance of import permits, licenses, and the registration of local and imported food products is often slow and complicated				2009				12416

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		restrictions		horizontal				restrictions on obtaining foreign exchange				2009				12417

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		selected commodities		based on acreage				2009				12418

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices/competition policy		TRQs		horizontal				maintains TRQ's for up to 62 Harmonized System code headings.  Issuance of import licenses for TRQ's neither transparent nor automatic				2009				12419

		Venezuela		customs procedures		licensing		animals and animal products		dairy products		Since 1999 Venezuela established an import licence requirement for the administration of quotas applied to dairy products.		2009a						12420

		Venezuela		customs procedures		not specified		horizontal				Since February 2003, the Venezuelan government put into force the exchange controls regime. This is the third time that an exchange control is implemented in the country. The system of exchange controls and restrictions is applicable to all tra		2009b						12421

		Venezuela		export-related measures		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		rice, corn		exports banned due to shortages				2009				12422

		Venezuela		export-related measures		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		cocoa, some fruits, and certain seafood products		tax credit equal to 10 percent of the export's value				2009				12423

		Venezuela		government procurement		bidding		horizontal				Often awarding contracts directly, thus avoiding competition in bidding process				2009				12424

		Venezuela		government procurement		legal framework		horizontal				President can mandate temporary changes in the bidding process "under exceptional circumstances"				2009				12425

		Venezuela		government procurement		local preference		horizontal				5% preference for bids from companies whose products have over 20% local content (by govt decree)				2009				12426

		Venezuela		government procurement		registration		horizontal				Bids not be accepted without prior registration with National Service of Contractors				2009				12427

		Venezuela		import-related measures		documentation		horizontal				burdensome documentation requirements.				2009				12428

		Venezuela		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		used cars, buses, and trucks, used tires						2009				12429

		Venezuela		import-related measures		prohibited		textiles,apparel, and footware		used clothing						2009				12430

		Venezuela		import-related measures		prohibited		motor vehicles		passenger cars		engines larger than 3 liters				2009				12431

		Venezuela		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal				Lack of personnel, coupled with a very limited budget and minimal storage facilities for seized goods				2009				12432

		Venezuela		intellectual property rights		prohibited		pharmaceuticals				IPR prohibited				2009				12433

		Venezuela		intellectual property rights		prohibited		agriculture and fisheries		foodstuffs		IPR prohibited				2009				12434

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		market structure		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gasoline		government sets prices				2009				12435

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		requirements		services, legal		lawyers		Must be licensed in Venezuelan law to provide service on foreign/international law				2009				12436

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		requirements		services, engineering				must establish a commercial presence for the provision of engineering services, and consulting engineers must work through local firms or employ Venezuelan engineers				2009				12437

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		requirements		services, telecommunication		satellites		Venezuelan satellites to be utilized on a priority basis in the provision of satellite services				2009				12438

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				In any enterprise with more than 10 workers, foreign employees are restricted to 10% of the work force, and 20% of the payroll				2009				12439

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				Only Venezuelan citizens may provide accounting and auditing services to government institutions and related institutions, such as banks and hospitals				2009				12440

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions		services, media		television and radio broadcasting		Foreign equity participation limited to 20%.  Many other requirements.				2009				12441

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal				Foreign participation is restricted to a maximum of 19.9% in professional firms.				2009				12442

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				exploration, production, refinement, transportation, storage, and foreign and domestic sale of hydrocarbons are reserved to the state				2009				12443

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		liquid fuel		government control of domestic transportation and wholesale of liquid fuels				2009				12444

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		pork meat products and other meat derivates		Ban on Spanish exports of pork meat, meat products, meat preparations (including maturated pork meat products) due to Classical Swine Fever (CSF).		2009a						12445

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		live cattle, beef, beef products		ostensibly due to BSE scare				2009				12446

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		horizontal		permits		blocked imports through refusal to issue permits				2009				12447

		Venezuela		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		horizontal				certification process expensive				2009				12448

		Venezuela		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		horizontal		self-adhesive labels		information to be indelibly printed on labels, no adhesive labels				2009				12449

		Venezuela		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		motor vehicles		dual-fuel engines						2009				12450

		Venezuela		state-trading		subsidies		agriculture and fisheries		dry milk, precooked corn flour, black beans, rice, vegetable oils, sardines, pasta, sugar		food distribution network for the low and middle economic classes.  Competes with private sector and has advantages over it.				2009				12451

		Venezuela		state-trading		subsidies		animals and animal products		bologna, margarine, deviled ham, eggs, mayonnaise, and sauces		food distribution network for the low and middle economic classes.  Competes with private sector and has advantages over it.				2009				12452

		Venezuela		taxes		local preference		motor vehicles		vehicles		exempted low-value new cars and the components for their production from the VAT if they were locally produced or imported by authorised importers from Andean Pact countries.		2009a						12453

		Venezuela		taxes		local preference		other		appliance/furniture sector		exonerates from the VAT the sales of home furniture and domestic appliances locally produced, as well as sales and imports of the raw materials, parts and components for their production.		2009a						12454

		Venezuela		taxes		taxes		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes		70%				2009				12455

		Venezuela		taxes		taxes, luxury		horizontal		non-priority items', including alcoholic beverages, rugs, carpeting, jewelry, and toilet paper		15%				2009				12456

		Venezuela		taxes		taxes, VAT		horizontal				9%				2009				12457

		Vietnam		corruption		corruption		horizontal								2009				12458

		Vietnam		customs procedures		procedures		horizontal								2009				12459

		Vietnam		import-related measures		licensing		horizontal		consumer goods						2009				12460

		Vietnam		import-related measures		prohibited		horizontal		cultural products, firecrackers, children's toys, second-hand consumer goods, right-hand drive motor vehicles, used spare parts						2009				12461

		Vietnam		import-related measures		regulation		services, electronic commerce								2009				12462

		Vietnam		import-related measures		restrictions		services, marketing		advertising		spirits and wines				2009				12463

		Vietnam		import-related measures		taxes		beverages (alcoholic)		beer, distilled spirits						2009				12464

		Vietnam		import-related measures		TRQs		agriculture and fisheries		salt, tobacco, eggs, sugar						2009				12465

		Vietnam		intellectual property rights		enforcement		horizontal								2009				12466

		Vietnam		intellectual property rights		legal framework		horizontal								2009				12467

		Vietnam		intellectual property rights		regulation		horizontal								2009				12468

		Vietnam		investment-related measures		prohibited		not specified								2009				12469

		Vietnam		investment-related measures		regulation		services, telecommunication								2009				12470

		Vietnam		investment-related measures		restrictions		horizontal		audiovisual, express delivery, telecommunications, distribution, banking, securities, insurance						2009				12471

		Vietnam		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		Live cattle, bovine semen		Ban on the import of live cattle and bovine semen due to BSE		2009a						12472

		Vietnam		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		animals and animal products		poultry meat		Salmonella				2009				12473

		Vietnam		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulation		biotechnology products								2009				12474

		Vietnam		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		animals and animal products		beef and beef products		BSE restrictions				2009				12475

		Vietnam		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		animals and animal products		beef and poultry products						2009				12476

		Vietnam		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		pharmaceuticals								2009				12477

		Vietnam		state-trading		state-trading		horizontal		cigars, cigarettes, crude oil, newspapers, journals, periodicals, recorded media						2009				12478

		The information contained in this file is compiled from various external sources.  It does not represent the views of the U.S. International Trade Commission staff, the Commission as a whole, or any of its individual Commissioners.
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